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Funny thing, interviewing musicians – that whole 
meeting someone you’ve never met before, asking 
them about their hopes, dreams, internal thought 
processes...and sometimes even bonding a little, 
discovering shared interests and mutual passions. 
Then, after 45 minutes, that cord is severed, and 
with a quick shake of hands, you’re out of there, 
never quite certain if the impression they got of you 
was anything more than a parade of the same old 
questions adrift in the dull blur of an eight-hour 
interview schedule. Maybe that doesn’t matter so 
much these days, when journalism seems geared to 
finding the juciest quotes to be ripped out of 
context and slapped on mastheads or fired out 
across the blogosphere.But then, maybe there’s still 
stuff to glean from a more personal connection. 

It was with this in mind that we cajoled Plan B’s 
David McNamee into flying out to the west coast of 
America to take a bunk in the tourbus with Los 
Campesinos!. LC! seem to have racked up as many 
detractors as they have fans so far, with the latter 
camp apparently convinced they’re some simpering 
twee brigade all into kittens and cardigans and that, 
but to these ears their debut album Hold On Now, 
Youngster... is rather too urgent and spiky to fit  
that bracket, high on its own anger and passion  
and dissatisfaction (and as their song ’International 
Tweexcore Underground’ implies, cutie and 
hardcore punk were always far closer bedfellows 
than twee’s detractors might claim). Anyway, 
David’s piece is a neat snapshot of young people 
trying to leap the chasm that separates being  
a band (seven friends in a rehearsal room) and being 
A BAND (touring the world, appearing on magazine 
covers, rocking the fuck out on stage). It’s a nice 
thought that the two aren’t mutually exclusive. 

Elsewhere in the mag, we meet Philip Jeck 
(above), sound artist hunting for echoes of the  
past in the mountains and valleys of orphaned vinyl; 
The Bug, aka vintage soundmurderer Kevin Martin 
and friends, lacing London street sounds with 
apocalyptic dread; and Times New Viking invoke 
Fluxus art but are still less pretentious than you. 

Finally, I’d like to draw your attention to www.
planbmag.com, which has gone all stiff and creaky 
in its old age but will spring back to life later this 
month with a brand new interface. Being traditional 
about magazines, the bulk of our past toil goes into 
piecing together the thing you’re holding in your 
hands right now, and while this won’t change, it will 
at least mean we have a more representative face to 
the world beyond yr newsagent shelf. So go see.
Louis Pattison
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on the overlap 

Words: Louis Pattison, Noel Gardner, Andrzej Lukowski 
Fuck Buttons Photo: Stuart Green

Venn Festival
Various venues, Bristol
Somewhere between Rick Wakeman and Butt 
magazine (sorry Rick) we find Matmos, aka 
academic nerdfoxes M Schmidt, Drew Daniel, 
guest star J Lesser, and the treasure-trove  
of vintage synthesisers that provided raw 
material for current album Supreme Balloon. 
The Arnolfini is plunged into darkness as  
synths whoop, yelp, clank and make noises  
like an infant scribbling direct on your exposed 
brain with a light pen. Pure abstraction gets  
a synthenasia twist as visuals tumble by: a  
clip of Eighties gay porn where a man with  
a loaf-like perm jerks off in a Jacuzzi, and a 
rolling, fractal tunnel that I decide, in my  
tired and emotional state, is “the cosmic 
asshole”. Makes sense, though. Even at their 
most avant, Matmos are never dry, always 
lubed; they fuck to theory, crunch numbers  
to porno, rewire human impulses like circuits 
cracked open and set about with solder. 

Norway’s MoHa! don’t really impress on 
record, the energy of their two-man assault  
lost in the intricacy of their design and fucked-
up production. Like all those Load bands, 
though, up close and personal on the floor of 
the Thekla, they fucking jam. The kit is a 
madman’s dream of pristine kit, pedals, wires, 
sensors, and plastic Viking weaponry, backlit  
by halogen lamps and occasional strobe. 
Sometime Noxagt man Anders Hana darts 
between pounding his keyboard and speedily 
scraping across his guitar, sometimes in the 
same motion; drummer Morten J Olsen, 
meanwhile, is all spasmodic energy, his feet 
pounding on double drum sensors, drilling 
down on shattered cymbals, lithe and dynamic. 
As ever, the joy here is in seeing two young  
men exploring a maze of their own making, 
powering down secret passages and up  
sharp precipices. There’s no chasing them, no 
pursuing them. They leave no trace and give  
no quarter. Just watch them go. (LP)

The Heads should be in the eye of a tour with 
Wooden Shjips by the time this mag ‘hits’ the 
‘streets’. People – especially old people – like 
writing about the latter band cos they can  
spaff on about their San Fran homestead and 
carrying the acid-rock freak flag and such.  
The Heads are from Bristol and, despite existing 
since the early Nineties without mainstream or 
even inkie press recognition, may nonetheless 
be the city’s best-known psychedelic band. Lack 
of local ancestry notwithstanding, their set at 
the Thekla is a total nuke: loud and baked and 
unforgiving, tapped pedals detonating 
blitzkrieg like some Bond movie cliché. Blue 
Cheer minus the biker kudos aesthetic (which is 
great, but so is having your brains rocked out 
by unassuming dorks); Loop spying a sunbeam 

through the smoggy slate skies of the late 
Eighties; Fu Manchu forcibly relocated from 
their frathouse to an Avon flophouse built out 
of unsold Sixties free jazz. And further 
ultimately lacking reference scrabbling. 

Some great individual moments during 
Berliner Errorsmith’s live set at Motion Skate 
Park, an early-morning highlight amid seven 
hours of exemplary electronic skull-rinsing. 
One such moment comes when Errorsmith, 
who’s also 50 per cent of the duo Smith N Hack, 
violently shoves a too-curious member of Plan 
B’s reviewing team away from his equipment – 
in fairness, this was mainly for the Three 
Stooges snickerpuss factor, but still. Another 
moment arrives right after a brace of ravers 
shout at Errorsmith to “Play some proper 
techno!” – cue a velocity boost from no-fixed-
pitch analogue wonkery to an immersive 
barrage of metallic panel-beating. There’s a 
faint smile on his face for a second. The whole 
thing’s a smash, though: if someone hasn’t 
coined the term ‘math-techno’ yet, it’s for the 
taking, but more pertinently, please distinguish 
this from the pine-floor minimal peddled by 
some of his Berlin semi-peers. The last great 
moment: making for the exit as Errorsmith 
packs away and receiving a dose of sobering 
daylight. (NG)

Of course it’s special that erstwhile Bristolians 
and current Fuck Buttons Andy Hung and  
Ben Power are headlining the Saturday of 
Venn. But like rocket launches or hurricanes  
or suns collapsing, all Fuck Buttons gigs follow 
a similar drill. The ritual always begins with 
‘Sweet Love For Planet Earth’, its starry  
twinkles spinning from the darkness,  
gradually succumbing to dawn-like drones. 
Nobody is dancing. It’s always followed by the 
rippling, scary forest invocation of ‘Ribs Out’. 
Nobody is dancing. But something is building, 
building through the thudding, crackling  
haze of ‘Race You To My Bedroom – Spirit Rise’, 
which comes at the point in the set it always 
comes. You couldn’t do it differently, because  
if the order changed the spell wouldn’t work. 
The primal rave of ‘Bright Tomorrow’ might  
not achieve its moment of molten catharsis, 
and the untitled last song wouldn’t hit home  
in the way it does. It sounds like everything  
U2 ever did with a synth that was any good, 
filtered through itself, and blasted out in a  
roar of trancey light. At the end of the  
world there will only be sound. Everyone  
is dancing.

That said, the world does not in fact end. 
People are tired when they shuffle into  
Thekla the next evening. Everything is delayed, 
apparently because Flying Lotus needed  
to eat his tea. He deserved his tea. If new  
album Los Angeles is a dark, dank, semi-
ambient wander through deserted hip-hop 
backstreets, then here Steven Ellison turns  
that stroll into pure carnivàle. Beats are  
amped, playful and spry, keyboard 
muckarounds patter and fall, and though 
darkness lingers, it’s flecked with joy. Ellison 
himself is almost supernatural: all the guy does 
is walk between electronic things with a 
mischievous grin on his face, but it’s Venn’s 
most charismatic turn, a sensei sleekly ghosting 
between his weapons. (AL)

If the order 
changed the spell 
wouldn’t work
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In the best, weirdest, wrongest, most poptastic pop, contradictions are the shit. 
Sweden’s Lykke Li is both pop puppet and producer-svengali-puppet master; 
awkward and a brilliant manager of that awkwardness. She doesn’t just pull her 
own strings, she ties them into intricate knots that could keep armies of scouts 
occupied. Her songs sound a bit like mid-Eighties dance-pop of the ‘Til Tuesday 
variety (as orchestrated by a compiler of logic puzzles) but she refuses to analyse 
the process: “For me it’s really important – when music is uptempo – that it has a 
groove, you know? All good music has a groove.” Well, yeah. But the really 
good stuff – which this is – has so much else, too. 

‘Little Bit’ is full of broken music-box guitars. It’s like Britney Spears’ 
‘Everytime’ (which I love) but much, much better, because Lykke Li sings like 
she’s alive, alert, and completely present. In all her videos, she stares the camera 
down. It’s as if she’s dissecting you with her eyes, but then she spills her own 
guts with lines like, in ‘Little Bit’, “For you I keep my legs apart…” I ask her what 
kind of reactions that gets. 

“The first time I played it, it was on the piano, for all my girlfriends, and  
they were like, yeah, it’s so true, you know? Every girl has had that guy. It’s  
hard, you know, being young, and being into people, and maybe the girl is  
more into the guy – like it doesn’t mean as much for him as it does her – and 
they knew exactly what I was talking about because everybody had experienced 
that situation. The girls want a little more out of it, you know? And people keep 
asking me, so…I think it’s shocking that people find it shocking.” She laughs  
(a bit). 

What shocks me most about her songs is how the gut-punch lyrics mesh 
with the collage-control of her composition. 

“I don’t know, I just play around…I want stuff to be raw, but I also want it  

to be layered. For me commercial pop music, like r’n’b…what you hear is what 
you get. If you’ve heard, like, say, Rihanna…after you’ve heard that song five 
times, that’s it, you know? I want to make music that you can listen to over and 
over again. I can play it on the guitar to get one sound, but then add more of a 
vibe to it…”

She’s great at this. She writes songs with little black holes at their hearts. 
Hiccups, echoes like wind machines, piano washes that come out of nowhere, 
jerks of island guitar. These surprises suck you in to her songs, and you can’t 
escape because you need to hear them over and over for your neurons to find 
their bearing. I ask how much of her use of texture is deliberately crafted to  
do that.

“I don’t intend to do it, that’s just the way I work.”
The album is called Youth Novels. It’s apt, combining precocity and emotional 

confession with long-haul craft. She’s known she wanted to write and play 
songs forever, and went to New York, aged 18, where she played whatever gigs 
she could, pretending to be a huge star in Sweden – then her visa ran out, so  
she was sent back home. Around this time, her demos caught the attention of 
Björn Yttling of Peter, Björn, and John – but before he could produce her album, 
‘Young Folks’ exploded, and Lykke Li had to wait it out, working in a care home, 
still writing through all the frustration. “It’s not perfect…it’s only the beginning 
so I wanted it to be…you know…I wanted the lyrics to be so good that you 
could just read them, and find them appealing, you know? This is my youth – 
there’s more to come.“

Do you feel like you’re not so young anymore? 
“It feels like a hundred years since I was fifteen, so I’m not young at all!  

But I am young in my life, and hopefully I will learn more and get better. “ 
She’s chosen good aesthetic predecessors for inspiration, then. The 

choreography and sets of the video for ‘I’m Good, I’m Gone’ look like they  
come from a fellow Swede, the filmmaker Roy Andersson, who has spent the  
last four decades humanising everyday eccentricity in bureaucratic buildings and 
grey-green light. Lykke Li’s a fan, and explains, “I wanted to create a world of 
outsiders who have their own path…but maybe other people won’t understand 
them. It’s how I feel all the time.”

www.lykkeli.com

lykke li 
                 Words: Emily Bick  

Photography: Eva Edsjo

‘It feels like a hundred 
years since I was fifteen’

"The ultimate party band are back" ARTROCKER

Debut Album Out July 28th
Welcome to Goon Island

CD, gatefold LP & download 
Includes the singles The Way We Were and Only You

Go to www.xxteens.co.uk for a free MP3
www.myspace.com/xxteens
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One minute, we are having a serious conversation 
about the state of music in the age of the internet, 
the next, Duchess Says are moshing on our living 
room floor. As they leave (at 4am), Simon apologises 
for his friends’ behaviour. We point out we saw him 
head-spinning on one of our bicycle helmets: “I was 
just trying to protect my head! I know what they are 
capable of!” 

This combination of total artistic endeavour and 
wild party attitude sums up their project quite well. 
Despite producing some of the catchiest no wave 
post-punk Moog rock out there, they see their 
mission as promoting the message of the Duchess 
of their title (a yellow/green spiritual budgie). 
A private, devotional, ornithological mythology 
(‘The Church Of The Budgerigar’) is encoded in 
even their most disco-friendly moments (like the 
glorious ‘Black Flag’, in which dancing is equated 
with kneeling in prayer). Annie-Claude: “We used 
to explain this more and wear costumes, but now 
we express it through performance”. 

Simon: “It has nothing to do with God, but we 
took the religious parts and play the music that fits.” 

Ismael: “It’s a way to get people to come 
together”. 

Is rock‘n’roll more sex or religion?
Annie-Claude: “It’s more…dictionary!”
The slight language barrier makes French-

Canadians come up with quirky exclamations 
like this all the time. But while at first they seem 
completely obtuse, the more you think about it, 
the more they are actually to the point: Duchess 
Says use rock‘n’roll exactly like a dictionary, an 
arbitrary sequence of words and definitions to be 
tampered with and rearranged to produce new 
Dadaist meanings. They actually have a broken old 
keytar whose sole purpose is to produce the 
incredible cat-screech sound on ‘In Serial’; the 
object itself an integral component in the music. 

According to our Torontonian friend Steve, 
Montreal is full of rich white Anglo-Canadians from 
Vancouver who treat the city as one big cheap party 
at the expense of a more grassroots French Catholic 
culture. This might explain why bands like Duchess 
Says have adopted an almost pre-linguistic form of 
vocalisation that transcends cultural and class 
divides. But are they part of a Montreal scene?

Annie-Claude: “There is an Anglo scene but we 
relate more to French-Canadian bands like Les 
Georges, Lesbians On Ecstasy and We Are Wolves”.

Ismael: “…Compared to two years ago, it 
is dead”.

Is that just in Montreal or is it this kind of music 
just less fashionable now?

Ismael: “No, because it is not a type of music, it 
was just an energy of people going out all the time.”

 Simon: “It’s not like a Seattle sound where all 
the bands sound the same”.

So has this creative energy that crossbred punk 
rock and electronic dance music evolved into bands 
like Crystal Castles?

Ismael: “They suck. We don’t like them. We used 
to be on the same label, but they just make music 
that refers to dancing…that’s it”.

Are you sure we should print that?
Phil: “Of course! They are so boring! Crystal 

Castles: we want to fight with you in Montreal!”
Error! Contact not defined.

www.duchesssays.com

jay reatard
Words: Stevie Chick

It was in 2006 that Memphian firebrand Jay Reatard’s 
solo debut announced the arrival of a brash new 
American cult. Blood Visions featured the doughy 
twentysomething stood naked on the cover, splattered 
in crimson. The album’s rush of vicious punk dynamics 
and nagging pop hooks evoked Jack White fronting the 
Buzzcocks, all high drama peacock moves and emotive 
chord-changes that spoke volumes, garage rock as 
operatic low-art. 

Jay, however, had even then been recording 
for eight years, leader of numerous groups like 
The Lost Sounds, The Final Solutions, Bad Times and 
The Reatards. He credits his prodigious creativity to 
“Total boredom. I could have taken to skateboards, 
or machine guns, but luckily I found a guitar in my 
step-mom’s closet. I couldn’t play anybody else’s songs 
– I tried to play along to wimpy Nineties rock music, 
and quickly realised I wasn’t going to learn Smashing 
Pumpkins’ Gish anytime soon. I started writing my own 
songs instantly, totally not knowing what I was doing, 
and built from there.”

Reatard was 14 when he bought his first four-track, 
enabling him to create “the illusion of a band”. He 
proceeded to demo a wealth of fractured garage-pop 
songs, winning the mentorship of local garage legends 
The Oblivians, and recording as ‘The Reatards’ for their 
revered garage label Goner. “But it’s kind of lonely 
being the guy who does everything by himself,” he 
adds. “You miss a feeling in the music sometimes, 
of interaction and collaboration. So I tried that for 
six years…”

This was The Lost Sounds, a group Reatard formed 
with girlfriend Alicja Trout, before dissolving – along 
with their relationship – in 2005 (following their 
fourth, self-titled album). “I was 18 years old, and 
dating a girl 10 years older than me,” remembers 
Reatard. “We collaborated for six years, and then 
I found myself on my own, thinking, woah, I’ve been 
compromising my ideas.”

Blood Visions followed soon after. “It’s the 
first record I made by myself since I became an 
adult,” he grins proudly. “I wrote all the parts in my 
head, and played them all myself, starting with the 
drums, stacking everything on top until I had it 
where I wanted it.” Reatard is currently following 
up that perfect and perverse power-pop blast with 
a series of six seven-inch singles for Matador, to the 
glee of a growing cadre of Reatard-completist 
record collectors. 

The boy himself can’t count himself among their 
number, much to his chagrin. “There’s so many holes in 
my collection,” he groans. “I go on eBay to fill the gaps, 
and people bid against me. I email them and say, hey, 
please let me win this, I don’t own my own record. And 
they’re, like, ‘Tough luck, dude!’” He grumbles a 
moment and adds, “The internet’s a cold, faceless 
place, and it enables people to be COWARDS!”

www.jayreatard.blogspot.com

‘Crystal Castles: we 
want to fight with you 
in Montreal’

duchess says
Words: Pil and Galia Kollectiv

Marion Bay
TASMANIA

Lorne
VICTORIA

Ballot closes August 27
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‘Lispector is Julie and her recorder’ reads the sleeve 
notes of new Twisted Nerve release Guide To 
Personal Happiness. ‘From 1996 to 2000, Julie 
made numerous home-recorded cassette tapes, 
armed with a cardboard drum kit and a few Yamaha 
keyboards…in 2004, [she added a] sequencer and 
started recording with eight tracks. Double the fun.’ 
says the press release representing the Montplaisir 

resident. And her MySpace motto? ‘How can she be 
in a band if it’s only her?’

A stupid question can still be a valid question, so 
I repeat it back to her: “I don’t think I would have 
ever started singing if it wasn’t in my bedroom. It’s 
the best way – for me – to capture a moment or a 
mood.” She stays low, never fills all the spaces, 
never emotes enough to warp a note. Careful 
arrangements, simple, circling melodies, swimming 
into focus like a Polaroid: “I remember walking on 
rainy beaches/Listening to Peaches…” 

So...is this named after author Clarice Lispector?
“Yes. I remember reading an article about her 

and loved the name right away. There was also a 
picture of her and I loved it; she looked so serious.”

Why do you write in English? Isn’t that frowned 
upon in France? 

“I’ve always been listening to English music, and 
it just came naturally when I started singing. I liked 
the fact that I could sing in my bedroom without 
being understood by my family and neighbours. 
Also, you can be surprised by words and expressions 
when you write in a foreign language.”

How do you decide what kind of instrument 
you’re going to use on a song? 

“Different machines – and different sounds – 
have different personalities. Every guitar is different, 
too. I don’t really get attached to instruments, and 
actually I don’t have any that I really love, apart from 
the first Yamaha keyboard I ever bought. But I do 
love that they all inspire you differently, depending 
on your mood. They really make the music, not me.”

It’s not all fuzzy felt. ‘The Game’ is peculiarly 
sinister. “Play along with someone/Roll him into a 
ball, go along with the game/Kick the ball about…” 
slink the words over tranquilised synth pulses and 
higher, stressy organ lines which chicane tidily 
behind. “The game refers to how you need to take 
risks for the people you love, and how people play 
with each other sometimes, with their feelings and 
such. I guess I looked in the dictionary and found  
all those funny images about games and play, and 
really felt like they meant something deeper.” One 
could almost dance to it, but one would most 
certainly be dancing alone. 

 There’s more. On the guitar clank and tingle of 
‘Winona Forever’, she matter-of-factly takes Johnny 
Depp not as muse, but mouthpiece: “I’m gonna 
tattoo your name on my skin/Because I love you  
and I always will.” And however that third-person 
relationship worked out, there’s a sincerity to the 
sentiment all the stronger for having grown through 
self-protective irony; love is not negated even when 
departed. “You can change the way you look/But 
not the books you’ve read,” she intones, careful, 
certain. Past happiness is impregnable.

Her own verdict is economical and modest: “It’s 
a song about the time that passes and the fact that 
people change, all of that.” I think she’s quietly 
extraordinary, for all of this. 

www.myspace.com/lispector

the dodos 
Words: Meryl Trussler 

The Dodos are Meric Long and Logan Kroeber, and 
their new record, Visiter, sounds something like urgent 
tapping on roofs, walls and windows to peel your 
sallow face from the mattress: it’s summer.  
Acoustic guitars buzz, catch and shiver darkly over 
toms and clacked sticks. It’s sublime, and simple,  
and raises the question: what the hell has everyone  
else been doing? Meric, designated Guitar  
Man, speaks.

You’re in the middle of quite the epic tour. 
How’s the morale?

“I think we’re breaking up in a few days. The other 
day I was eating a sandwich and had one bite left 
which I was saving, ‘cause it was gonna be the best 
bite. I went to the bathroom and when I got back 
Logan had eaten it. That’s the sort of thing I can’t deal 
with anymore.” A pause. “Just kidding.”

What kind of crowds have you drawn so 
far? How do you dance to The Dodos?

“The crowds have been really eclectic, in terms of 
demographic. We’ve seen little kids to boomers. I’d say 
the little ones know how to dance the best, probably 
‘cause they don’t have preconceived notions of moves. 
Stomping and jumping are a good start. Just get weird 
and you’ll be fine.”

What’s the most important element in  
a song?

“For me, it’d have to be space.”
What music got you  where you are today?
“Pop, some folky-bluesy stuff, and some non-

Western traditional music. I don’t wanna sound 
omniscient, but I’ve been lucky to have played a lot  
of different types of music, classical piano to jazz band 
in high school, as well as rock bands, and even a 
Balinese gamelan ensemble. I’d like to think that I got 
something out of everything I’ve participated in.”

Do you think you’d sound the same 
without having grown up in California? Do 
you ever get the urge to write songs that pay 
tribute to the state, like so many other bands  
born there?

“I’d probably write about the weather a lot more  
if we grew up someplace else. I don’t really have those 
urges. Red Hot Chili Peppers kinda ruined it for the  
rest of us.”

Is there a mission statement to Visiter?
“Yeah – ‘Get lost, kid’. It takes me back to being on 

the road between summer 2006 and 2007, a lot of 
weird-coloured skies; being slightly miserable but too 
distracted to think about it.”

Sweetest experiences while on the road?
“Last summer it was so damn hot driving in the  

US, especially the south, that me and Logan would  
find swimming holes to jump in. We managed it almost 
every day. It was like half-tour, half-summer camp.”

What are you looking for, by being in  
this band?

“Freedom, love, money.”
www.dodosmusic.net/

‘You can be surprised 
when you write in a 
foreign language’

lispector 
Words: kicking_k 
Photography: Emily Graham 
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1499 WEST 2ND STREET, BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47403 USA WWW.SECRETLYCANADIAN.COM

CD/LP

BODIES OF WATER
A CERTAIN FEELING

CD/LP

COMING IN SEPT: THE DONKEYS LIVING ON THE OTHER SIDE CD/LP
1499 WEST 2ND STREET BLOOMINGTON, IN 47403 WWW.DEADOCEANS.COM

DISTRIBUTED IN THE UK BY PIAS UK AND IN THE US BY ADA & SC DISTRIBUTION

THE EXPLORERS CLUB
FREEDOM WIND CD/LP

WHITE HINTERLAND
PHYLACTERY FACTORY CD/LP

A L SO AVA I L A B L E F ROM D E A D O C E A N S :

HYMNS FOR A DARK HORSE
CD/LP OUT 18 AUGUST

UK TOUR DATES: 16 AUG Greenman Festival (Powys); 19 AUG Bush Hall (London) w/ Damien Jurado;
20 AUG Windmill (London) w/ The War On Drugs; 11 SEPT Shepherd's Bush Empire (London) w/ Bon Iver;

12-13 SEPT End of the Road Festival (Dorset)
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A photo in the booklet for Wyau/Pyst/Libertino, 
the essential collection of Datblygu albums, shows 
a temporary stage housed on a huge truck, 
somewhere in Wales, covered by tarpaulin and 
occupied by Datblygu themselves. You have to look 
twice to notice anyone apart from vocalist David 
R Edwards, who’s standing on the lip and barking 
at six children sitting on the grass wearing anoraks. 
It’s an image so dreary and purgatorial, you imagine 
that despite being a black and white picture, it was 
taken using colour film. Intentionally or otherwise, 
it conveys the notion of a prophet unrecognised in 
his own land, which is at least a half-truth.

Datblygu, whose name is Welsh for ‘develop’, 
existed from 1982 to 1995 in no fixed area of 
Wales, getting pickled and slashing away at a 
cripplingly conservative Welsh establishment. 
Because they did this in their own language, and 
because no one who isn’t Welsh has much call to 
consider such subject matter, they were generally 
uncared for elsewhere, not that any other result 
would have been expected. John Peel was their 
most vocal mainstream advocate – Datblygu were 
the first band, he said, who caused him to regret his 
non-grasp of the Welsh language.

An album, The Peel Sessions 1987-1993, has just 
been released on CD for the first time, with the last 
two of the five sessions therein having never been 
released at all. “This is called ‘Rauschgiftsuchtige’. 
It means ‘Drug Addict’, and errrrrrr…lalalalalalala,” 
is Edwards’ on-air introduction to said track. “At the 
time I was taking all the drugs that came my way. 
This song is a drug vision,” his retrospective 
sleevenotes add.

They were dubbed the Welsh Fall at the time, 
and still are now on occasion. Edwards was a Fall 
fan, but the categorising doesn’t tell the whole 
story. Go to a Fall gig tomorrow and stand back as 
a hundred paunchy middle-aged men run tipsily 
into each other. In the unlikely event that Datblygu 
ever play live again, the average age and waistline 
of the audience might bear comparison, but that 
would probably be your lot. 

Edwards and Morgan made, at most, music 
which grudgingly acknowledged a dancefloor, but 
never a moshpit; not averse to paying explicit tribute 
to Kraftwerk (‘Hymne Europa 1992’), more often 
the drum machine is wound down to a brutally slow 
thump, one horse powering songs as stark as Joy 
Division at their lowest ebb. Libertino, their final LP 
from 1993, leaned more heavily on pianos and 
Weill-ish showmanship – musically speaking it’s 
their most coherent and sedate work, lyrically it 
conveys a fork in Edwards’ psyche pointing in the 
dual directions of total societal contempt and all-
consuming romanticism.

It has been claimed that Datblygu lyrics are 
essentially untranslatable, weighted as they are with 
language-reliant puns and saesneg-alienating word 
trickery. This claim was either countered or ignored 

by 2004’s reissue of three Datblygu albums, 
Wyau, Pyst and Libertino, spread across two CDs 
and including a booklet of complete lyrics in 
Welsh and English. I don’t know how much I’m 
missing out on by not being a Welsh speaker, 
but even accounting for whatever nuances are 
lost post-Anglicisation, DRE still beats down 
almost all late 20th Century lyrical challengers. 
The Dylans, Cohens and Mark E Smiths take 
their rightful place in the comparison foyer, 
although for what it’s worth I was actually 
reminded most readily of Chris Leo’s lyrics in 
The Lapse – dense with outside reference and 
unforgiving in their self-examination – while not 
supposing for a second that either party has 
encountered the other. 

Lest this be mistaken as something likely to 
be clutched to the universal bosom of ‘alternative’ 
in an imaginary Welsh-speaking world, think on. 
Datblygu were virtually the opposite of anthemic, 
and while there was little to attach them to the 
noise and industrial scenes of the Nineties, often 
a song would consist of Edwards’ sardonic wrath 
over an obtuse, lo-fi rumble, volley of hazily 
assembled FX (‘Mwnci Efo Crach’/‘Monkey With 
Scabs’) or a broken-language translation of dub. 
If they’d come along a few years earlier, and 
lived somewhere else, they’d have been a 
quintessential Messthetics band. They are, 
however, unquestionably better for being of 
the time and place they were.

Perhaps that time and place is one you’ll find 
it hard to relate to, even equipped with translations. 
Still: if you really want to experience ‘Cân Y Gymry’ 
(‘Song For Welsh’) with the luxury of quadraphonic 
misanthropy, why not move into a district of 
Cardiff chiefly notable for wildly overpriced 
property purchased by aspirational Welsh-language 
media drones, continue to earn a pitiful wage, 
and listen to the song at 7.30 am with children’s 
trumpet and piano lessons filtering through the 
walls on each side?

music that time forgot: datblygu
Words: Noel Gardner

Datblygu were 
virtually the opposite 
of anthemic
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PETER MOREN The Last Tycoon OUT NOW - CD / Digital

THE DODOS Red and Purple OUT NOW - 7" / Digital

THOSE DANCING DAYS Run Run b/w Home Sweet Home OUT NOW - 7" / CD / Digital

SIMIAN MOBILE DISCO Live In Japan OUT NOW - Limited CD

THE DODOS Visiter OUT NOW - CD / 2LP / Digital

SIMIAN MOBILE DISCO Sample and Hold: ADSR Remixed 28/07/08 - CD / 3LP / Digital

CONOR OBERST Conor Oberst 04/08/08 - CD / LP / Digital

COMING SOON
HER SPACE HOLIDAY “The New Kid Revival”

Visit the brand new Wichita shop for all our releases, rare items and label merchandise -
www.wichita-recordings.com/shop
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You know him as The Murkle Man. You know him 
as the hypest MC in grime. Towering over the city in 
his rubber muscle-suit and green cape retching fiery 
catchphrases: “Shat up!”; “It’s a lot!” And, for once, 
everything that you know is right. You hear the 
astonishing opening sequence of four tracks (past 
the intro) on the third volume of his Are You Dumb 
mix CDs, and you’ll hear the effervescence of an MC 
for whom being a superhero is…y’know…just part 
of the job.

But it sure ain’t all of the job. “Eight years of 
work I’ve been doing with the scene to get these 
facilities for us to push our music out through – 
1Xtra, MTV Base, all these types of stuff.” He leans 
back on his parents’ sofa, staring at the ceiling as he 
tries to explain.

“Me and Wiley – not singlehandedly, but almost 
– are why garage evolved into grime. I started 
making different style beats – ‘Take You Out’, 
‘Destruction’ – Wiley came with the eski sound,  
I had NASTY Crew, he had Roll Deep, Dizzee Rascal 
was in it, and Kano was in it. And that’s when grime 
evolved. I done Lord Of The Mics and…it was music. 
We didn’t name it something.”

Since then, he’s seen the scene nurture  
a generation’s talents and face the opprobrium  
of many who fail to grasp the big picture. “I’ve 
encountered over a hundred talented artists that 
have changed their life around, making a lot of 
money out of music. Still people are going to slander 
you until you get to the stage where they have to 
suck it in. It’s like Dizzee, he’s come from the same 
scene as us and he’s broke away to the stage of 
being an individual artist. That’s what everybody  
has to do, stop bracketing themselves.”

So yeah, he’s the Murkle Man, but he’s a bunch 
of other stuff too. Volume 3 makes it clear how 
much scope there is in the eski/grime sound, 
opening with Jammer glaring holes in the mixing 
desk, too pissed in a screwface sense to meet 
anyone’s eye: “I make music, fuck grime/I make 
music, fuck crime”. In person he’s more reasonable, 
finishing the lyric for me when I ask the question 

and substituting each ‘fuck’ for a modest ‘eff’ as if 
on radio. “As an artist you have to have all different 
types of stuff,” he reasons. “You have to have your 
club banger, your hype thing, intricate music – and 
your mediocre, like grime coffee table music…”

Do you feel hemmed in by the reputation?
“Sometimes even if you do say something good 

they don’t want you to. And when you don’t – they 
say all this other shit. You can never win. I try not to 
overcrowd my brain with it. I see people saying 
‘well, yeah, grime is just stupid’, and I’m not going 
to play into that part. You listen to a lot of American 
rap music and 99.9 per cent of it is about guns and 
drugs and women, they just do it a lot more skilful. 
You’ve got 50 Cent talking about the magic stick,  
so you’ve got five-year old girls singing about the 
magic stick. Which is a dick. And you want to moan 

about a straightforward comment about punching 
someone in the face or hitting someone over the 
head with a brick?”

He stops for a second, perhaps eyeing me to 
figure who I might sell the story on to. “Which is 
violence, and I know it should never be glorified,” 
he qualifies. Then he gets back to his point: “People 
called us something and then made that negative. 
Grime is what’s in the bath when you’ve finished 
washing. It’s dirt, you have to clean it.”

But I like it because of that…
“You feel the passion of the music. But on the 

same level it’s like calling something shit.”
Five minutes later he’s on another tangent, 

talking on his promotional schedule, the three 
promo clips they’re planning for ‘Skankin Ting’,  
‘Mr Lover Man’ and ‘Wooo Oiii’, pitches for a TV 
comedy, how he’s trying to keep money in the 
community by starting up a production company, 
how his T-shirts are always sold out; how many 
possibilities there are in his world at the moment.

Are you making a living selling the T-shirts?
[Laughs] “It’s not bad, to be honest.”
I think it’s great when you’ve got some in the 

industry moaning about things being dead – but 
others are finding a way. There’s a living there if 
you’ve got the talent and the graft.

“All you have to do is time when you’re releasing 
stuff to the same time as your PRS [Performing 
Rights Society]. And make sure you push DJs to play 
your stuff. Add your T-shirt distribution sales, and 
you’re just under bloody middle-class wages. You’ve 
just got to be clever.”

www.myspace.com/murkleman1

making ends meet 
Words: Ringo P Stacey 
Illustration: Pellet

Plan B calls in on the Jammer family residence

‘Grime is what’s in the 
bath when you’ve 
finished washing’
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Which record…
…fascinated you as a child?

“The Residents, The King And Eye. Not the best 
Residents by any means, but I had seen and been 
fascinated by the Residents when I saw them on TV 
as a small child, and it took a few years to first grow 
the concept of a record you can buy, never mind 
finding anything of theirs. Eventually found a 
cassette of this in a record store in Canada while  
on a family trip.”

…kept you awake at night?
“The first time I heard Nurse With Wound.  

I had read their name in ads in the backs of 
magazines; finally found Homotopy To Marie  
on CD and, at one point, when shit kicked in,  
it scared the crap out of me. The first Portishead  
kept me awake at night later in life, but for  
other reasons.”

…makes you want to turn the volume up  
as loud as possible?

“Bernhard Günter, Un Peu De Neige Salie.”
…lets you to drift into  pleasurable bliss?
“Folke Rabe, What??, Phill Niblock, G244, 

Basinski, Disintegration Loops, Pärson Sound, 
Fushitsusha…the list goes on and on. Eliane 
Radigue fills any room with – just – overwhelming 
atmosphere. Taken more literally, I don’t like  
it when music is playing during sex. Shit can really 
start to feel goofy – is this what’s being implied?”

…might people be surprised that you 
genuinely actually like?

“For a while when I’d get drunk all I would want 
to listen to was Stevie Nicks-heavy Fleetwood Mac.  
I don’t believe in the idea of guilty pleasure – ideally 
it should just be…pleasure.”

…inspired you so much that 
you had to make your own music?

“Sonic Youth, Confusion Is Sex. 
The opening ringing sounds 
immediately made me ditch the violin 
to start fucking around with bass 
guitar and Fender pro reverb tube 
amp – both borrowed from my high 
school.  Also early Eno, like Taking 

Tiger Mountain (By Strategy) – first and foremost  
at the time a virtuoso of concept and vision; not too 
much a stretch of possibilities from the art pop of 
that record to No Pussyfooting, no matter what 
boundaries people hope there to be.”

…is everyone else wrong about?
“Well, at the time of its release, Royal Trux’s 

Sweet Sixteen. Also, when Smog’s Burning 
Kingdom came out, people seemed pissed about it. 
I was working at this big college radio station during 
university in the mid-Nineties, so there was a lot of 
discussion naturally. Quite a stir more when I added 
Whitehouse’s Quality Time as it dropped…”

…will always travel with you?
“It’s surprisingly rare among people I know, but 

when I drive long distances alone, I like to listen to 
noise and drone. Long-duration, dense works. 
A perfect time to zone out and focus. Not so perfect 
for actually driving, or avoiding speeding tickets.”  

…makes you feel happy in the morning?
“Anonymous, Inside The Shadow. One of those 

records that make you feel like a one-night stand 
will always lead to matching headstones next to 
each other in a graveyard…”

And finally, which musical event in the past 
do you wish you had been part of?

“Maybe it was due to just having taken a part  
of the Open Circuit: Interact festival in Belgium 
recently, but I keep thinking about this picture of the 
entire (Peter) Brötzmann Machine Gun/Nipples crew 
sitting in a room, all with beers in hand, the whole 
room filled with smoke. The overwhelming 
atmosphere is like, ‘Yeah, we just jammed the shit 
out of some wood and metal – time for a drink...”

 www.myspace.com/cspenceryeh

in the mix: toddla t 
Photography: Cat Stevens

Sheffield’s own dealer in dancehall 
brings the heat with him

Roots Manuva Do Nah Bodda Mi
”I was lucky enough to work on the new Roots 
Manuva album. ‘Do Nah Bodda Mi’ is one of the tunes 
we did, along with ‘Buff Nuff’ [Roots’ next single] and 
‘New Man’. Bashy, bashy vibes.” 
 
Little Boots Meddle
”It’s a Joe Goddard production. Kinda like Hot Chip 
does Timbaland, for Kylie – in Klangsville. Rare to hear 
pop music with this much wiggle and ruffness!”
 
Wittyboy ft Alex Mills Beyond Words
”Wittyboy and Alex Mills are both from Leeds, so my 
northern pride is in full effect here – but that aside, this 
tune is properly addictive.”

Little Dragon Little Dragon
”I’ve caned this album, and I’m still not over it. I travel 
a lot for my DJing and this is the perfect for the train! 
Proper laid back, soulful – but offkey – vibes.  
It’s beautiful.”
 
Erykah Badu Honey (Seiji Remix)
”I’m obsessed with Badu. The original version of this 
track is another of hers I can’t get over. And once Seiji 
gets hold of it, it’s pure mercy time! Don’t think he’s 
done a remix I haven’t liked and Badu’s certainly not 
done an album I’ve anything but loved. Wicked.”
 
The Metros Last Of The Lookers
”My favourite guitar band, in fact the first band I’ve 
ever got my head round. Love this tune, and I’ve edited 
it to try and fit it into my sets. Although they’re labelled 
as indie, it sounds more like funk to me.” 
 
Machines Don’t Care Soundboy Massive
”A collaboration between Sinden, Herve, Trevor 
Loveys, Fake Blood, Drop The Lime, Affie Yusuf, Detboi 
and myself. It aims to fuse our sounds together – but 
directed at the clubs. This track is a mash up between 
Herve and Detboi, and it’s dutty. Bashy vocals on a 
skippy house beat with a big bottom…right good.”
 
XX Teens How To Reduce The Chances Of Being 
A Terror Victim
”Produced by Ross Orton, my favorite producer  
in the whole world, and someone who’s been 
massively influential on me. He was responsible  
for MIA’s ‘Galang’ and plenty of Sheffield party tunes 
that have been completely slept on. Look for Supafix 
(collaboration with Winston Hazel) and remixes with 
DJ Pipes, pure excellence and ahead of their time. This 
sees Ross doin’ his rock thing but keeping it stripped 
back with live drums and Steel City electronics!”
www.myspace.com/toddlat

personal geography: burning star core 
Words: Euan Andrews 

Noted cosmic transmitter C Spencer Yeh  
is here to, quite literally, bring the noise 
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free MP3 albums by 
i’m being good, pine forest, 
scotch egg, bald mermaid, 
andrew clare, the bugs, 
small things and more.

www.infinitechug.com

OUT NOW
CD, LP AND DOWNLOAD

OLE 777

"Music that evokes nature in all its precarious fragility." PLAN B
"A masterpiece of melodramatic, string and piano-based prog-folk." TIME OUT

"A masterpiece of an album." CLASH

MATADORRECORDS.COM

hypnotic grooves from
the legendary series

the very best of

2CD

In the dying years of Emperor Haile Sellaisse I 
and the first stirrings of a brutal military dictatorship 
the soul groups, jazz combos and big bands
of Ethiopia played like never before or since.

available from
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It’s a seductive idea to try to fuse all the music you 
love into one tidy package – a bit of Can, perhaps,  
a dose of Arthur Russell, Talking Heads, Manuel 
Göttsching, essence of King Sunny Ade’s guitar, 
dash of Lee Perry, Disco Inferno…but too often the 
result sounds like a botched mixtape, and the bands 
merely the sum of their influences.

But every now and then someone comes along 
that somehow recombines their many influences 
into a sound that’s perfectly formed, beautiful – and 
unique. Meet Studio, a duo from the industrial town 
of Gothenburg, Sweden. Their West Coast album is 
one of those records, one you will keep playing and 
playing until it soaks into your skin and defines your 
mood. You may even develop a new way of walking 
to suit its grooves. 

West Coast calls to mind all the influences I 

mentioned above, but much more besides: it’s 
balmy, but also dark and pensive; laidback, but 
rhythmically irresistible; organic-sounding,  
but also perfectly plotted and arranged – and with 
production standards to equal any record in recent 
memory. “It’s music recorded between 2002 and 
2006, so everything has gone through lots of 
different states of mind and directions,” says 
Rasmus Hägg, one-half of the band (with Dan 
Lissvik). “We just decided to push the stop button  
at the right time, I guess. I don’t like to plan things 
too much – art tends to be too smart then. We like  
a bit of ugliness.”

The bliss of West Coast and its counterpart 
Yearbook 1 (which adds both sides of the sublime 
‘No Comply’ 12-inch into the equation) have been 
labeled by some commentators as part of a Balearic 

revival, rekindling the wide-eyed spirit of Ibiza ’87. 
Studio don’t mind the association: “Yes, it increases 
the record sales, they say,” says Hägg. “For me, the 
Balearic sound has been the natural gateway from 
guitar-driven music into dance music – a very 
inspiring journey.”

Their dancefloor side is brought to the fore on 
their latest release, Yearbook 2 – a compilation of 
recent remixes. It takes in everything from luxuriant 
sun-drenched disco (Brennan Green’s ‘Escape from 
Chinatown’, Kylie’s ‘2 Hearts’) to euphoric 
reworkings of indie songs (Shout Out Louds, Love  
Is All), dreamy shoegaze (their Rubies refit) and 
drifting, proggish grooves (A Mountain of One’s 
‘Brown Piano’; Williams’ Tangerine Dream cover 
‘Love on a Real Train’). All sound thoroughly Studio. 
“We are very choosy about who we remix, but there 
is no template,” says Hägg. 

If Studio records demonstrate a forward-looking 
search for ineffable beauty, it’s mirrored throughout 
their own Information label. The simple record 
sleeves, the T-shirts, even the band’s look (louche, 
faraway), and the way the music is studiously left  
to speak for itself – this is a label run with serious, 
Factory Records-level attention to detail. “We’re 
fascinated by craftmanship on different levels,” says 
Hägg, “so it comes naturally for us to be picky – and 
it’s always what you choose not to do that makes 
the difference in the end.” The label’s next release is 
a twelve-inch by fellow Swedes Fontän – a blissful 
hybrid of space disco and Syd Barrett-era Pink Floyd. 
“Their full-length will probably land sometime this 
Autumn. They really have some majestic weirdness 
up their sleeves.”

Meanwhile, some of us are growing impatient to 
see Studio themselves perform live – especially since 
blinding clips surfaced on YouTube – but, for now, 
the duo say they are too busy producing. “The time 
will come some day.” 

For all their international collaborations and 
Balearic associations, when I ask Hägg where on 
earth Studio represents, he says: “Right where we 
are at the moment. A studio – on the west coast.”

www.myspace.com/sstudio

throats 
Words: Frances Morgan

It’s easy to get caught up in sound, speed and fury, 
trade on intensity, feel that energy is all. Labels  
like Holy Roar thrive on that energy exchange, but 
when the room stops spinning you notice the pop 
shards glinting in the wreckage of Danananakroyd’s 
bubblegum hardcore and byzantine mazes 
underpinning Rolo Tomassi’s noise-prog – structures 
that won’t quite allow for smashing up. 

Throats, likewise, are a band to be listened to both 
during and after concussive episodes. The London-
based quintet’s first Holy Roar release, a split with 
Maths, is ostensibly five slices of Converge-ish 
metalcore, but one that combines the expected 
pummelling and angst with an unexpected, churning 
menace and some grisly guitar lines: there’s a wayward 
black humour at work here, and one quickly forming 
into a coherent aesthetic.

Bill Trevey, Mark Ringrose, Thomas Sadler, Christian 
Medgett and Alex Wealands claim that Throats gigs 
are, “A whirlwind of pain”. “I seriously hope people 
leave our gigs drained and confused,” continues 
guitarist Mark. “We destroy ourselves at every gig.  
On the last tour I was coming offstage and throwing 
up. Thom’s bass was covered in blood. I think as more 
people get to know the songs, they can go wild to them 
and enjoy them as much as we do.”

This summer sees Throats touring constantly, their 
itinerary a virtual map of England’s commuter-belt 
shitsvilles: Hitchin, Harlow, Milton Keynes. But Throats 
know dormitory towns are where the real fury festers.

“A few of us are from small towns, and some of the 
shows we witnessed in Spalding, for example, were 
ridiculous. Watching bands play in tiny rooms with full 
stacks, drenched in sweat, screaming at the top of their 
lungs, completely moulded our outlooks on DIY music. 
Bands who really stuck out like Backstabbers Inc, 
Battletorn, and other UK bands like Patient Zero, 
Stabbed In Autumn and Dead Sun Rising are partly the 
reason we’re here today. 

“We’ve played quite a few small towns and kids 
generally seem to enjoy the music more. They seem 
more interested in having fun rather than seeing what 
shirts we wear.”

It’s a truism among some that UK metal is a in a 
sorry state at the moment – what do you think? 

“I would agree –  people need to look at bands  
like The Who and Black Sabbath who made our 
heritage so rich, and consider how progressive  
they were at the time. Look at what happened with 
Bring Me The Horizon and Gallows – both great  
bands, but the wave of shitty tag-along bands  
that follow are just clogging up what could be a 
vibrant, passionate scene.”

Whether Throats’ll kick-start a movement or get 
stymied in the shallows, we don’t get to discuss: it’s 
early days and they’re probably playing in Stevenage 
tomorrow, blasting ring-roads and new towns with 
sludge and ire.
www.myspace.com/throatsofgold

‘It’s what you choose 
not to do that makes 
the difference in the 
end’

studio 
Words: Robin Wilks 
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Calvert
Ben

The Broken Family DaySaver

Released on Monday 7th July.

bearos.co.uk

Available from independent
record shops or direct from
myspace.com/bencalvertmusic.

Also available as a digital download from iTunes.

“Flee is a soft and delicious slice 
of near nakedly drawn early 
Marr-esque musings, that 
in truth is quite perfect 
for these sultry days.” 
Losing Today

19 August – 18 October 2008

Yamataka EYE
ONGALOO

alt.gallery 61/62 Thornton Street, Newcastle 
NE1 4AW,  mail@altgallery.org,  www.altgallery.org 
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Capitol K
Libertania (Faith And Industry)
Just 500 copies for the faithful, on the label 
Capitol K set up for Patrick Wolf. The press 
release claims the song’s about a voyage 
to Utopia. Seems a good place to start.
Kick: I like the toothpaste beeps. Squeezing 
out in slightly surprised manner.
Louis: Sorta innocent electronica, with a 
fragile chap talking about doing all manner 
of lovely things in the countryside.
Robin: Syd Barretty – is it just the stereo or is 
there no low range at all?
Ringo: I like the way his accent switches 
between pseudo-American and upper 
middle-class Brit. 
Kick: It doesn’t do anything very wrong,  
I think. Some lovely melodic wheezes, etc.
Ringo: This is my positive month – so even 
though it’s way too eager to please I’m going 
to like this for the way he’s obviously thrown 
in every instrument he can find.

Jaguar Love 
Highways Of Gold (Matador)
Those among you who lost yr smiles when 
The Blood Brothers exploded can at least 
take solace (like a Solero, only classier) in 
Johnny Whitney’s new band. 
Louis: I quite liked The Blood Brothers,  
they were almost like a caricature of  
emo. Johnny’s voice is sort of inimitable. 
Describe it, someone.
Robin: Scissor Sisters meets Sleater-Kinney.  
I like the willfully out-of-tune bits.
Louis: It feels very neatly plotted, doesn’t it? 
They know how to write songs, for sure.
Ringo: I like the cock rock wailing.
Kick: You wd shred yr cardigan dancing  
to this.
Ringo: Or your jumpsuit.
Louis: This is…ludicrous.
Kick: I have to say, I quite like it. It’s  
hi-NRG-octane.

White Williams
Violator (Double Six)
A man called White, touring buddy of Dan 
Deacon and Girl Talk, makes ‘unapologetic 
pop’ plus homemade videos which turn 
cop movie clips into (violent) dance fun. 
Kick: Lots of manicured electropop around  
at the moment. This dude. Kelley Polar, um….
Ringo: What are they violating? Fashion? 
Music? Social cohesion?
Louis: This vs Depeche Mode’s Violator = 
there are no winners.
Kick: Similar to MGMT, too – very fussy, kind 
of precious…
Robin: There’s something a bit…flaccid 
about this. It hasn’t really decided what it 
wants to do.
Ringo: Flaccid violation – is that possible?
Louis: SELL THIS MAGAZINE PEOPLE
Kick: Sell what magazine? I THOUGHT WE 
WERE JUST HANGING OUT.

Roots Manuva
Buff Nuff (Big Dada)
Steel City’s Toddla T makes red carpet music 
for the return of the UK’s reigning MC.
Ringo: The first record we’ve played where 
everyone is actually anticipating it, right?
Kick: Glad to hear it’s pretty pepped. Thought 
his last ran out of energy prematurely.
Ringo: Roots is great because he stands on 
his own. He’s like Tricky was in the Nineties.
Louis: Sorta grimy bass and tabla percussion. 
What will be the quotable “Ten pints of 
bitter” line from this, then?
Robin: “Cook lasagne fo you”.
Ringo: This is way more dancehall than 
anything from the last album – sounds like 
he’s cheered up and is making party music, 
but I don’t hear the hook…
Louis: Reminds me of both Timbland and 
dubstep. Both ‘Get Yr Freak On’ and a  
sped-up ‘Night’ in there, I think. 
Ringo: I’d take those Benga and Timbo 

references, but Roots is way more punk  
than that – he’s explicitly (I think) anti-
(music)establishment.
Kick: It’s got big bounce and little bounce, 
like a clock.
Ringo: Not a second wasted, a perfect record 
upheld. No, it’s not ‘Witness’ and I’m glad 
he’s never attempted to replicate that.

Operator Please
Just A Song About Ping Pong (Brille)
Formed in 2005 to challenge their school’s 
Battle Of The Bands contest, this day-glo 
throng of Australians ended up signing a 
record deal besides, and hitting the charts 
hard. Submit! 
Kick: Basically the Gossip album on the 
wrong speed.
Ringo: This is why innovation is bollocks – 
songs about ping-pong by Joan Jett 
soundalikes will always beat out progression, 
logical or otherwise.
Kick: They’re just having an unquantifiable 
amount of fun.
Louis: I saw a picture of this band and they  
all look like indie Cabbage Patch Dolls.
Ringo: I bet it isn’t really about ping-pong.  
I bet it’s a metaphor.
Louis: These are blatantly kids for whom Year 
Zero is, like, 2001. I don’t have a ping-pong 
table but might try it playing Wii tennis.
Robin: It’s just a song about ping-pong – but 
I like it.

Toby Tobias ft Kathy Diamond
The Feeling (Rekid)
The label run by Matt Edwards (Radio 
Slave, Quiet Village) oozes out another, this 
accompanied by the legend “Feel the funk 
and do it anyway.” Mmm. No, wait – eww.
Kick: Silky. Let’s all get into kimonos.
Ringo: I’m waiting for the strings.
Louis: Hold on, I’m just going to turn the 
radiator up…

Kick: Extremely disco.
Louis: [Returns in grass skirt]. This song has  
a morphing thing going on. Someone’s 
toying with a multi-dimensional cross-fader.
Robin: Yeah, it’s like really gradual filter disco. 
There’s a vocoder hiding in the background.
Kick: Classy and willfully anachronistic, like  
a cigarette holder.
Ringo: She needs to project that class a wee 
bit more. Or maybe I just don’t get subtlety.
Kick: They say there’s a certain BPM which 
feels somehow ‘natural’. You can just kind of 
shuffle around, pointing at things.
Ringo: I like the way it’s clearly headed for 
the outer limits; space disco like that Giorgio 
Moroder album with the robots on the cover.
Kick: Giorgio Moroder Has Sex With 
Machines, I think it was called (first legal 
action in Singles Club!)

Vile Imbeciles
Bad Ideas (Tea Vee Eye)
Y’kno, people with low self-esteem should 
ask their friends to name their bands. 
Unless they did, in which case, OUCH.
Ringo: Starting with the word ‘motherfuck’  
is always a good thing. This could possibly be 
a new dawn for rock.
Robin: It’s like two or three Beck records that 
have been beatmatched over each other.
Kick: The last record was ugly and didn’t 
mind showing its creases in a way The 
Horrors wd probably airbrush out or stylise.
Louis: This is actually pretty fun – it feels 
sampled and looped, doesn’t it? Even 
though it’s not.
Ringo: Sampled, looped, and slowed down 
at random points.
Robin: It’s fun – and sleazy.
Louis: Stoned rock mess treated like 
makeshift hip-hop.
Kick: Kind of dubby in just how much of the 
silence they let show.
Ringo: A drunk having a panic attack.

 
Words: Louis Pattison,  
Ringo P Stacey, Robin Wilks 
and kicking_k 
Illustrations: Anke Weckmann

This month, the condensed opinions of an all-male focus 
group. They actually drank booze. It was tragic
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Detachments
Fear No Fear (Thisisnotanexit)
“As weary as I am about getting too over 
excited about yet another bunch of lads 
picking up guitars, drum machines and 
synths, emulating music inspired by the 
cold wave of grey Manchester and the like, 
Detachments really are worthy of the 
attention” – says Trevor Jackson.
Ringo: S.L.A.P.B.A.S.S.
Kick: It’s that tempo that activates shots  
of night-time roads in my mind. I like  
that tempo.
Louis: This reminds me of: Section 25, 
Cabaret Voltaire, that Output band Colder. 
Very metallic hi-hats.
Robin: Joy Division in space.
Kick: There is something about it that makes 
me think of people dancing almost reluctantly.
Louis: Maybe that is from your time as a DJ…?
Kick: Yeah. I hate you, empty dancefloor.
Ringo: The problem I have with this – and it’s 
anticipated rather than actual at this point – 
but I just know there’s no release.
Louis: I can’t pin this as a club or a rock 
track…production has blurred this far. That 
was always Output’s approach, I guess…
Robin: That’s the problem with goth dance 
music – in a club situation it always seems a 
bit…badly thought through.

Let’s Wrestle
Let’s Wrestle (Stolen)
All bands should have a theme song they 
can drop like a musical calling-card at any 
occasion. The more ambitious might even 
weave fragments of it between songs, like 
a radio ident. We give these ideas for free.
Kick: Y’know, I thought these were going to 
be twee. WRONG!
Ringo: Status Quo vs Sham 69.
Louis: It does have the benefit of being 
genuinely funny.
Kick: Yeah, this has chutzpah. 

Ringo: This is the kind of music that can only 
be appreciated with beer.
Robin: I hope it was written and recorded in 
one drunken afternoon.
Ringo: I wonder if any of them aren’t 
clinically obese?
Kick: It’s limited, obviously, but so genuinely 
single-minded…
Ringo: That guitar solo made me like guitar 
solos: 10 seconds – about three notes, no 
rhythm, loads of attitude.
Kick: I like the WOOOOOOOOAHS as well.
Ringo: I think they’re using wrestling as a 
metaphor for retaining their youthful 
exuberance against their wives’ pressure to 
conform to a bogus concept of ‘maturity’.
Kick: On paper, it shouldn’t work. But it’s 
maddeningly addictive (like steroids).

Psychedelic Horseshit
New Wave Hippies (Half Machine)
Another self-deprecating name – unless 
it’s actually a reference to getting off yr 
face on dung. All things considered, we 
prefer the former option.
Louis: What you need to know: the PH 
drummer doesn’t have a bass drum – he 
plays a cardboard box held down with  
a piece of cinder!
Ringo: Hippy = disease. I’M IN LOVE.  
I don’t think we should review this – just  
use the space to print the lyrics, they’re  
my new bible.
Louis: There seems to be a new crop of  
bands who, in spite of easy access to cheap 
recording equipment, Garageband, etc,  
are contriving to be lo-fi.
Kick: Wow – I thought this wd just be sludge, 
but it’s much more interesting than that.
Robin: Quite early Mercury Rev. Lurid and 
blurry and oversaturated and bad-trippy. 
I like it.
Ringo: Very early Mercury Rev.
Louis: It’s lo-fi used for psychedelic effect.

Kick: ”New age hippies don’t protest/They 
do it on little screens”.
Ringo: It’s fighting against somebody else’s 
bad trip. Ain’t that life all over?
Kick: I think it’s against platitudes, and 
generalised right-onness. The liberal haze.
Louis: It’s very patchwork, actually, isn’t it?
Kick: Some really nice tiny drums and 
unmanageable riffs.

Exercise One vs Lee Burridge
Treat Em Mean, Keep Em Keen (Exone)
“The only good system is a soundsystem” 
says their MySpace. Take that, nervous, 
digestive and circulatory systems! Fuck you! 
Ringo: Makes me think of Knight Rider. And 
Lynx deodorant.
Kick: “Treat ‘em mean, keep ‘em keen/Cuddle 
yrself in yr loneliness” (made last bit up).
Robin: It’s sort of techno meets cosmic disco.
Kick: Sounds like a graph. Fucking. 
Louis: So yeah, this is good – they could 
basically do this bit for five minutes or so 
without needing to change.
Kick: [Worried] Think they will?
Ringo: They have the bass – what else do 
they need?
Kick: Robin – as a dude who does minimal – 
what are yr favourite things about it?
Robin: You kind of forget it’s there, soak  
it in – and then it affects you more than 
something more obvious, like that sharp gear 
change in the Detachments record.
Kick: I think it’s music you can build a very 
personal – and intimate – connection with. 
But, yeah, the hooks are often both 
subliminal and visceral…it is definitely 
soothing, even when it’s propulsive.
Louis: It’s lost weekend music, innit?

Tricky
Council Estate (Domino)
The UK’s former favourite MC returning from 
Hollywood with a song about his childhood. 

Kick: It’s like soundtrack music. Cop film fight 
scene. 
Robin: Not far from sports metal, is it? 
Ringo: I like the way his voice has aged,  
at least.  
Kick: He’s so far from his own world, he can’t 
even see his past straight.

Philip Sherburne
Salt And Vinegar (Lan Muzic) 
Noted music writer (who allegedly 
invented the term ‘microhouse’)  
releases his second record. He keeps  
a blog. Plan B is not among the links.  
Time for…revenge?
Kick: That noise sounds like…Animal 
Crossing! I founded a village called  
Chirrup. Me and David McNamee (ex-
housemate) both had characters (Kicky/
LeRave) there. Then one day it was wiped. 
And that’s why I’m crying.
Ringo: The whoops are a bit Dorritos…
Kick: Twinkly, but also, like, heavy-tummied.
Robin: The little sounds are very precise.
Louis: The sound palette is kinda limited.  
The little arpeggios that are building up to 
and threatening something…
Robin: I think the sparse stuff has more  
effect because the individual elements are  
a lot more powerful.
Kick: (Can’t stop thinking about Animal 
Crossing.)
Louis: Still, I have no problems with a  
music writer wanting to get his hands  
dirty – should be encouraged, in fact.  
PS – my debut single is out next week.

I bet it isn’t really about ping-pong. 
I bet it’s a metaphor

singles of the month

Louis, Robin and Ringo: Roots 
Manuva, ‘Buff Nuff’
Kick: Psychedelic Horseshit, 
‘New Wave Hippies’
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Brighton
The start of our very first UK tour. We played a game 
in every city. The rules: pick out someone, walking 
by, and ask whoever is playing, “Smash or pass?”  
If they are hot, you answer ‘smash’, if not, ‘pass’.  
If they are gross you say ‘dash’. You can also use  
a combo – for example, if you would, but maybe  
be embarrassed by them, you say ‘smash and dash’. 
If you would think about hitting it for money…you 
say ‘Smash for cash’. This made our trip really fun. 

The venue was right on the beach. Good crowd. 
A little tough at first, but they were all dancing by 
the end. Somehow our horn player Jason lost his 
Hercules sweatpants. (KAF)

We are staying in a boutique hotel that has 
pictures of Hindu gods  and peace signs tucked 
away in random corners. I think they are  trying  
to promote serenity. That’s fun. (AB)

Bristol
We couldn’t play our gig on a boat, as planned – 
had too much gear. Instead, a last minute show in 
what seemed to be a recreation centre. It turned out 
great and later, we watched movies on our tour bus. 
I think it was…Baby Geniuses? Morgan has the best 
bad video collection. (KAF)

Been having trouble sleeping on the tour bus. 
Can’t keep my mind off the danger of this massive 
moving vehicle. The show in Bristol was amazing. 
They fed off us, and us off them. Felt the closest  
I’ve ever felt to the purpose of music last night. 

We’re all getting along. I like staying up late with 
the boys; the night is still my time, always has been. 
Feel much more balanced with this schedule – sleep 
during the day, perform and hang at night. I feel so 
at ease on the road. (N)

Manchester
There were some sound issues but I think we did a 
good job (the crowd was totally shit-faced, so they 
didn’t care anyway). There were glow sticks for sale, 
and the hot dog stand outside was making a killing. 
But the music the DJs were playing was really hard 
before and after, so we must have seemed like Jem 
And The Holograms. (KAF)

I went to the  gym, to lift some weights like a 
good American.  Stay healthy on the road... (AB)

Newcastle
This gig was my least favourite. It was an outdoor 
festival, in the day. It was freezing, the sound was 
shit. Supposedly the sound guy got fired. All I could 
hear was garbage disposal, wind and feedback. 

Teenagers moshed to ‘Hercules Theme’. That 
was kind of amazing, but it’s really hard onstage 
when you’re really not feeling it. I think I sounded 
like a fart. (KAF)

The  catering at Evolution was ace. Puddings, 
and trifles and custard. Gym tomorrow. (AB)

Liverpool
Had to do some local press before a great show;  
got grilled on  Liverpool artists – Echo And The 

Bunnymen, Frankie Goes To  Hollywood...I think  
I passed the test. (AB)

I broke a heel in Liverpool. It was horrible. Right 
before we were about to play the heel of my gold 
Dolce and Gabbana pump got caught in the 
cobblestone and was torn off. The shoemaker says 
it will take two weeks to have it repaired!

I guess I at least have a reason to go shoe 
shopping now. I’m losing way too much weight on 
this tour – I should have put a Cheeseburger Deluxe 
with a milkshake on the tour rider so I can stuff 
myself before every show. I’m sweating myself  
to smithereens! (N)

Nottingham
The audience was warm and so  cute. It’s still a
shock to me that this many people know the  words 
to ‘Blind’. (AB)

The best part of the night was Public Enemy 
playing next door. Flava Flav! His tour bus was 
parked literally an arm’s reach from ours in the 

parking lot. We were all pretty excited and 
starstruck. I took pictures of me touching our tour 
bus and their tour bus at the same time – and as we 
left we screamed “Flava Flaaaaav!” out of the sun 
roof. He threw his fist up in the air all ‘Fight The 
Power’ style. (KAF) 

Glasgow
Great crowd in Glasgow; the best so far. We were a 
little afraid because if they don’t like a performance, 
they really let you know – but they were amped. 
Andrew got to DJ at the Sub Club after; the best 
night out I had on the entire trip; we all danced like 
crazy. This one weird girl wanted to have a lesbian 
battle with me – she came up, trying to bro down 
and compare tattoos. Then she wanted to battle 
haircuts. Glasgow had a lot of passes during the day, 
but a few smashes came out after dark. (KAF)

We had a Tetris tournament on the tour bus.  
I beat all the boys (although Jason, the trombone 
player, beat me a few times with his superfly 
‘abstract strategy’). There will definitely be a 
rematch… (N) 

Leeds
The sexiest crowd of college kids. It felt like such a 
rock show – people were reaching out to touch Kim 
and I. Someone threw a light-up tambourine onto 
the stage, and I fell in love – I couldn’t stop thinking 
about it after. I dreamt of it all night, so had no 
choice but to order two. One in pink, of course. (N)

London
Soho Revue was great because it’s in an old strip 
club. I’m used to strip clubs (my dad owns one)  
so I felt right at home. After the show, I got really 
drunk with my friend Marcus. It was the first  
time that I had on the tour – I’ve been a goody  
two-shoes. Heaven was a bit rough. I had a hard 
time hearing myself. 

After, we all went to a gay bar for old men who 
like to pick up tricks. The door man didn’t want to 
let me in, till I pulled out a book I had bought earlier 
that day called Escape From Fire Island (a gay sex 
choose your own adventure book) to prove I was  

Heaven was 
a bit rough

 
Words: Andrew Butler, Kim Ann 
Foxman and Nomi 
Illustration: Vincent Vanoli

Hercules And Love Affair 
drive blind into the heartland
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Hudson Mohawke
Ooops (Lucky Me)
Along with similarly Warp-aligned  
Rustie (Plan B#34), this droog reps for  
the loosely-orbiting and pixelsharp new 
genre called ‘wonky’ (though Rustie prefers 
‘aquacrunkstep’ as would anyone with 
poetry in their soul). Swampy oscillations, 
asymmetric rhythm tracks and occasional 
hysterical chirps – drunken mastery. 

Samiyam
Track 4 (www.myspace.com/
samiyambeats)
Along with Flying Lotus, Samiyam is capable 
of reshuffling vestigial jazz sounds into 
something like hand-cut confetti. Order his 
Rap Beats Vol 1 direct, and he’ll draw you a 
cover. Straight up barometric. 

Zomby
Spliff Dub (Hyperdub)
Stellar decay courtesy of London’s  
own undead disco deckhand. Veers 
knowingly between slow, spectral rave 
synths and lightless echo chamber business, 
prompting one Rinse DJ to stop the track  
and ejaculate thusly: “I did say we were 
gonna get darker, but this tune is taking  
the piss.”

Joker
Kapsize (Earwax)
Championed by Pinch, this Bristolian teen 
eschews social set for home studio, gifting 
his ridiculously risk-taking, wildly bipolar 
numbers video game names. Makes perfect 
sense when you catch just how playfully 
intricate and adrenalising this stuff is. 

Ikonika
Please (Hyperdub)
Coming on like an choir of police sirens, 
‘Please’ is fun like a double nosebleed. 
Formerly a hardcore/metal drummer,  

Ikonika was drawn to dubstep ‘cause  
of its capacity for mutation, and she is 
bringing it. 

Bullion
Rude Effort (One-Handed)
Heavy on atmosphere, these pieces meander 
like a movie soundtrack underwater, dunking 
samples in caustic washes of electronic 
gloop. Best testimonial ever: “After listening 
to the new Bullion joint, I drove back to 
Detroit and punched my mom in the 
stomach…” (DJ House Shoes).

Ghislain Poirier
No More Blood (Megasoid Remix) 
(Ninja Tune)
Much-bookmarked blog royalty Sasha Frere-

Jones has been widely advocating another 
fresh genre of late, currently nicknamed 
‘lazer bass’ for its deeper electro  
backtrack. Megasoid are Sixtoo and  
Wolf Parade’s Hadji Bakara, and this is  
a pacifist track to cleanse the palate after 
you’ve cleared the floor with Baltimore  
pistol percussion.

Nalepa
Monday (The Glitch Mob Remix) 
(Native State)
Available as a free download, The Glitch 
Mob’s dramatic excursion clips along like  
a pony in the process being stung by 
approximately fifty wasps (in tune!)  
Other US names set to break through  
the frame include San Francisco’s Lazer 
Sword (supertight loops of glitch) and  
Los Angeles’ Daddy Kev (promising “neck-
snapping beats” – ouch). 

playlist: plan b presents… 
Words: kicking_k 
Illustration: Olimpia Zagnoli

This month, yr beloved section editor turns instant expert 
on new phenomena in the field of wonky low-end

Fun like a double 
nosebleed

a gay man. When we got back to the hotel, this annoying guy who was drunk 
from a wedding was freestyling in the lobby and we were messing with  
him a little. He started unzipping his pants to show us his balls…but didn’t 
follow through. 

In London we stayed at the worst hotel. Dial-up internet, and Andy and  
I woke up to construction, plus our fire alarm going off for an hour. So annoying. 
London, of course, won the smashes for a city. (KAF)

It was hard to believe that the first leg of this tour was coming to a close. 
Then I remembered the extended next leg and I realise I’d only have one week 
back home in NY to tie up loose ends, cuddle with my cat Boots and get some 
more dresses made by Ava. I hear it’s full-on summer time there now. I’ll be 
spending my days on the beach and my nights out on the town. 

The stage was so high! London crowds seem to have a hard time losing 
themselves to the rhythm but the response afterwards was great. Afterwards, 
Kim and I danced the night away. By the time we got back to the hotel, the show 
was posted on YouTube. I think the entire audience saw up my skirt. Ooops! (N)

I made a pretty good joke that night: “As a queen, I  never thought I would 
see Heaven. Well, here it is – and it smells  worse than I had hoped”. (AB)

Inverness
Wow, we played in the daytime, outdoors – at least this time it wasn’t freezing. 
People were totally raving midday with crazy outfits. Nomi got a little tipsy and 
wore a very sexy outfit that got lots of attention. I took a lot of funny pictures of 
wasted people. There must have been a body-painting tent, because people 
were really decorated. After the show we 
had a three-hour ride back to 
Edinburgh, drunk on 
champagne. I dry humped 
Andrew a little, who put 
Nomi’s earrings on. Andrew 
did a sexy dance. We also 
watched Twin Peaks. Can’t 
say I saw any smashes on 
this trip. (KAF)

Paris
I love Paris. La Cigalle was 
awesome – and packed.  
I took an amazing picture of 
the crowd with their hands 
in the air. It was the perfect 
end to our tour. Andrew and  
I ate crepes that night. We 
ended on a good note. Many 
smashes in Paris. (KAF)
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Our abstract summer looms up before us, exciting 
and full of potential as the night before the 
mornin…oh, stop thinking of the morning after. 
THE NIGHT BEFORE IS COMING. Which makes it the 
ideal time for CSS to re-enter your world: “No one 
was pushing us to deliver this album,” Ana Rezende 
says, “We wanted to release it before the summer. 
So when we go play live people know the songs and 
dance and sing to them.” 

The point is the party. That’s what makes it fun, 
and the result is an album which wants to be played 
at people, by people. This changes things. The 
debut was by a band who had no idea if they’d ever 
play before an audience. Donkey comes courtesy of 
a band who’ve been living in front of one for the last 
two years and see its future there. 

Jager Yoga
Drum goes Bang! Bang! Bang! First song written: 
“We started to play that song live a long time ago,” 
says Ana, “It sounds a lot like we are on stage.” 
Which is the theme throughout. Especially with…

Rat Is Dead (Rage)
First single. Sinuous sexy rock music. CSS, but  
not. Note to everyone: things have changed.  
“It wouldn’t be honest to use a lot of electronic 
elements,” says Ana. “We’ve always been a rock 
band. Even the other album sounds a lot like rock 
when it’s played live. Everyone was kind of trying to 
put us in this electro box, which we never felt like.”

Reggae All Night
Randomly, the word ‘friends’ starts appearing here.  
I haven’t counted because I’m not good at the clever 

numbers, but there were at least three songs with it 
turning up. Some kinda theme, Ana? “We’ve been 
through some crazy times last year which brought 
us a lot together,” she says. “I guess the friend part 
of this song is about us together as well”. I let it slide 
– they’re not Ana’s lyrics – but camaraderie isn’t the 
tone. There’s a big if attached to most of the friend 
mentions; unsure, paranoid, openly passive-

aggressive: “If you are my friends, we can drink in 
the afternoon”. That’s a big fuckin’ IF, y’know.

Left Behind
Lots of namechecks for Helsinki? “I think Adriano 
put that lyric because last year in October we were 
there with Gwen Stefani. Everyone went to the 
party. It was the craziest ever; really, really fun. We 
like Helsinki a lot after that.” Well, you would.

Beautiful Song
“The title kind of represents what we think about 
the music. Our songs are very rock and dancey or 
something like that. You don’t say they’re beautiful. 
This is what we think a beautiful song is. It’s our 
take.” Washes of keyboards in the middle-section 
prop it up. Per-retty.

How I Became Paranoid
How do you become paranoid? Disappointingly,  
it’s the great band perennial of the tour bus.  
“That song is Adriano going crazy on the bus for, 
like, 40 hours. You go for 20 hours and you still  
have 20 hours to go. You’ve already watched all  
the films on the bus and you don’t have anything 
else to do.”

Move
Ana’s been characterising the album as rock as  
so far. It’s about this point things start to merge  
a little, sliding towards open pop. From tiny opening 
squelch, ‘Move’ is like a cocktail pouring into a glass: 
liquid, refreshing, flirty, pop. “I think it’s very 
extremely pop,” says Ana, “But that’s why I like the 
album – it’s pop without being very electronic. The 
dance element for us – even in the first album – was 
more pop than electro. We like Destiny’s Child more 
than any electro band. Of course, we like Peaches 
and Chicks On Speed and this kind of thing, but it’s 
not about electro disco punk. For us, it’s a lot more 
like real pop music.”

I Fly
“Ah! It’s a crazy Adriano song,” says Ana.  
Not wrong. Openly unhinged. When I first heard it,  
I found myself thinking, “Is this a tooth-fairy?”  
but I realised – no – it’s actually about an insect 
buzzing down throats, being coughed up and 
“Inside a rubbish bin – or a garbage can, it depends 
on where you live”. What is it trying to get? “I asked 
him. He said ‘It’s about a fly’.” 

www.canseidesersexy.com

guided tour: css 
Words: Kieron Gillen 

Let Plan B make the difficult second album easy for you

‘It’s a lot more like real 
pop music’
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WWW.RATATATMUSIC.COM  WWW.XLRECORDINGS.COM
RECORDINGS

Josephine Foster
This Coming Gladness

CD/LP
siècle songs, cast in freely rendered blues

North American distribution: 
UK & Europe distribution:

www.boweavilrecordings.com
www.forcedexposure.com 
www.cargorecords.co.uk 

New Studio record ing of  transcendental fin de 
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I know some people – strange types, desperately 
looking for free improvisation’s Vaughan Oliver – 
who sniff at the packaging for Emanem, Martin 
Davidson’s long-running free music imprint (three 
decades and counting). The artists and title are clear 
on Emanem front covers, with an analogous photo 
often accompanying this information; the spine 
includes everything you need to know to scope out 
the disc in your ever-expanding collection; years, 
timings, track listings, and contacts are present and 
correct, in label in-house design, on the back cover.

I mention this for three reasons. Firstly, it’s 
probably some of the best ‘branding’ I’ve seen in 
free music. You know an Emanem record from the 
second you lay eyes on it; you can feel the quality. 
Secondly, it fits the label’s unassuming, down-to-
earth ideology to a tee. Finally, it’s a perfect 
reflection of the music contained within: no-bullshit 
improvisation from players who are rigorous and 
clear about their concept. Martin Davidson puts it 
simply: “I aim for clarity in both the presentation 
and the music.”

Indeed. It’s worth pausing a moment to consider 
the clarity implicit in Davidson’s curatorial practices, 
too. Alongside peers Incus and FMP, Emanem has 
quietly staked its claim as the label that has done the 
most to document developments in European free 
improvisation, while nodding its head toward key 
movements across the water, in the Americas. It’s a 
wild trajectory, shifting from early days releasing 
music by the likes of Derek Bailey and Evan Parker, 
through a period of relative quiet in the Eighties and 
Nineties (broken up by time in my home country, 
Australia, no less), to the label’s current form 
veritably pumping out essential documents from 
modern Improv’s frontier.

With its latest batch of discs, Emanem has 
flagged its historical consciousness, reissuing Paul 
Rutherford’s classic Gentle Harm Of The 
Bourgeoisie, and an exhumation of early Seventies 
recordings by John Stevens and Trevor Watts’s 
Spontaneous Music Ensemble (SME). They’ve also 
plugged into the Freedom of the City festival’s 
community spirit once more, with a double-disc 

documenting performances by both London and 
Glasgow Improvisers Orchestras. Finally, they’ve 
issued new music from English quartet Barkingside 
and Californian medium-sized grouping Grosse 
Abfahrt. Davidson pumps maximum information 
onto each disc, but unlike most CDs, the seventy-
minute plus playing time doesn’t detract from the 
listening experience. If anything, it heightens the 
experience, allowing the playing maximum space  
to unfold.

I say ‘maximum space’, but that shouldn’t imply 
emptiness or reductionism. Parallel developments in 
modern free improvisation in London, Berlin and 
Tokyo have all brought silence, minimalism and 
quietism to bear on the genre. Yet, despite this 
being one of the most significant phases of the new 
music, Davidson has maintained his critical stance 

on the new reductionism. For him, there’s a 
historical precedent: “For nearly forty years, I have 
been a fan and advocate of the SME and AMM 
approaches to improvisation,” he recalls. “These 
often did get into areas that would now be called 
minimalist. However, some more recent 
developments have dogmatically restricted the 
available palette until there is virtually nothing left. I 
find it frustrating to see and hear great improvisers 
so restricted that they cannot use their talents.”

There’s great merit in the line Davidson is 
pushing here, regardless of my own fondness for 
stripping back the language and losing the post-
Webern gabbiness of European free improvisation. 
“For me, just playing quiet and slow has the same 
effect as just playing loud and fast,” Davidson 
continues. Yet you shouldn’t read his position as 

inflexible; it’s one of critical rigour, the voice of an 
unstinting fan and supporter who has watched the 
music development pretty much since it began. So, 
when I ask him his ideas on recent arguments that 
suggest improvisation has become a codified, static 
form, he calmly reproaches me.

“When the free improvisation movement started 
in the Sixties, there were three basic methodologies 
– free jazz ‘high energy’, SME ‘conversational’, and 
AMM ‘laminar’,” he explains. “All subsequent free 
improvisation seems to use one or more of these 
approaches in varying combinations. So one can 
argue that there hasn’t been any development for 
the last forty years, but many people continue to 
find many fresh and original things to say.”

In recent writing, laptop provocateur Mattin has 
suggested that improvisation is ideologically 
problematic and fundamentally flawed, and thus 
the ideas surrounding the genre need to be 
thoroughly interrogated. It’s a position I’m intrigued 
by – there can be arguments made for improvisation 
being both inflexible, and highly flexible. 
Understandably, Davidson rallies to improvisation’s 
cause, arguing that it “has resulted in so much great 
music, that maybe it’s Mattin that needs to be 
problematised!”

Maybe. I’m inclined to suggest the answer lies  
at least partly within the Emanem catalogue itself, 
where hard-line rigour meets humour (Lol Coxhill 
and Steve Beresford are Emanem family, after all), 
and where some of the strongest playing in the field 
sits, free of flash or hype, on quietly dignified records 
and compact discs. It all serves as an unofficial crash 
course in the genre. So start learning.

www.emanemdisc.com

read the label: emanem 
Words: Jon Dale

‘I aim for clarity’
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     White DENim
-----------

WorkoUT HolIDAY

  THE DEBUT ALBUM OUT NOW

      ON CD / LP / DOWNLOAD 

“WORKOUT HOLIDAY IS A PARTY RECORD FOR THINKING PEOPLE, 

     AND IT’S A SMART TIME TO JOIN THEM.” 

--  **** UNCUT “DEBUT ALBUM OF THE MONTH”- -

“...SUPERB DEBUT ALBUM.” 
-- ***** OBSERVER MUSIC MONTHLY---

 “...THE BEST ALBUM YOU’LL HEAR ALL YEAR.” 

         -- ARTROCKER “ALBUM OF THE MONTH”---

“AS STRIDENT AS THE MC5 YET AS PLAYFUL AS PAVEMENT, 

      WHITE DENIM  SOUND LIKE THE BEST ROCK’N’ROLL 

      PARTY YOU’VE EVER GATECRASHED.” 

       -  **** Q-

“...ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING NEW BANDS OF THE YEAR.” 

--DAZED & CONFUSED -

-----------------------------------------

--FOR TOUR DATES SEE:   WHITEDENIMMUSIC.COM  *  MYSPACE.COM/BOPENGLISH-  

micah p. hinson 
and the red empire orchestra

The new album out July 14th 
- CD
- Spec.Edition CD
  (feat. two extra tracks)
- LP
- Download

“Against such rich, variegated moods, 
this could well be his best yet.” 
**** UNCUT “Americana Album of The Month”

“Contemplative country reveries to ease you 
gently into that good night.” MOJO

For tour dates see:
micahphinson.com / myspace.com/micahphinson

** web: www.fulltimehobby.co.uk / email: info@fulltimehobby.co.uk ** shop: www.resonancestore.com/fth / video: www.youtube.com/fulltimehobbyrecords **

www.knowlewestboy.com
www.dominorecordco.com

LP&CD JULY 7th 2008
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when we meet 
Words: Beth Capper and kicking_k

Plan B found some stuff in the street 
we thought you’d like

Artefacts For Space Travel
The latest from oft-loved Stolen Recordings is an 
acid-washed bouquet of re-upped psych, all guitar 
klang, trebly vox and ratatat drumbeats. The whole 
shambles is then condensed, buzzing, via old school 
production, into loops that tauten to paranoia or 
defrizz into intimacy. Either way, something is 
happening in yr lock-up, and you do not know what 
it is. www.myspace.com/artefactsforspacetravel

Happy Salmon
There’s never been a 
better cover song than 
Chicagoan duo Happy 
Salmon’s version of the 
Fresh Prince Of Bel Air 
theme song. Never. 
Singer Phelan plays 

drums like pots and 
pans, dancing between 
beats, while singing 
nonchalantly. Indie pop 
that strides boldly into 
psychedelic rock-outs.
www.myspace.com/
paperrocksissors

Her Bad Habit
Jimmy Edgar’s new 
project continues his 
adventures in what 
we’re calling virtual 
funk, a warm 
blancmange of  
precise rhythm tracks, 
lubricated bleeps  
and human voices 
employed much like  
the porn in an  
upmarket semen 
donation suite. It is 
difficult to know if 
anyone is still reading, 
at this point, and how 
they’re feeling. But 
don’t you dare 
disconnect from love. 
www.myspace.com/
herbadhabit  

Jahdan Blakkamore
Texture-rich dancehall from a Guyanese-American 
MC who grimed up with Team Shadatek’s ‘Brooklyn 
Anthem’ a couple of years ago. Still working with 
Matt Shadatek – and now DJ/rupture, besides –  
his ‘We Are Raiders’ EP impacts slack jaws like 
beautifully-sculpted knuckles. It’s a first round  
TKO for Dutty Artz, a new label dedicated to in-

person collaboration, 
and disseminating their 
consequential ‘New 
York Tropical’ sound 
beyond the city limits. 
www.myspace.com/
jahdan1

Infloent Force
There’s something 

endearing about the felt-tip bravado of this sizable 
UK crew; their sometimes still-developing phrasing, 
careful soul touches and reverent mimesis for  
hip-hop past (good and bad). Passion overrides 
posturing here and there are some satisfyingly 
wobbly excursions through the bass. That they  
have a member whose MC tag is Kevin Costner – 
reeewind – Kevin Costner – reeeeewind – KEVIN 
COSTNER is, y’know, ‘neat’, although we’d suggest 
Nods Heads With Wolves as an alternative.  
www.myspace.com/infloentforce

Metalmags
Erica Magrey’s live video/music show brings to  
mind Tracy And The Plastics, but she’s far wittier 
than Tracy ever was. Sci-fi themed costumes that 
could double-up for a Star Wars convention, 
homemade videos and tacky, infectious mechanical 
pop songs. Cheap glamour, lots of charm.
www.myspace.com/metalmags

Red Delicious
“That’s just sea salt to me” sings Miranda Stokes 
(aka Red Delicious), coining a new phrase for  
not giving a fuck. Stokes hails from Providence, 
Rhode Island – a city defined by the Load Records 
noise acts that congregate there, but that’s also  
sea salt to Stokes, whose maritime-themed ballads 
can be sugary sweet (but never sappy) or humorous 
and wry. Stokes charms with every strum, whether 
singing about breakfast or hating Santa Monica.
www.myspace.com/thereddelicious

Sisters
Brooklyn duo Sisters piece together the embers  
of their Nineties record collections. Drummer Matt 
Conboy falls on the side of grunge, with energetic 
drumming that always starts out measured and 
ends up galvanised cacophony, while vocalist Aaron 
Pfannebecker’s sweet heady lyrical poems and 
bristling guitar recollect the sentimental sensitivity 
of Britpop’s most memorable moments.
www.myspace.com/surprisestranger

They have a member 
whose MC tag is Kevin 
Costner

Dan Friel
Meet the primary supplier of Parts And 
Labor’s melodic electronic noise that 
stratifies through their wall of colour like 
brilliant rose, bright turquoise, and gold. 
Now releasing a solo record (Ghost Town) 
which close-ups on his ultravivid palate-
smears, please squish his heroic squiggles 
into yr ears like an evangelical mass of 
worms. www.myspace.com/danfrieldanfriel  

Hologram
Summer Jammer, Hologram’s debut record, 
is moody indie reminiscent of Rough Trade’s 
poppier moments (Camera Obscura, early  
My Bloody Valentine) but with less sugar. 
Rhythmic drums and tambourines mimic  
the propulsive power of waves in a 
thunderstorm, guitars sink into a whirlpool 
of distortion and vocalist Caroline Potter’s 
bold bright melodies keep it all afloat. 
www.myspace.com/hologrammm

Rollin Hunt
A testament to Rollin Hunt’s indelible 
charisma is the various women  
who willingly (Hunt’s own girlfriend 
included) join him live to chant a chorus 
of “Stand by your man” for his song 
‘Husband’. There’s more inadvertent 
misogyny elsewhere in Hunt’s lyrics, 
too, but it’s more pastiche than 
celebration – a tongue in cheek nod to 
Sixties girl groups crooning about their 
dreamy boyfriends. Hunt’s recorded 
tracks alternate between garbled noise-
pop, avant-garde swing and do-wop 
harmonising, tethered to the edge of 
insanity. www.myspace.com/rollinhunt

the void
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If you owned that voice? Yeah, you might think 
about keeping it under wraps too. At least until 
you’d worked out how the hell to use it responsibly 
– you know, without causing gross physical injury to 
strangers, derailing passing trains, that sort of thing. 

The Voice we’re talking about was kept 
repressed within Hayden Thorpe until he hit his  
mid-teens and got bitten by the urge to start 
experimenting with his “terrible singing voice”.  
The Voice is a noise that wanders, wavers, wriggles 
across theatrical falsetto, with the odd swerve 
towards a throaty rasp: Klaus Nomi, Kate Bush,  
Nina Simone, that’s your ballpark. Discovering  
you had The Voice ricocheting around your ribcage 
at 14 years of age must have made shit like acne, 
existential angst and puberty seem like a doddle. 

Right now, The Voice has spent the day travelling 
from a Domino showcase in Newcastle and joins  
us for breakfast in a Leeds boozer with its owner 
and the rest of the band – the impressively tenor-ed 
bassist Tom Fleming, guitarist Benny Little and 
drummer Chris “Bert” Talbot. We don’t get to hear 
it, though. Instead we get four shy young men with 
devil glints in their eyes, aware that their polite 
demeanours offer no clue to the origins of the rare 
strain of spodball pop they purvey. Indeed, an album 

awaits of thesaurus-chewing, Fauviste-following 
song-spasms that take on ragtime, Sparks, Talking 
Heads and Franz Ferdinand while name-checking 
conundrums, cagoules and fictional football teams 
(‘Woebegone Wanderers’ contains the lyric: ”I 
swear on my own cock and balls/There’ll be reason 
for treason this season/The players are slack, the 
boss has been sacked, just win the big match/That’s 
all I can a-a-ask…”) 

Hayden speaks softly, not prepared to let this 
Sunday-afternoon pub crowd know what lurks 
beneath his chest, while the band discuss singing 
styles. “People have short memories,” reckons Tom. 
“Since the Seventies, post-Led Zeppelin, they think 
your singing voice has to be close to a speaking 
voice. But pre-rock’n’roll, there was falsetto, scat 
singers…there’s a long tradition of using the voice in 
different ways.” 

Hayden agrees: “My favourite vocal song is by 
Nina Simone, it’s a Gershwin song called ‘My Man’s 
Gone Now’. Just that unbelievable rumbling of the 
voice; your speakers can’t handle it.”

Tom: “Or Howlin’ Wolf’s ‘Moanin’ At Midnight’. 
It’s too loud for anything to handle it. None of us can 
sing like Howlin’ Wolf, but it’s the same spirit.”

Wild Beasts deliberately never played a proper 
gig until they’d left their hometown of Kendal 
behind. They believed in keeping some things under 
wraps for a bit. Plus, they didn’t want to be seen by 
the locals as a bunch of weirdos who drank each 
other’s blood. So they moved to Leeds. And what 
did people think when they heard you there? 

Hayden: “People thought we were weirdos.” 
Tom: “Really serious weirdos. Drinking-each-

other’s-blood type weirdos.” 
Hayden: “I just don’t get it. Personally, I always 

think ‘This song is the most radio-friendly, Radio 1, 
Top 10’ every time. I’m always surprised that anyone 
would find it so strange.” 

Pop should be odd  – and you’re a pop band.
Hayden sighs: “Yes, but people question our 

intentions and motives…maybe we read too many 
message boards and blogs. People think we’re 
being awkward for the sake of it.” 

Tom: “Really? I read the opposite, people saying 
we’re just pop whores who want to be big stars.”

So people can’t decide if you’re too weird or too 
pop? Isn’t that the biggest compliment ever? 

Hayden: “I guess. But at the same time, our 
music’s very much about the ordinary.” 

Tom illustrates the point by describing the song 
‘His Grinning Skull’. “It’s about a woman whose 
husband has died and she comes to you for 
comfort. You’re remembering this guy and you can’t 
get away from this shadow of an incredible man you 
could never measure up to. But there’s also a sense 
of guilt and gloating on your part, like, ‘Look where 
you are now’. So it’s just about how people work. Or 
maybe not. Maybe that’s just my diseased mind.” 

The band look around nervously when revealing 
this sort of thing. Wild Beasts’ existence has been a 

gradual process of spilling secrets. They want to sell 
records, but they’re anxious about how much they 
should give away. 

Hayden: “When we first moved to Leeds we 
didn’t even want to play live because it would be 
breaking the spell to let people in on it. It was our 
little club. That explains a lot about why our music 
sounds like it does.”

By hiding things away, keeping them a secret, 
you made sure your music was untainted by 
anything else, right? So do you worry that just 
talking to me might ruin the magic? 

Hayden: “Definitely.” 
Makes sense. We should shut up. We should 

leave. If you knew how to make music like Wild 
Beasts, you might think about keeping it under 
wraps for a bit, too. 

untamed melody 
Words: Tim Jonze 
Illustration: Mimi Leung

Wild Beasts bare fangs and dangle 
from high wires, crafting a theatrical 
pop that rewrites history as oddball 
pantomime

‘They thought we 
were weirdos. 
Drinking-each-other’s-
blood type weirdos’
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Seen from the top of a roof in Bethnal Green, 
London is a topography of structures rather than 
space – lattices of concrete and steel that stretch  
as far as the eye can see, each a permutation on  
that line between the pristine and the derelict.  
A film that I saw once guessed at there being eight 
million stories in the naked city, but standing in  
the middle of it that number comes to seem a  
little cute. 

Way out in front, the Gherkin and a line of other 
glassy fingers protrude, flexing their modernity to 
the general indifference of everything else. Closer, 
to my right is a wisp of oranges and browns as the 
sunset pokes meekly through the rusty exoskeleton 
of a gasometer. Behind it, an overspill of tower 
blocks, garages, and municipal boltholes trickles  
out a little haphazardly. 

With me, taking in the view, is Kevin Martin and 
a cross-borough, cross-generational mob of London 
MCs. A quick roll call: Martin is the ringleader, the 
man behind mutant ragga project The Bug, and the 
reason we’re all here. A background in the singe and 
fringe of industrial rock, jazz, hip hop, and reggae – 
ex-God, ex-Ice, ex-Techno Animal, one half of 
dancehall industrialists Razor X. Former collaborator 
with Justin Broadrick, John Zorn, El-P, Dälek, and 
Blixa Bargeld. A pedigree in the outer limits. I ask 
him if there’s a common thread behind his multiple 
personas. “A real heaviness of sound,” he says.  
“A hardcore element.” 

Aiding and abetting him this time round, and 
joining him on the roof, is a handpicked slew of 
vocalists from within the labyrinthine network  
of black British and Jamaican music; Flowdan and 
Killa P of grime crew Roll Deep, patois-inflected 
poets Spaceape and Roger Robinson, veteran 
singjay Ricky Ranking, and fast-rising soundclash 
priestess Warrior Queen. Only seasoned toaster 
Tippa Irie is notable by his absence. Ricky, who really 
doesn’t look the type, says he’s afraid of heights, 
and one by one they all begin to crack up. 

I guess we’re up here because, first and 
foremost, The Bug’s new album, London Zoo,  

is about this city. The title is certainly something to 
unpack. Shop-worn musical lore, from the Wailers 
or ‘Guns of Brixton’ through to the territorial swag 
of Wiley’s ‘Bow E3’, has normally had it that the city-
dweller prowls, reps, the geometric ecology of the 
concrete jungle. You fight for what you’ve got, stalk 
in the shadows, and somehow get by. The Bug’s 
idea of the city as human zoo, of us all caged up 
together in some nightmare ark, takes this already 
choked freedom, and closes down the windpipe  
a little more. 

“London is a colony within Britain – it’s not 
reminiscent of anything else,” Martin tells me. 
“People come here to exploit it, and more often 
than not to exploit each other. The relationships  
we make are very temporal. On the positive side, 
that makes for a fast turnover of population and 

ideas. But it can also be plain soul-destroying. It’s a 
very intense experience.” 

The album’s lead singles, ‘Skeng’, ‘Poison Dart’, 
and ‘Jah War’ blister the ears with the searing 
splenetics this uncertainty and claustrophobia can 
induce. “I asked the MCs to write about what  
vexes them,” Martin explains. “They were happy  
to indulge.” 

Spaceape’s ‘Fuckaz’, which he politely describes 
to me as simply an “unloading” of various gripes, 
took this request most literally to heart: ”Alla dem 
people who never wan see a man succeed, improve 
an better his bludclart  self in life/Alla dem people 
who believe that charity begins at home – look pon 
the state of your home!” Warrior Queen was similar. 
As she tells me in her disarmingly soft Jamaican lilt, 
the ‘Poison Dart’ is her weapon of catharsis. “I’m 
humble, but don’t mess with this lion when she’s 
asleep, because when I’m awake it could get 
dangerous,” she warns. ”There is only so much  
one can take. When the cup is full, the cup will run 
over, and it will be a disaster for you – like a dart 
hitting straight through your chest.”

For most of The Bug’s collaborators, however, 
what it seems to boil down to is an alarming sense 
that the writing might finally be being chalked on 

the wall; that these are, as Ricky Ranking croons on 
‘Judgement’, “Serious times”. Only Roger Robinson, 
whose ‘You And Me’ is the most overtly soulful  
song on the album, offers a little relent: “I told  
Kevin that I was tired of all his doom and gloom  
shit, so if it has to be about the end of the world, 
let’s at least make it a romantic end to the world!” 
Martin rolls off a litany of issues, from the credit 
crunch to job cuts, that gave real-world meat to  
one of his other fascinations, the dystopian 
mythology of William Gibson. “We can see the 
danger signs for the West loud and clear. If you  
live in London, you’re facing that reality day in  
day out.” As Ricky puts it to me later: “This city  
has been bullied. It’s changing for the worse.  
No one wants new friends. Interaction is dead.” 
Crammed together in one city, he suggests, but 

somehow beginning to disappear from each  
other’s sight.

Yet London Zoo, so imbued with the bottom-
heavy thunder of Jamaican-music as to be a love 
letter to it, ratchets things up a little further, locating 
the sharp end of it all with the black community – 
still the lonely Londoners. 

“What attracted me to work with these MCs is 
that they are first or second-generation Caribbean. 
They have this belonging, but not quite. They are 
tolerated, but not quite. This is still a fucking racist 
city no matter how you try and repackage it.”  
Has suspicion and fear of black music shut down 
expressive space for it? Is London Zoo a statement 
against that? “Black music is continually exploited 
and cordoned off by the music industry, as is 
happening now with grime,” says Martin. “It is 
happy if black artists are sideline entertainers,  
but not if there is a potent, angry message. With  
grime, for example, there’s a sense of revolt, of 
being anti-system. Similarly, I don’t want my album 
to be just another dance release. It has to be more 
than that. The music I’ve always cherished, from  
hip-hop to free jazz, has had fire in its belly. Style, 
content, politics, and a reason to exist – not just  
a functionality.” 

‘What attracted me to these MCs is that they are first or 
second-generation Caribbean. They have this belonging, 
but not quite’ – Kevin Martin

 
Words: Ben Mechen 

Photography: Alice Rosenbaum

As The Bug, Kevin Martin wraps his mandibles round ragga and dubstep, lacing street sounds with 
industrial dread and dropping basslines like shockwaves. On new album London Zoo, Martin rolls 
deep, uniting MCs in one shared mission: to shake the city to the floor…
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Which brings me, in a roundabout way, to 
dubstep. The last couple of years have, to an extent, 
seen a sea change in The Bug’s audience. ‘Poison 
Dart’ and ‘Skeng’, with their arrantly pregnant low-
end, experienced a crossover success, their heavy 
lyrical bent making them two of the most 
recognisable tracks in that scene. 

A little before, Martin had set up the BASH night 
with darkside dubstep producer Loefah, and had 
become good friends with Kode 9, who was the  
first person to invite him to London dubstep  
night FWD. The sheer presence of the sound in 
these formative years, and the way it consciously 
wired itself into the spatially unsparing, studio-as-
instrument ethic of King Tubby or Lee ’Scratch’ 
Perry, drew Martin in. “There were only about  
20 people there and they were all producers.  
The music blew me away. I felt I had finally  
found some people who were trying to achieve 
something similar,” he remembers. Dubstep’s 
measured bass weight is pervasive on much of 
London Zoo. 

But there have been murmurs recently that 
dubstep has become overly focused on the instant 
rush of the bass drop, that it’s resorting more and 
more to proven formulae. I ask Martin, whose entire 

career seems to have been a reversion against  
type, if he is worried for the scene about the barbed  
allure of the ever-decreasing circle, indeed that  
he might get caught up in it. “I’m definitely an 
outsider in dubstep,” he agrees. “Already it’s  
begun to narrow its horizons and become less 
interesting. Other producers are aware that I’m 
highly critical of it, and that distances me. And  
I’m quite happy with that!” But, as he points  
out, bass itself is a constant, primordial in its  
appeal, while trends for genres will come and  
go. “Those frequencies are maternal, almost womb-
like. Dancing to music underpinned with bass is a 
fundamental impulse.” 

That preponderance for creating music with  
a deep, Om-inous physicality pretty much seems  
to capture the essence of all of Martin’s work. Does 
he see a consistency there? “Even when I was in 
God, there were sometimes three bass players, two 
drummers, and percussion. Grooves have always 
been essential to me. Techno Animal was really just 
basslines and hip-hop rhythms, spliced together and 
warped out.” 

But there are ways in which The Bug is different, 
which seem to allow Martin to express things he 
couldn’t before. Ragga’s soundsystem culture seems 

to exist precisely to convey round after round of 
one-upped sonic gut punches, while at the same 
time maintaining a lyrical texture that only the 
cerebral cortex remains in any fit state to digest.  
“In the scene I started in, there became a bit of  
a boys’ own, noise-for-noise’s-sake, slap-on-the-
back dimension to it all,” he says. ”I got bored 
playing to white males all the time. That didn’t 
represent my life, my influences, so why was that  
my audience?” 

He offers an anecdote, one of epiphany, by  
way of contrast: “When I first moved to London  
I saw Iration Steppas clash The Disciples in a 
warehouse. Two soundsystems facing each other. 
No light, no clapping, no entertainment – just a  
pure exchange of sound, and I was there stood  
in the middle of it. I had never encountered  
anything like that. I can remember my nostrils  
just shaking.” 

He tells me that some of his old fans have  
turned their backs on him over the last few  
years. They’ve seemingly missed the point.  
“People have accused me of selling out. But  
the stuff I’m doing now is still so utterly, utterly 
intense. It just doesn’t have to be noise to  
express that.” 

‘This city has been bullied. 
It’s changing for the worse. 
Interaction is dead’ – Ricky Ranking

L-R:  Warrior Queen, Flowdan, Killa P, Kevin 
Martin, Ricky Ranking, Spaceape, Roger Robinson
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Leila’s music makes internal memories and external 
circuitry feel similar, interchangeable in structure. 
Like much effective electronic music, hers seems 
built with the weird inner logic of dreams, where 
familiar situations are unsettled by a sudden turn  
for the sinister. Her new album for Warp, Blood, 
Looms And Blooms, flickers with wry grooves and 
ghost waltzes that interlock and unravel. At times, it 
brings to mind a model-theatre play that constantly 
changes backdrop: from exotic island to unfamiliar 
city to late-night bar to industrial dystopia – and 
maybe, though of course I’d never know if I wasn’t 
sitting here by the window on a wet afternoon – to 
the North London flat where Leila lives and works. 

Used to moving from place to place for the last 
12 years, family homes and long-term work spaces 
fascinate me. But the subtext to this one, cluttered 
with history, is of change and absence as much as 
security and love. Blood, Looms And Blooms is 
Leila’s first album in seven years, a gap she has 
attributed in part to the loss of her parents during 
that time. “I had to woo music back almost, because 
I’d left it for a while,” she explains. “You just get on 
with it and know it’s a privilege. The other thing is, 
finishing music is really difficult. When do you know 
it’s finished, how do you let it go? These are all 
decisions that require commitment.”

‘Commitment’ is a word that appears frequently 
in our conversation. When Leila uses it, the word 
sounds fierce, a challenge to anyone in it for the 
wrong reasons. “You should honour the noise 
you’ve made,” she states as we discuss the album. 
“Not the month you’re releasing it.”

I hear that ‘honour’ in the discrete personality  
of every track. Every sound has its own character.

“Oh completely. My thing is live mixing, and  
as far as I’m concerned every fader on my mixer is  
a character. In the old days, if you had a six-piece 
band, you had six different characters with 
idiosyncrasies and egos. For me, that’s what a 
mixing desk is. A third of my tracks are made for  
live mixing. What’s incredible is that the smallest 
variable will have a profound effect.”

Exploiting the variables and power of noise is 
integral to Leila’s work as a DJ and live mixer: “I do 
this processed DJ noise thing where I use turntables, 
CDs, effects units and a little mixing desk. For me, 
it’s about recontextualising what the concept of 
DJing is. I did these Björk warm-up sets, and 
sometimes the audience was horrified, like, ‘What 
the fuck?’ It was a proper aural assault. It can go 
carnage. But that’s the pleasure in it for me, though 
not always for the audience!

“When I work for Björk, there’s always one track 
that we make up there and then, and every night  
it’s different. The same track goes from being some 
industrial nightmare to a nice ambient thing…It 
depends what mood I’m in, and what mood she’s  
in – we’re not always the same.”

Blood, Looms And Blooms marshals an evocative 
cast of real-life characters. Martina Topley-Bird’s 
sleepy tones perform a stream-of-consciousness 
entreaty on ‘Deflect’; Leila’s sister Roya narrates a 
surreal showtune/travelogue on ‘Daisies, Cats And 
Spacemen’; and Terry Hall sighs, “Each time I open 
my mouth I regret it” over the compulsive keyboard 
of ‘Time To Blow’. I ask about Leila’s relationship to 
words. Does she construct lyrics too?

“I’ve started to, funnily enough. For me,  
it’s whoever comes up with something in that 
particular moment, and recently I’ve begun to flex 
that muscle. Before, people would come with their 
ideas or story. But on this record I wrote the lyrics for 
‘Teases Me’, ‘Ur Train’, and I helped with ‘Deflect’.

“I like singing music and I like instrumental 
music, but I don’t like an album of either. What’s 
exciting is to make people who like instrumental 
music like singing music, and vice versa.” 

Would you ever sing yourself?
It’s a firm no:“I’m quite a begrudging performer. 

I’ll be DJing, I’ll see all these people, and I’ll be like 
‘What the fuck are you looking at?’ The idea that 
I’m on display sometimes really riles me. I’ve got to 
keep my head down to avoid being annoyed about 
it. That’s the other reason that when I live mix at my 
concerts, I have a 32-channel mixing desk, and 
everything comes to me – the singers, the guitars, 
everything. Which is a pretty crazy thing to do.”

Do you find yourself working unconsciously?
“Completely. There’s tracks I listen to in which  

I have no idea of what I was doing, because I was 
lost in what I’m doing. You have to properly zone 
out…it requires an utter bowing down to noise.”

But this submission isn’t just about losing the self 
in sound – it’s a means to finding your sonic route.

“It frees you because you don’t get hypnotised 
by the obvious: you will have idiosyncratic tastes.  
For me, starting a track, it can be anything from a 
formal melody to just one noise. If the music I listen 
to is fierce r’n’b, or beautiful classical music, I don’t 
feel the need to use it. What I draw from the music  
I like is not obvious. It’s not a drum sound, it’s the 
intention, or the commitment, or the shades.”

in praxis: leila 
Words: Frances Morgan

For the first in Plan B’s new series on music-making process, In Praxis, we  
step behind the mixing desk with Leila, bedsit auteur and Björk’s mixing 
lieutenant, to talk the secret life of faders and the power of noise

‘It can go carnage. 
That’s the pleasure  
in it for me, though 
not always for the 
audience’
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L-R: Beth Anderson,  
Jared Phillips, Adam Elliott
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Digital smoke and mirrors: it’s the great hoax of rock 
music circa now. The felt gloves of a dozen studio 
hands slam padlocks on the noise gates and over-
compress recordings until the dynamic range is 
flattened and watered down to the level of summer 
festival beer. The kids can’t tell if they’re hearing a 
low kb/s rip, or if the moss has grown too far into 
their ears. It’s gotten so that when faced with the 
music of Times New Viking – three misfits from 
Columbus, Ohio who have stolen back the pure 
essence of garage band din from the two-chord 
archaeologists of this world, in order to sustain  
their endless run of 90-second1 infections that 
communicate the inherent absurdities of making  
art in 2008 – they’ve forgotten their well-worn 
copies of Alien Lanes and Half Japanese records over 
there on the shelf. They’ve lost the joy of not making 
things out.

“You know, there’s nothing worse than hearing 
a band that sounds like they tried too hard,” says 
Jared Phillips (guitar) who formed the band when  
he and vocalist/drummer Adam Elliot met vocalist/
keyboardist Beth Anderson at art school, tired of 
living in a town where you could only see “noise 
bands, like you’d go watch a friend do some weird 
stuff which was kinda exciting for a while but got 
old quick…or there were bar bands who just, you 
know, suck”. It wasn’t long until the band were 
spotted by Ohio native Tom Lax, whose legendary 
record label Siltbreeze2 put out their first two 
albums Dig Yourself and Presents The Paisley Reich, 
in ‘05 and ‘07 respectively. Recorded on a reel-to-
reel which was then transferred to cassette, the 
results were pleasing for lovers of the murky arts: 
four-track recorders, Bob Pollard’s schoolteacher 
days, Xeroxed ‘zines still warm out the copier. Late 
last year they signed to Matador for Rip It Off, the 
wider exposure bringing not only excited new 
bodies to the party, but also a vast increase in the 
number of critics and bloggers who want to ask 
them why their songs sound like they’ve been 
recorded in an upturned skip…underwater…at the 
end of a bad telephone line. Surely big label + max 
budget = TNV – obscuring audio scree?

“But that’s not really how we sound, it would 
feel kind of fake, you know?” says Phillips. “The 
thing with our sound is that we only have these 
three things, keys, guitar, and drums going on.  
We don’t have a bass, and there isn’t some guy with 
a hat in a darkened corner playing lead over it all. 
We fill up as much sound as possible with those 
three instruments, making it whole without having, 
like, five hundred sounds going on.”

So a big reason behind you not wanting to use 
contemporary recording technology is to keep the 
studio head count as low as possible?

“It’s a gang mentality, right, just the three of us 
because there’s no-one else that we would want  
to be in the band. There doesn’t need to be some 
guy sitting there pushing buttons all day long.  
No overdubs, that’s the aesthetic right there. That’s 
how we came about.

“Also that’s what we like about music and art, 
you know, the restrictions, only having so many 
options. Recording with Pro Tools, you have too 
many options. There’s too much choice. People,  
you know, they need less choice! It’s such a huge 
American thing, you go to a grocery store and 
there’s 10 different kinds of milk, and I just want 
milk. I don’t care how many different kinds there 
are, just give me milk!”

I had this idea that Times New Viking were, 
along with No Age and others, the new inheritors  
of the power of DIY Band Life. My starting point was 
this quote from a Minutemen interview where Watt 
says that “the idea is to touch people. Convince 
them that their heart beats. Everything’s a device  
to get that across”. I was on the wrong track.  
Of course, you don’t need idealist rhetoric or 
passionate manifestoes to survive life in the van. 
TNV are more interested in the simple pleasures that 
such a life yields, like designing yr own gig posters, 
or seeing yr first record pressed.

“Well, every single thing that you do is part of 
your aesthetic,” says Phillips. “From the van you 
have, the look of the T-shirts and your album covers, 
and how your record sounds. I mean playing music 
is fun, but when you start a band it’s like ‘We can 

make record covers!’ Doing it yourself means 
complete control.”

For consistency’s sake, though, there’d have to 
be some remove from the instinctual nature 
associated with a rock’n’roll. Given yr art school 
backgrounds, do you discuss Times New Viking in 
the language that you would an art project at all?

“Ha, I wish you’d asked me this four years earlier, 
I would have had a much better answer! You know, 
I haven’t thought about it so much recently – we 
started with The Idea, or with these ideas and we 
ran with them. It was set in place a while ago now.”

Can you remember what these ideas were?
“Uh, no shorts! Just, you know, cut‘n’paste from 

different things, influences, aesthetics…throwing 

them together, making a collage. We’re all really 
into Fluxus3 art, Dada, I mean this was something 
the original punk bands were into too. A love of 
absurdity whilst kind of being a bit nihilist about 
things. Something like Fluxus, it was fun, it’s 
pretentious art that wasn’t pretentious. It was heavy 
with ideas but had a sense of humour.”

It’s interesting watching old Fluxus reels, or any 
Sixties performance art with that in mind, because 
you become aware that there is pretension there, 
but it’s in the crowd – young WASPish couples in 
tuxes and cocktail dresses clutching onto each other 
for fear of being approached by the nude cello 
player covered in paint4.

“Right, you have a bunch of people getting 
dressed up to go see someone watch an apple rot!  
I actually think that’s something that we’ve 
succeeded at, making a crowd, or some writer for 
Jimmy’s Blog seem more pretentious than us. ‘Oh, 
those guys are just a bunch of druggy fakes, making 
this irritating music’, yet they’re the ones with the 
false pretence, parading this set idea of how rock 
bands should look and act and sound. Those ladies 
in the Fluxus audiences thought they were gonna  
be watching Kabuki theatre, or someone painting  
a landscape – they thought they’d be part of the art 

world, but are stood there watching someone 
smash televisions – ‘What the fuck is going on?!’”

Do you think that the artist at that point feels the 
performance slipping into confrontational realms?

“Well, you know, as much as we try to make it 
fun, have the audience be into it, it’s equally 
rewarding to have people gawp at you and turn 
their noses up. It’s not our goal, but, yeah, it is 
equally rewarding. Though hopefully one day all 
these online spaces will just evaporate into the air.”

So all we’ll be left with is the acrid digital smoke 
of Jimmy’s Blog?

“Right, the digital smoke. That’s a pretty good 
title right there.”

Yeah, I’ll try and stick it in somewhere.

Intellectualise Ohio’s Times New Viking at your peril: you’ll find these dudes getting high on scuzz 
and powering effervescent melodies through the noxious fug of no-budget analogue recording

‘You go to a grocery store and there’s 
ten different kinds of milk. Just give 
me the milk!’

four-track lore 
Words: George Taylor 
Photography: Owen Richards

Footnotes
1. Roughly the amount of time it takes 
for bubble gum to lose its flavour.
2. Started in 1989, Siltbreeze put out  
a stream of remarkable releases on the 
noisier end of the rock spectrum, with The 
Dead C, Harry Pussy, Thomas Jefferson 
Slave Apartments and dozens more items 
now considered must-haves for any 
experimental music fiend. TNV inspired 

Lax to end a lengthy hiatus, and now the 
label is yr one stop shop for the practice 
tape aesthetic, releasing Psychedelic 
Horseshit, Pink Reason and Eat Skull 
among others (a scene which the NME 
unfortunately tried to christen ‘shitgaze’, 
but if you’d just scrape that off on the 
kerb before you come in, thanks).
3. Global art movement birthed in  
the Sixties which focused, among other 

areas, on composed performances  
that experimented with the boundaries 
between artist and audience, high  
and low culture, good and bad taste, 
deconstruction and defamiliarisation. 
More famous names include Nam  
June Paik, Phillip Corner and  
Yoko Ono.
4. That would be Fluxus artist/cellist 
Charlotte Moorman.
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L-R Harriett, Tom, Neil, 
Gareth, Ollie, Ellen, Aleks
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It’s sad that you think they’re all just scenesters…Plan B thumbs  
a ride with serrated, self-referential indiecore avengers Los 
Campesinos! for a roll down the US West Coast. So you reckon 
limousines, Trent Reznor, and al fresco fellatio are twee? Really?
 

Words: David McNamee 
Photography: Alissa Anderson

“It’s alright!/To tell me!/What you think!/About 
me!”, Gareth Campesinos! spits in a faux- 
American whine. “I won’t try to argue!/Or hold it 
against you!”

To his left, Neil Campesinos! leaps about 
excitedly and fires back with: “I’ll turn to a friend/
Someone that understands…But everybody’s gone/
And I’ve been here far too long/To face this on  
my own…”

Stagefront, a small group of willowy Anglophiles 
twist their exotic limbs and gaze up lovingly with 
moon-sized eyes.

Gareth and Neil together: “WELL I GUESS THIS IS 
GROWING UP/WELL I GUESS THIS IS GROWING UP/
WELL I GUESS THIS IS GROWING UP…”

It’s our second night in San Francisco and half an 
hour earlier we’d been chugging down Market St in 
a stretch limousine. “This is how we ROLL!” Tom 
Campesinos! hollered. There’s 12 of us squeezed 
into the back of a limousine, passing round a 
decanter of straight vodka that is downed in gulps 
and grimaces, a foreign exchange school trip gone 
fucked. We’re all busting out verses from ‘Insane In 
The Membrane’, the world’s least-hard street gang.

Our dreamship’s destination is The Mint, a 
karaoke bar where Campesinos!’ tour-buddies, 
Parenthetical Girls, are holding court with flouncey 
renditions of Britpop hits. 

Gareth sulkily questions why people are 
supposed to do “funny” songs at karaoke and not 
just ones that they really like, and Ellen Campesinos! 
rolls her eyes and exasperatedly admonishes 
“Because it’s supposed to be fun.” But watching 
Gareth and Neil pour their tiny little hearts into Blink 
182’s ‘Dammit’ doesn’t feel much different to 
seeing them sing their own songs. 

The last time I saw Los Campesinos! was at  
an NME Astoria show. They were petulant and 
bored – and so by extension, boring – singer and 
glockenspiel-player Gareth deliberately spiting  
his hosts with effusive dedications to Drowned In 
Sound. Since then they’ve released a full-length 
debut, Hold On Now, Youngster, and they’re into 
their second tour of the States, where things are 

quietly going supernova. Still based in their 
university town of Cardiff, the tours are going  
so well, that there’s talk of the band relocating 
permanently to New York, but they’re not  
all convinced.

Philadelphia-based milksop-basher Steven Wells 
has already started a Los Campesinos! Go Home! 
fund and requested that they be deported.

and I’m waiting, waiting for C90
“Um…I think that’s probably often an indication of 
the limitations of the people that are writing about 
us and just the laziness of it.” Gareth is trying to 
deflect the notion that Los Campesinos! are twee.

“I don’t think we’ve been twee for quite a while 
though…” starts singer and keyboardist Aleks 
Campesinos!. “Maybe I just blank it out.”

“There’s a lot of typical twee reference points in 
the make-up of the band,” concedes Gareth. “We 
have boy/girl vocals, we have glockenspiel, we have 
violin. I guess there’s a femininity to C86 that we go 
along with…it’s not afraid of showing that it was 
sensitive or whatever.”

Twee has been retroactively reclaimed by  
some people as a symbol of resistance, a politicised 
attempt to subvert gender roles and notions of 
masculinity. Twee bands tore problematic issues 
about desire and the male gaze out of songwriting 
by crafting something that was deliberately sexless. 
Gratingly, that gender neutrality was often located 
in a return to pre-adolescence. 

Tom is right when he reckons that there isn’t 
really much of a twee element to his band live. The 
music that they’ve knocked up is a ferocious 
ramalama bedroom pop. A kick-ass mini-orchestra 
of glockenspiel hits, call-and-response shouting and 
a glittering whirl of school music room tics that 
rockets along like the Ramones, it keeps the roaring 
black hole of shit jobs and bad times-around-the-
corner away like alcohol doesn’t anymore. 

Bimbo’s is a sumptuous, large ballroom with 
tables and drapes and low lamplight. In its foyer  
is a fishtank containing – allegedly – a mermaid.  
A complex system of mirrors reflects the form of  
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a real live mermaid-dressed lady bathing in a rock 
pool in the basement into the tank. Me and Gareth 
compare notes on which character from Scott 
Pilgrim we fancy the most. Sad fucks.

Ellen is aiming to be a writer, really, rather  
than a pop star, but this will have to do for now.  
Her MySpace-listed heroes include Nineties rap  
metal goon Tairrie B and Trent Reznor. She plays  
bass and fancies Conor Oberst, probably at the 
same time.

“But I don’t tend to ask Gareth what the songs 
are actually about, cos I think it’s more fun to 
interpret them in your own way,” she is saying.  
“It’s nice to personalise it for yourself. Or just play 
the fun guessing game of ‘Who’s this about…?’”

Has Gareth ever written anything which you 
haven’t agreed with?

“That song where he was like…”
“‘I hate all of you…’” chips in Harriett 

Campesinos!.
“‘I hate everyone we know’ and ‘I hate gays’. 

‘The Racist Song’, we call it.”
Everyone laughs.
“We disagreed with that. So it changed to ‘You! 

Me! Dancing!’”

and it’s sad that you think that we’re all 
just scenesters
Do you think your music accurately describes what 
you’re like as people?

“I’d have to say so,” considers Tom. “It always 
feels very natural when we’re onstage. I don’t think 
any of us kind of act up.”

I ask because I’ve been out drinking with you 
three nights in a row now and none of you were 

drinking cherryade! Cherryade laced with copious 
amounts of vodka, perhaps.

Gareth visibly squirms, embarrassed. “No! But 
that was written a looong time ago. I couldn’t 
imagine myself writing lyrics like that again. Um, 
that song was written like two years ago or 
something.”

‘We Throw Parties, You Throw Knives’ is LC!’s 
most twee moment: “There’s red stains all over  
the place!/They’re not blood they’re cherryade!/We 
throw parties, you throw knives!/It’s all the same if 
the fizzy drinks are nice!”

“The way I interpret it that song,” says Tom, 
“Was taking the piss out of people doing coke and 
having sex in toilets and presenting it almost like 
from a child’s perspective.”

Alissa takes us up some hills for band shots.  
The absurd vectors of the zig-zagging streets 
layering the city out to the bay in a soft maze  
of palm trees and architecture, the bay glittering,  
the skies implacable and Californian and huge;  
skies to drown in. Trying to look at someone  
while they’re having their picture taken is  
somehow really embarrassing, so I stand with  
my back to San Francisco and take a picture  
of myself instead. I look sunburnt and out  
of place.

Harriett is the member of Los Campesinos!  
that her bandmates say is the only real musician in 
the band. She plays violin and keyboard and she’s 
awesome, just the loveliest person ever.

Ellen, what did you think of Harriett the first time 
you met her?

“Just say it, it’s fine, we all thought it,” Neil 
interjects.

“I thought, stupid slag. I thought she seemed 
really, really nice and I kind of wanted to like…
embrace her. I wanted to make her feel comfy.

“Cos you were like the last person to join, and 
me and Aleks had known each other since the first 
day of uni and I didn’t want her to feel like…and 
yeah, we got on straight away, really well. Both 
quite chatty.”

“Gossipy,” corrects Neil.

i invented you, and i will enjoy you
On last.fm ‘You! Me! Dancing!’ is your most played 
song by about 15,000 plays. Does that mean it’s 
your best song?

“Lyrically it’s no way the best song. It’s a song 
about dancing…” Gareth grimaces. “So it’s got that 
immediate appeal. Do you think it’s our best song?”

“I think it’s a good riff!” Tom lights up. He’s a 
genuine musician, very enthusiastic and logical.  
“It’s good, It encapsulates what we’re about.  
It was meant to be a pop song presented 
unconventionally.”

“I guess I do have a love/hate relationship with 
it,” says Gareth. “But I think I often have this urge to 
sort of restrict myself as much pleasure as possible. 
And part of that is probably not liking that song as 
much as I should. I could really embrace it, but I 
don’t want to do that to myself.”

The Bimbo’s gig is amazing. There isn’t a single 
moment in the set that doesn’t, in it’s own way, just 
rock the fuck out. Gareth runs to the back of the 
venue and sings from atop a dining table. I dance by 
myself at the back of the crowd, really happy, and, 
weirdly, proud for this funny group I barely know.

Harriett, who is the nicest member of Los 

Campesinos!?
Harriett blushes so hard she doubles-up. “The 

nicest member?!”
“It’s like truth or dare,” Ellen mutters.
“I can’t say that when they’re there!!”
“That’s what he’s trying to do,” reckons Ollie 

Campesinos!, “he’s trying to stir us up…”
“He’s trying to break us up!” giggles Harriett.  

“I think we’re all, I think me not included, but I think 
everyone is really nice.”

You can say yourself if you want.
Harriett laughs. “Yes, me. Erm, everyone has 

different good characteristics.”

trying to find the perfect match between 
pretentious and pop
“On the more recent songs I’ve been writing  
lyrics that are quite personal,” Gareth says. “Not 
emotions, but you know, that sort of thing. But 
people appropriating your songs and being ‘This 
song totally sums me up’, it’s like, no, it doesn’t. No, 
it doesn’t. And I struggle with that. If I met 
somebody that I actually despise and they were like 
‘I love that song. That song could have been written 
about me’…I just feel like: oh.”

I find it really difficult to label or judge Gareth, 
because he’s so similar to my friends, and me, and 
probably most of the people reading this magazine. 
In Los Angeles we’ll pace up and down the sidewalk 
while he nervously emphasises his discomfort  
with being the singer in the band, being highly 
opinionated but socially awkward and responsible 
for representing the ideas of six very different 
people. If this hadn’t happened he would never 
have been in a band, and he says that when it 

There’s 12 of us squeezed into the 
back of a limousine, passing round a 
decanter of straight vodka
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finishes he won’t be in one again, he’ll do 
something else. In truth, if he wasn’t in this band,  
I think he would be probably writing for Plan B.

“I think my anti-populism is based around, not 
music in general, but I think the more famous we 
become the more diluted I feel as a person. It feels 
like I’m being chopped up into pieces and being 
distributed amongst these people. It does trouble 
me. The idea of becoming popular makes me feel 
famous and that’s not something that I would  
want, basically.”

I wake up in the middle of the night in a coffin. 
Gasping for air in panic until the realisation of where 
I am sets in and I can relax. Directly under my ear I 
can hear and feel wheel grinding on road and 
imagine sparks flying. In the pitch black darkness I 
mentally plot out the layout of the other 11 bunks 
and try to guess the people contained in them. Los 
Angeles crawls towards us in the dark like a bad 
thought in a hungry animal.

Ollie’s favourite moment of the tour so far was 
finishing a breakfast in France made up of “Two 
eggs, two bacon, two sausages, two pancakes, two 
rounds of toast and a whole load of home fries”, 
and the drummer’s favourite LC! song is ‘We Throw 
Parties…’. “Just cos I can make lots of noise, and I 
don’t get told off”. I can’t imagine him at university.

Ollie, tell us a secret about Neil.
“He’s got a third nipple?”
There’s a pause. “Except that’s a lie!” Harriett 

hisses.

i know. i am wrong. i am sorry
If you weren’t in your band, would you like your 
band?

“I’d think the lead singer was a bit of a dick,” 
says Gareth. “Saying all these things in interview 
trying to be profound and going on about veganism 
and feminism and he should just shut up, he doesn’t 
know what he’s talking about.” 

“I’d like to think idealistically we would,” 
ponders Tom. “Because I think in every band you 
just make the music you wanna hear.”

“I don’t think I would like myself.” Gareth sulks.
“I think we can empathise with people that hate 

us.” Tom is nice.
The radio session for LA’s Indie.103 takes place in 

a tiny studio containing fridges full of a flavourless 
pink energy drink called Go Girl! A partial-
Campesinos! of Gareth, Tom, Harriett and Aleks 
play an acoustic set. I’m becoming very fond of 
these people but I’m starting to get sick of the 
sound of my own voice and the shape of my body, 
perpetually around and taking up space. I have to 
keep reminding myself that these people are not my 
friends and I’m not in their band. Hungover, I down 
two cans of Go Girl! and it brings me up sharply, 
making me shiver like a high. Next to me, Gareth’s 
glockenspiel sounds hard and bright and violent.

Neil’s amazing. He can almost autistically  
recall every item of food that every member of the  
band has eaten at dinner for any date of the month-
long tour.

Neil, who is the most talented member of Los 
Campesinos!?

“Genuinely? Tom. He comes up with the songs. 
He’s a really good guitarist and he can pretty much 
pick up loads of instruments and play them. That’s 
not to say that everyone else isn’t talented, but I’m 
sure people would probably agree.”

“Hang on!” pipes up Harriett.
“I thought I was the most talented!” cries Ellen. 

“You better say we’re all the most joint talented,” 
she commands me. “And the nicest! Jointly  
the nicest!”

i’m sticking your fingers into sockets
When I first got into Los Campesinos! I listened to 
them every day, because they sounded a lot like 
what I imagined a band I would be in might sound 
like, if at university I’d been pretty and popular and 
had loads of ace mates, instead of just being a weird 
loner who wrote about records. But they made me 
cringe too. The frequent, clanging name-drops of 
cool, obscure indie acts (Meanwhile Back In 
Communist Russia, Amelia Fletcher, Calvin Johnson 
etc) in Gareth’s lyrics seemed crass. 

“It’s something that a lot of people have disliked. 
It’s inevitable that those records are going to 
influence what I’m writing about, because I’m not 
an interesting person, I don’t…besides like minor 
emotional breakdowns and girl problems and 
listening to records, that’s pretty much all I  
do. So…”

I quite like them now. They’re like band badges, 
but in pop songs. It establishes you as music fans, 
more than musicians even. 

“That’s what we are first and foremost.”
Another thing I found difficult was the level of 

confrontation in LC! songs. Gareth writes very 
passionately and angrily about very petty things – 
scene politics, who is and isn’t a hipster, etc. It lends 
rocket fuel to exhilarating songs, where the band 
convincingly sound like a gang out to take on the 
world. But if you aren’t in that gang, if you’re a 

listener, it almost makes you feel paranoid that  
you might be the enemy. It makes you feel kind  
of persecuted.

“I think I like the esoteric elements of Gareth’s 
lyrics,” Tom begins, “But I guess I’m not 
comfortable when [turns to Gareth] you’re trying  
to isolate people or…I don’t feel we really have the 
right to judge who’s worthy. I guess there’s an 

‘I think we can empathise with people 
that hate us’ – Tom
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arrogant quality to that that I can’t relate to. And  
I don’t think it’s you being arrogant, but I think it’s 
you being sort of personal about things.”

The gig in LA is awesome again, enough so  
for manager Alun to declare that it was “the most 
proud” he’d ever been in his life. Afterwards,  
me, Neil, Gareth and Ellen load up with beer  
from the rider and go in search of the (out of 
bounds) hotel pool. Drunk and giggling, we find  
it on the roof, where LA sprawls out in nighttime  
to either side. Ellen changes into a pair of Gareth’s 
stripy Y-fronts to protect her modesty and  
everyone dives until hotel staff to politely ask us  
to leave. Back in the room our drunken porn  
debate is interrupted by the comically loud sex-
sounds of man-to-man oral from outside our 
window. When they’re done, the men pick up  
their plumes of balloons (it’s Gay Pride Week in  
LA) and wave to us. We split and make half-hearted 
plans to meet up in the morning for a No Age/ 
Mika Miko breakfast show at The Smell, but with 
interviews and everything else out of the way I  
know they’re not going to call and I’m not going  
to go…

What other band is similar to Los Campesinos!?

Ellen gives me an incredulous look. “That’s like 
saying…who looks like you naked?”

“When we toured with You Say Party! we really 
aspired to be like them,” says Harriett, “Cos they’re 
the loveliest people, they seem to have really  
strong friendships.”

Both your band and You Say Party! We Say Die! 
sound convincingly like gangs.

Neil frowns. “Like gangs?”
Yeah, not like gangs that go around beating 

people up.
“Friendly gangs!” chirrups Harriett. “That go 

round…hugging people.”
“Charming people!” Ellen says.

sweet dreams sweet cheeks we leave 
alone
“I struggle with it a bit sometimes,” Aleks tells me, 
at the end of our trip. “Because I feel like a bit of  
a fraud. Because I know that anyone could be doing 
it, and I feel pretty lucky that I’ve had the 
opportunity to.” 

But no one else is doing this…I begin. Aleks 
smiles. She’s the quietest Campesinos!. In the 
‘Death To Los Campesinos!’ video she falls to her 

knees, petals and confetti regurgitating from  
her mouth as she expires in an uncharacteristically  
eerie image. And it’s true, there isn’t really any  
other band doing what they do. They are  
seven fatally ordinary middle class kids who 
somehow become heroic when they combine. 
When I ask them how it would change the  
band if a member left, it genuinely seemed to 
perturb them.

Los Campesinos! are a band about something, 
and the something is music itself. It’s kind of  
telling that their only two love songs (‘It Started 
With A Mixx’ and ‘Knee Deep At ATP’) are  
ultimately more about music than love. They’re a 
fanzine full of ideas, essays, cut-up thoughts and 
self-regarding poetry, pritt-sticked pictures of their 
favourite bands and glitter-encircled lyrical 
quotations. Except they’re the best fanzine in the 
world, because it’s one you can carry around in your  
head with you, it’s one that shouts “I’m not 
finished…I’M! NOT! FINISHED!” into your ear  
when you’re feeling hopeless.

They’re a gang that you can carry around with 
you in your pocket, like an atom bomb. I hope they 
never hate each other.
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“When I listen to the playbacks from concerts I have 
no memory of doing some of the things that I did. 
Some of the best playing that I do is when I barely 
remember any of it when I’ve finished. It tends to 
just take over. I’m not really sure what I’ve done, or 
how I got there.”

In one sense, everything Philip Jeck does comes 
from vinyl. In his hands, the records that languish 
unloved in charity shops’ 25p boxes or slowly 
warping in humid attics are rescued from oblivion, 
only to be recast as lost souls in a kind of slow-
motion limbo, their voices drowned out by rising 
waves of fizz and crackle. But like he himself 
acknowledges, it also comes from somewhere else. 
When he brings together his portable record 
players, delay pedal and Casio sampling keyboard, 
it’s as though he’s channeling an unstoppable lava 
flow of the recent cultural past, a crushed-up 
magma of vinyl releasing its last faint vapours of 
sound before melting and crumbling over the edge 
into history.

Growing up in the Sixties before turntablism 
established itself, Jeck first dabbled in playing guitar 
and keyboards, but didn’t pursue his dreams of a 
musical career. “What I could do with that was 
never grand or big enough or good enough to 

satisfy me,”he says on the phone from Liverpool.  
“I could draw and paint a bit so I ended up going to 
art college.”

But in 1979 he came back from a trip to New 
York with armfuls of 12-inches by Larry Levan and 
Walter Gibbons, got himself a second turntable and 
a mixer and started trying to work out how they did 
it. “People like Walter Gibbons did really long, 
extended workouts of the breaks and the rhythm 
parts. His stuff is of its time, but I still think it’s 
incredible.” He played warehouse parties in London, 
but when he began working with choreographer 
Laurie Booth in 1984, his sound moved away from 
the dancefloor, becoming more a slow waltz for the 
mind. The key moment was when he bought an old 
record player from a junkshop so he could play 
78rpm records, but found on getting it home that 
he was more seduced by 16rpm, “Just slowing stuff 
right down so you almost get this physical presence 
from the sound. If you’re playing a 45 at 16, 
sometimes you can barely recognise the record.  
All these other things start happening.”

‘Vinyl Requiem’, his 1993 collaboration with  
Lol Sargent, brought the turntables out from the 
accompanist’s chair to centre stage. “It was just at 
the time when the CD sections in record stores had 

got bigger than the vinyl sections,” Jeck explains. 
“Some time earlier I’d had an idea, with my old 
record player that had a little speaker in it, of putting 
four of them together so it was like a quartet. The 
idea grew and we ended up with thinking it could 
be an orchestra.”

In the end, ‘Vinyl Requiem’ involved scaffolding 
holding 180 simultaneously playing Dansettes  
(“I had a rule of never paying more than £5 each  
for them. And some people at boot sales didn’t 
want more than 50p”), two film screens and 12 
slide projectors. The passing of vinyl and the dawn 
of digital was commemorated with neither a bang 
nor a whimper, but crackle and volume. Despite 
this, Jeck maintains that he’s not a vinyl purist:  
“I don’t think I’m a Luddite or anything. I buy a lot  
of CDs.” He adds, “What I like about the sound of 
the records is that their history is transparent. You 
hear the crackle and the scratches and the extra 
patina of sound that wasn’t there when it was first 
pressed. It’s gathered these things to it.”

The concept of nostalgia in Jeck’s music 
generally is a tricky one, as there’s no warm glow  
to be had from hearing decay and fragmentation. 
“People have always said that [the records are 
nostalgic] to me and I think I probably denied it,  
like it was a dirty word. But actually there is, there’s 
no way there can’t be. There’s something poignant 
about playing snatches of music. Even if people 
don’t actually get what the record is, there’s 
something about the sound that can transport 
you,” he says. “It’s like collecting records as a kid: 
you get home and put the needle to the record you 
just bought and as the first bars come in there’s that 
rush, the sense of occasion, the emotional content 
in the music.”

Earlier this year, Touch records released The 
Sinking Of The Titanic, an updating of Gavin Bryars’ 
1969 piece, featuring Jeck playing with string group 
Alter Ego. “I don’t think Gavin Bryars really knew 
who I was, but he asked around and luckily 
everyone he asked seemed to say nice things.”  
As the doomed liner resurfaces in our imagination, 
only to sink again, Jeck’s fragments – sine wave 
records, a steam train theme – whirl around the 
strains of the hymn ‘Autumn’, widely believed to 
have been what the ship’s stoic band were playing 
as the waves crashed over.

More recently came the solo album Sand, born 
out of tracks recorded live and edited down to their 
emotionally stark cores. It took a while after Jeck’s 
last album, Seven, for him to feel that he’d come  
up with anything better. “I wanted the next one  

none shall pass 
Words: Abi Bliss

Philip Jeck uses vintage 
turntables and orphaned vinyl 
to unbottle forgotten 
memories and free lost souls
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to have moved somewhere else, and it wasn’t  
until about two and a half years in that I felt I had 
something that had that leap. I’m really pushing  
the sound a lot and being quite extreme with  
some of the effects and overloading the mixer.”

The result embodies “the grittiness, the 
graininess and the infinite, the eternity of sand,” 
and the sadness of how what time breaks down 
can’t ever be reassembled. “My mum died at the 
start of this year and she’d been badly ill for some 
time,” he says. “There’s elements on there of  
how I felt about that. The very odd thing that 
happened was that I was working on it at home  
and I finally felt that I’d finished, and I went down 
the post office and posted it to Mike [Harding] at 
Touch and I when I got home and walked through 
the door the phone went and it was my sister to  
tell me that my mum had just died. So I really feel 
there’s some connection to her in it.”

There’s a plangent trumpet-like theme running 
through Sand, a snatch of Aaron Copland’s  
‘Fanfare For The Common Man’ whose bright 
optimism persists as the sample wavers and  
fades. “One or two people thought it was  
Emerson, Lake And Palmer’s version, but actually  
it’s a sample record from the Sixties of a rival  

organ make to Hammond, showing the sort of 
things you can play. People have almost never 
recognised most things and have actually got  
them really, really wrong.” 

Does he agree that much of his music is about 
that unreachable quality of memory, how you can 
never be sure how much of what you remember  
is genuine and how much you’ve absorbed from 
elsewhere? “Yeah, your memories are clouded  
by the things that are around you now. When I go 
back to my parents’ house and look through some 
old photographs, in some way the photograph is  
a memory of the time, but I’m remembering that 
memory, not the real thing. It shifts with the telling. 
Sometimes when you ask your parents, they tell you 
a different story each time.”

‘There’s 
something 
poignant about 
playing snatches 
of music…
something about 
the sound that 
can transport you’
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the righteous spring 
Words: Thom Gibbs, Petra Davis 
Public Enemy photo: Xavier Watkins

Primavera Sound
Parc del Forum, Barcelona
Times New Viking trade in stoned hipster 
camp singalongs, not a million miles from  
No Age. Dissonant, erratically propulsive  
synth noise sits under post-Hanna vocals  
from the androgynous Beth Murphy.  
They’re a mess, looking like they’ve been  
up for about 72 hours. “Please recycle. Find  
my passport,” says drummer Adam Elliott at 
the end. Deal.

Young Marble Giants’ lonely music 
enraptures the whole, vast, cold, dark 
auditorium. Alison Statton’s voice slips in and 
wafts past while Krautrock rhythms threaten 
to form on barely tapped drums. Only Stuart 
Moxham’s sinewy, elastic guitar keeps it 
feeling human. It feels wrong, a line crossed, 
when the audience claps along to ‘Include Me 
Out’. It’s music that makes you want to shiver, 
and mostly there’s reverential silence, 
appreciation for YMG’s bravery in brevity.

Shellac are on the ATP stage, a manmade 
mini amphitheatre with concrete and steel 
everywhere. It couldn’t be any more fitting. 
‘Prayer To God’ becomes a ludicrous lullaby. 
The synchronised bursts of drum, guitar, and 
bass hits on ‘A Minute’ are imperious. A guy 
attempts to crowdsurf but just stays static, the 
same four people holding him up, before he 
dismounts gracelessly. 

You’d expect Flavor Flav to be the guy 
running around manically during a Public 
Enemy show, but maybe all that reality TV has 
taken its toll. Chuck, by contrast, darts up and 
down, spewing his words from It Takes A 
Nation Of Millions… which is played with 
obsessive faithfulness. His energy, joy, and 
authority, mixed with a still-righteous 
message make ‘Don’t Believe The Hype’ 
especially incredibly exciting. Flav – tiny, 
sinewy -– is controlled and word perfect. He’s 
miming to some degree. It scarcely matters. 
Tonight is a celebration; it feels like Public 
Enemy have won. (TG)

The Vice Jägermeister stage, nestled as it is 
between the gigantic solar panel and the 
beach, is the perfect home for HEALTH’s 
austere, essential futurism, and they chase the 
sun thirstily into its salt bed, waves of 
windborne sound swirling up into the silver 
roof. ‘Triceratops’ is hectic, undanceable, 
stubborn; ‘Perfect Skin’ is a laceration. Within 
this context, the elasticity of the riffs becomes 
headily apparent, and all available airspace is 
taken up with flailing harmonics, three 
dimensions of complex concatenation.

Portishead’s set on the main stage, 
dogged by sound bleed from Boris, saw Beth, 
Geoff and Adrian subdued (despite a guest 
spot from Chuck D during ‘Machine Gun’) and 
somewhat intimidated by a crowd that more 
or less ignored the new material and provided 
its own lyrical malapropisms at top volume 
during older songs. The set the following 

evening could not be more different. Buoyed 
by an audience with its propensity for 
reverence well-honed by a three-hour queue, 
bolstered by perfect sound and a blanket of 
darkness to nestle in, Portishead deliver a set 
so brutally funereal it’s clearly intended to 
hammer a stake through the heart of trip-hop.

 In place of lupine dispassion, there is the 
pounding pursuit of ‘We Carry On’; and where 
once Beth’s vocals were darkly vampish, now 
she howls out the void (the end-of-the-tether 
blues of ‘Threads’) or whispers defeat (the 
cliff-top introspection of ‘The Rip’). Geoff’s 
guitar, meanwhile, is less accompaniment 
than entropic assault, and the set closes, 
appositely, with a stage invasion – an 
inevitable chaos, white light flickering 
hopelessly through the ever-denser crush  
on and near the stage.

BRING THAT BEAT BACK. It’s been forever 
since I’ve seen Public Enemy, once the single 
most important band in my life, play live. 
Front row, eyes peeled back, yelling every 
word, is the beginning and end of the plan.

 ‘Louder Than A Bomb’ and ‘She Watch 
Channel Zero’ are particularly ferocious, 
despite the ironic light thrown on the latter  
by Flav’s domination of the VH1 roster, but 
familiarity and joy are paramount tonight;  
the set closes with a version of ‘Fight The 
Power’ all but overwhelmed by the sound  
of the crowd, and Chuck is dancing and 
laughing – he’s circling and bouncing in 
certainty and triumph, a triumph that  
still matters. (PD)

Familiarity and joy are 
paramount tonight
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Booka Shade
ULU, London
The venue is overcrowded. Arrogant idiots 
refuse to budge. This is not a good sign.  
I’ve enjoyed Booka Shade loads when I’ve 
seen them in the past, and yet tonight…
I’m not really there.

It feels like they’re still haunted by the 
‘Mandarine Girl’/‘Body Language’ sound 
they created, itself copied to death. Their 
new album The Sun And The Neon Light, 
with its downbeat, cinematic tendencies, is 
clearly an attempt to move on from this 
blueprint, but is more shying away than 
striking out anew. Of the new stuff played 

tonight, only ‘Outskirts’ really stands out – 
its orchestral flourishes an unexpected and 
welcome burst of drama. 

So yeah, the fluttery clouds of synth on 
‘Night Falls’ and the eerie groove of ‘Darko’ 
are still intoxicating, and I’m sure Booka 
Shade can still put on a great show. I just 
wish I could have been there for it.
Robin Wilks

Chinchillafest
Brudenell Social Club, Leeds
It would be fair to say that there is no such 
word as ‘disappointment’ when Chinchilla 
are in charge. Trying to condense 

Chinchillafest into words provided by the 
English language is like cramming a pint 
into a shot glass. 

One small let-down is the lack of  
flesh on display that I have come to expect 
of Action Beat, but I think we can put  
that in the ‘superficial’ box. Cowtown  
were effervescent, raucous and playful, 
Mucky Sailor swirled about like Pink  
Floyd with a banging hangover (and  
that’s a compliment, for the record).  
Cissy have grown in confidence and charm, 
touting their horror soundtracks for a 
happy generation with a ton of grace  
and a grin on their face. CHOPS, 

meanwhile, defy the Sunday malaise with 
their noisy art-dance nonsense  – and 
that’s just (some of) the ‘local’ bands. 

Reaching beyond, Chinchillafest  
also bring a string of more far-flung  
faces: Eats Tapes and DJ Scotch Egg  
(to destroy our brain cells and fall over  
our own clothes to), Gay Against You  
(to dance a ridiculous conga to), Stig  
Noise (to question our own meagre  
talents to) and aPATt (to smile at and 
dance listlessly to). 

We reluctantly wave goodbye to 
another weekend of severe funishment. 
Hayley Avron

volume and mass 
Words: Frances Morgan 
David Fennessy photo: Brian Sweeney

Le Weekend Festival
Stirling venues
In the Holy Rude’s sloping churchyard, rabbits 
scatter among the graves and the highest 
points afford a view of hills and cloudbanks:  
a landscape solemn and still, but buzzing with 
late-spring motion. Inside the church, Max 
Eastley, Evan Parker, Graham Halliwell 
and Mark Wastell set up a display of familiar 
and unfamiliar devices, the most striking  
of which is Eastley’s Arc, a single-stringed 
instrument that he bows and flexes, filtering 
through various effects. His interplay with 
Parker’s soprano sax provides the melodic core 
of the quartet, but both ensure that the voices 
they use are far from human. Parker’s sax, 
processed – often with thrilling harshness –  
by Halliwell, has the flurrying weird logic of 
birdsong, while the Arc’s eerie, precipitous 
notes feel akin to erosion, the slow keen of 
wind weathering rocks. 

David Fennessy’s ‘Big Lung’, a specially 
commissioned organ and percussion piece, 
follows. Here, despite emphatic orchestral 

percussion, there’s no escaping the centrality 
of the Holy Rude’s thundering, clamouring 
pipes, and both Fennessy’s composition and 
Kevin Bowyer’s playing exploit the 
instrument’s power to the full. 

The evening’s Tolbooth programme 
reaches an early peak with the duo of Hamid 
Drake and Raymond Boni. I’m captivated by 
Drake’s long, supple hands, moving from sticks 
to hand-drum, flowing a stream of bells past 
his palm. At first, Boni’s effected guitar seems 
talkative and incongruous alongside Drake’s 
irresistible tactility, but as they progress from a 
busy jam to a quieter piece led by hand-drum, 
their pairing of synthetic chatter and human 
touch has a potent, hallucinatory magic. 

Next day, in the bar, much-loved Glasgow 
bringer-together Bill Wells performs songs 
from his new book, The Loathsome Reel, with 
Aby Vulliamy (viola), Chris Geddes (vibes) 
and Kate Sugden (horn). Wells’ gentle, hand-
knitted jazz is humbly coaxed, and melodies 
are always on the side of the listener, warming 
the soul but never patronising the intellect. 

The weekend’s biggest draw is Annette 
Peacock, with her first UK performance in 20 
years. Perhaps we expect too much in wanting 
musicians with a history like Peacock’s – a 

pioneer of electronic vocal processing, a 
maverick performer and songwriter whose 
eclecticism can be fearless and inspiring – to 
decant some of their boldness to us, but the 
woman sitting behind grand piano and 
synthesiser (which she plays simultaneously) 
seems unsure of her performance tonight. 
Vulnerability can denote huge strength, and 
at first I’m drawn in by intimate songs about 
trust, connection, love. But Peacock’s sound  
is oddly judged: for a vocalist known for her 
work with electronics, the choice of synth 
setting is conventionally washy, and her drum 
machine programming tends towards the 
bland. Her vocals are altered neither by 
electronics nor extended technique, and it’s 
clear she’s aiming for an unmediated, diaristic 
directness. But this can only work if the singer 
herself appears to believe in it fully. 

7K Oaks, featuring Zu bassist Massimo 
Pupillo, bring the festival to a close in what 
feels closest to the true questing spirit of the 
festival: powerful storm-jazz that works in 
electroacoustic elements with grace and style 
– and what I later find out to be a version of 
the Robert Wyatt interpretation of Chic’s ‘At 
Last I Am Free’ thrown in for good – and 
glorious – measure. 

Fennessy’s 
composition 
exploits the 
organ’s power 
to the full
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Chris Garneau
Roadhouse, Manchester
He’s fragile, this one. His Music For Tourists 
album is a slight thing, where nostalgic 
words are ground to dust beneath 
elementary pianos, mortars and pestles.  
I was struck by the fact his baby-talk voice 
– all tiny and cushioned – didn’t even 
begin to annoy; by how his spelling-book 
lyrics (“Sometimes you’re nice/But when 
you’re not nice, you’re not nice, you’re not 
nice”) could express a sort of child-adult, 
Peter Pan pain, despite their limitations. 

But live, without the buttercurls of 
brass, and  that sense of no-going-back 
lent to him by his two cellists, he flounders. 
Instead of keeping his voice clear and calm, 
he manipulates every utterance, adding so 
many mordants, twists, forced cracks and 
contrived pronunciations while labouring 
breathily over his ivory harmonium that 
you can’t hear the words for the 
affectations. I hear that next time, he’ll  
play with his mini string-section – and  
I’m convinced there’ll be magic.
Lauren Strain

Ministry
The Forum, London
The truism is that Ministry are best under  
a Republican president. Since this is both 
their own farewell tour after nearly thirty 
years of high-octane ranting and also  
the final months of arch-nemesis Dubya’s 
term of office, it’s possibly as good a  
time as any for Al Jourgensen and his 
motley crew of metalheaded industrial 
headbangers to quit. 

The band power their way through an 
opening collection of songs from the The 

Last Sucker and, while the beats are 
pummelling and the backing videos pump 
up the military-industrial paranoia, it’s 
clear that what the crowd want is the hits. 
When they come, it’s like being jabbed in 
the veins with one of Uncle Al’s favourite 
chemical cocktails, adrenalin pounding to 
the surging heaviness of rolling kickdrums 
and the mashing, grinding riffs. It’s 
Jourgensen’s malevolently moralistic  
lyrics, which make the moshpit heave to 
the jackhammer pulse. Ministry finish on  
a cover of ‘What A Wonderful World’,  

i was a landscape in your dream 
Words: Lauren Strain 
Photography: Shannon McLean

Of Montreal
Pontins Camber Sands
“It’s so embarrassing to need someone like  
I do you/How can I explain? I need you here, 
and not here too.” I ask you: how can a man 
singing about the most gut-ripping break-up, 
about how to handle the custody of a child 
and about a psychosomatic descent into 
depression, be at the core of such a feeling? 
Such a rebellious fervour in the face of 
everything anyone could ever throw at you, 
when we know full well (or can assume) that 
‘The Past Is A Grotesque Animal’ – tonight’s 
fifteen-minute coda – details the monstrosities 
of a mind struggling with its own potential  
to collapse? 

You’d find the answer in the way frontman 
Kevin Barnes’ body gives shape to the 
syllables: he brings himself up tall, flourishes 
with tongue-in-cheek camp, rips at his clothes 

and claws at his skin. He uses his face like  
a contortionist: baring teeth, framing a 
pungent distaste, persuading smiles into pain.

The stage crawls with mimes dressed as 
masked intruders, mincing around the band 
like huge, skinny arachnids. A minion runs on 
to shroud Barnes in a glitter-gold cape – but 
returns later to stalk the singer like a psychotic 
double. During ‘She’s A Rejecter’, a suited guy 
mimics the docility of a sedated office worker 
(“There’s the girl that left me bitter/Want to 
pay some other girl to just go up to her and  
hit her”), then breaks into violent spasms, 
steaming from the nostrils (“But I can’t, I 
CAN’T, I CAN’T!”) These days, Georgia’s Of 
Montreal – now in their 10th year – are 
carnivalesque, in the true, early modern 
meaning of the word; that is, there’s 
celebration and humour here, but there  
are also threatening characters and hideous 
truths behind. 

Even without the costumes, the songs 
would still be surreal circuses of neurosis, 
anchored by their potential to be as much 

about you as any carnival full of men in tiger 
suits throwing giant inflatable pizzas into the 
crowd (which they do). ‘The Party’s Crashing 
Us’ sees Barnes nodding to Bowie in his 
pronunciations and paint-box melodies. Next, 
the bumblebee drums of ‘Heimdalsgate Like  
A Promethean Curse’ burble into that bouncy-
castle, happy-ever-after (but not really) 
chorus. ‘So Begins Our Alabee’ – written to 
contemplate the birth of Barnes’ baby girl – is 
lit with alternating yellows and reds; her life  
is figured as fresh and unknown, with all the 
space for miracles and horrors that a new 
beginning makes room for. 

In creating a kind of pop music that 
manages to illustrate ugly realities with  
an infinite array of reasons to face them, Of 
Montreal can’t quite be beaten. As strobes 
sputter out, a spindly shape made of torso, 
limbs and skull stands astride the drumkit, 
staring. He waits to ensure we don’t leave;  
and that, when we do (after he’s been 
wrestled down by security), we do so 
laughing, beaming.

Surreal circuses 
of neurosis
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a surprisingly sentimental goodbye  
from militant purveyors of anti-
establishment anger. 
Richard Fontenoy

Pissed Jeans
The Croft, Bristol
Pissed Jeans’ ability to magnify the chain 
of minute failings, disappointments and 
annoyances that essentially comprise life 
means that, if you allow it, they can 
soundtrack every rotting onion in the 
cupboard, frozen computer screen or 

overlong glance at a crouching 
supermarket employee. 

The bill itself chimed in by featuring 
(above the superb pigfuck doom moves of 
London’s Dethscalator, too) a chronic 
support band who sounded like Bush. PJs, 
meanwhile, validated the grunge of 1986 
over that of 1996. The focal point of the 
focal point – the focal point being 
frontman Matt Korvette – isn’t his mic 
stand air guitar or distracted cabinet 
humping; rather, it’s his expressions of 
shifty uneasiness when he remembers he’s 

doing this in front of an audience. Said 
audience seems a tad listless, weirdly, but 
look, they played ‘Secret Admirer’ so I’m 
playing judge and jury and calling it by 
ending the review with the word ‘WRONG’.
Noel Gardner

Silver Jews 
Whelans, Dublin
I would think that ardent Silver Jews fans, 
waiting years now to finally catch their 
hero, were not expecting this. This was 
something like their 50th ever show – and 

with such a fragile personal history,  fingers 
were crossed. If the band simply managed 
to make it to the end of the set without 
imploding we’d be happy. 

So, they arrive, and it’s immediately 
apparent that the fiery goodwill filling the 
room will act as a gentle buffer for an 
already confident, and on form band. This 
‘happiness’ thing is something to behold – 
DC Berman swoons over and serenades his 
bass-playing wife, and the whole crowd 
gets a little weak at the knees. 
The Corpo

shared islands 
Words: Miranda Iossifidis 
Telepathe photo: Cat Stevens

Telepathe/High Places
Café Oto, London
“Oh-oh-oh ohh-oh”. That’s what I sing out 
loud sometimes when I’m walking down the 
street – and it’s because of Telepathe.

I’ve been listening to ‘Chrome’s On It’  
for days now, and its ”Oh-oh” refrain is 
unstoppable. It’s too hooky. They’re hookers,  
I read that somewhere. Telepathe are  
Busy Gangnes and Melissa Livaudais from 
Brooklyn, New York. They mix drones and 
harmonies with tape loops and bass and  
beats, but really, they want to be the ultimate 
pop band – an extravaganza; they told  
me that. 

I wish Café Oto were more suited to a pop 
outfit tonight. If they only had a stage and a 
bolder, bigger sound system, one which could 
make you swoon with its sheer intensity – or 
with a crowd that like to dance with more lust, 

more focus and more loose limbs. Because 
that’s what Telepathe require.

Not that it’s not nice; it’s really nice, 
everyone will tell you so. This place is tucked 
around the corner from Dalston Junction,  
and it’s serene, square-shaped, with large 
windows that let in all the light inside that 
they can. This place  could be an art gallery, 
and that’s great – all this light, after so  
many basements.But perhaps Oto is  
more suited to the quiet stuff. It’s frustrating, 
because ordinarily Telepathe should sound 
huge. So casual is this trio, transforming  
their Ableton Live electronic drone-pop into  
a live set so smoothly for what, I guess, is the 
19th time in as many days. 

What makes me happy is the drifty  
sexiness of their songs – passive-aggressive 
hip-hop and bassy instrumentals mixed  
with vocals that remind me of Khaela  
from The Blow, and a certain dramatic 
darkness that lends itself to a girl gang 
mentality raised on Kate Bush. Which is a  
sort of perfection. 

But the atmosphere tonight is 
underwhelming. Everyone squishes together 
so tight that you’re lucky if you’re at the  
front and can see, and even luckier if you  
can stand to hear the songs mulched through 
the sound system. All the layers are condensed 
into one; my friend describes it as being in  
cotton wool. 

But that’s OK. Because High Places are  
all about rhythms, and these emerge through  
the fluffiness; Polynesian beats, steel drum 
beats, shaky stick beats. I heard them first on  
a mixtape made by YACHT, so in my mind 
they’re married to Dirty Projectors and  
Lucky Dragons and The Blow and all that. 
Their music wanders more than Telepathe’s,  
a endless procession of  light-headed grooves 
merging into each other. 

High Places use so many found sounds that 
hint they’ve traveled all over but are nostalgic  
for every trip – as if they have come back to 
sing around a campfire about their dalliances 
with the time machine, and we’re here  
to indulge them. So we do.

Merging into 
each other
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16th August/2008
A one day festival of music and
digital art in the heart of the city.

Featuring live performances from:

New Young Pony Club 
Four Tet Caribou Holy F*ck
Cut Copy The Bays
These New Puritans Fulborn Teversham
Adem Planningtorock Nostalgia 77 Octet
Micachu The Shoes Errors Primary 1 Jape Midfield General
Transformer Peggy Sue and the Pirates Hereldeduke
Turbowolf Casper C Skull Juice Max de Wardener
Pamelia Kurstin Wave Machines Caged Baby
And many more (see website for latest lineup)

Tickets £25 + booking fee
from: www.loopbrighton.com
Rounder Records and
Resident Music

Victoria Gardens 
Central Brighton
12:00/22:00
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DMP presents

ticketweb.co.uk / 08700 600 100 • stargreen.co.uk / 020 7734 8932 • seetickets.com
0871 2200 260 • ticketmaster.co.uk / 0870 534 4444 • wegottickets.com • gigantic.com

EXTRA
GOLDEN plus

special
guests

THU 10 JULY DINGWALLS
7.30pm Camden Lock, NW1, near Camden tube, dingwalls.com

By arrangement with The Agency Group
THE

KINGBLUES
+ Blah,Blah,Blah

WED 30 JULY DINGWALLS
7.30pm Camden Lock, NW1, near Camden tube, dingwalls.com

+ Scott McKeown
Tues  15 July
DINGWALLS

7.30pm Camden Lock, NW1, near Camden tube, dingwalls.com

WED 20 AUGUST DINGWALLS
7.30pm. Camden Lock NW1. near Camden tube. dingwalls.com

by arrangement with The Agency Group

and full band
FRI 29 AUGUST - 7pm
UNION CHAPEL

+ special guest

TOBIAS
FROBERG

+ PAMA INTERNATIONAL + ED ROME
SUNDAY 26th OCTOBER - Doors 7.00pm

SHEPHERDS BUSH EMPIRE

in association Academy Events

GROUNDATION
+ SPECIAL GUESTS

NOVEMBER
5 NORWICH WATERFRONT 

01603 508 050
6 MANCHESTER ACADEMY

0161 832 1111 / www.gigsandtours.com

7 DUBLIN ACADEMY
0818 719 300 / www.ticketmaster.ie

9 GLASGOW ORAN MOR
0844 84 72 487 / www.pclpresents.com

10 WOLVERHAMPTON WULFRUN HALL
0870 320 7000 / www.wolvescivic.co.uk

11 LONDON SHEPHERD'S BUSH EMPIRE 
0870 771 2000 / www.Livenation.co.uk

12 BRIGHTON CONCORDE 2
01273 673 311

Tickets: www.artisttickets.com           All shows over 14s only
The album ‘The Stage Names’ out now on Jagjaguwar           www.okkervilriver.com
A Live Nation, MCD, PCL and SJM presentation in association with Primary Talent International

Plus
Special Guests

Tickets from£15Booknow
www.barbican.org.uk/
contemporary
or call 08451207541

do something different

Mon 28 Jul 7.30pm

Rogue’s
Gallery
PirateBallads, SeaSongsandChanteys
Featuring BabyGramps,Martha
Wainwright,DavidThomas,Gavin Friday,
TeddyThompson, Julie Fowlis, ElizaCarthy,
MartinCarthy,NormaWaterston,
RobynHitchcock,Ralph
Steadman&moreartists
tobeannounced

Live in concert! Contemporary re-workings of traditional sea
songs and chanteys based on the critically acclaimed album
produced by legendaryHalWillner. Part of Only Connect.

The Barbican Centre
is provided by the
City of London
Corporation
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a day at the races
With Los Campesinos!, Four Tet, Jeffrey 
Lewis, Nina Nastasia, Adem, Bearsuit,  
Elf Power, and more. 
Manchester New Century House 
(August 2)

atp: the nightmare before 
christmas 2008
Your suitably macabre hosts are Melvins  
and Mike Patton, with other entertainments 
including Isis, The Locust, and inimitable 
stand-up Neil Hamburger. 
Minehead Butlins Holiday Camp 
(December 5-7)

the b-52s
Post-punk’s campest return to play ‘Love 
Shack’ and a bunch of songs most of the 
audience will never have heard before. 
Glasgow Carling Academy (July 21), 
Manchester University (22), 
Birmingham Carling Academy (23), 
London Roundhouse (24)

the black keys
Having enjoyed an injection of the  
21st Century at the hands of producer 
Dangermouse, the Akron heavy-blues  
duo return to the road.
Nottingham Rock City (November 11), 
London Brixton Academy (12), 
Sheffield Academy (13), Newcastle 
Academy (14), Edinburgh Queen’s Hall 
(16), Bristol Academy (17)

bon iver
Following a well-received first British tour, 
shy and retiring balladeer Justin Vernon 
returns to break a couple more hearts.
London Shepherds Bush Empire 
(September 11), Bristol Trinity Hall 
(12), End Of The Road Festival (13), 
Manchester Academy 2 (15), 
Gateshead the Sage (16), Edinburgh 
Queens Hall (17), Dublin Tripod 
(October 7)

built to spill
Doug Martsch’s sprawling and dreamlike 
indie-rockers stumble out of the studio  
to blink, mole-like, out at their fans. 
London Koko (Nov 4), Bristol Thekla 
(5), Oxford Zodiac (6), Leeds Brudenell 
Social Club (7), Glasgow King Tut’s  
(8), Belfast Limelight (9), Dublin 
Academy (10)

the brian jonestown massacre
‘That weird band from the Dandy Warhols 
movie’ or misunderstood psychedelic 
cultists? You decide.
Birmingham Academy 2 (July 9), 
Nottingham Rescue Rooms (10), Leeds 
Cockpit 11), Oxegen Festival (12), T In 
The Park Festival (13), Barrow-In-
Furness The Canteen (15), London 
Forum (16)

camera obscura
Brittle, chiming pop of fragile melody and 
sorbet-light girl vocals. It’s a twee thing, you 
gots ta understand. 
London King’s College (July 17), 
Shrewsbury Buttermarket (18), 
Wolverhampton Little Civic (19), 
Steventon Truck Festival (20), Leicester 
Summer Sundae Festival (August 9), 
Argyll Connect Festival (31)

camp bestival
Bestival’s sister festival, featuring Chuck 
Berry, the Flaming Lips, Kate Nash, Hercules 
And Love Affair, Ebony Bones, King Creosote, 
Kid Creole And The Coconuts, Eliza Carthy, 
dan le sac Vs Scroobius Pip, and The 
Imagined Village, plus an audio-visual history 
of British folk music with live supergroup 
featuring Billy Bragg, Martin Carthy, Eliza 
Carthy, Sheila Chandra and Chris Wood.
Dorset Lulworth Castle (July 18-20)

clockcleaner
Three bad folk from Philly play out the evil 
scuzz of current Load release Babylon Rules. 
Manchester Cafe Saki (July 8), Dublin 
TBA (9), Cork Whiskey Union Quay (10), 
Belfast TBA (11), Leeds Brudenell 
Social Club (12), Cardiff Clwb Ifor Bach 
(13), London Catch 22 (14)

connect music 2008
Scottish festival, back for a second year with 
Franz Ferdinand, Sigur Ros, Grinderman, 
Conor Oberst & The Mystic Valley Band, The 
Gutter Twins, Mercury Rev and The Breeders. 
www.connectmusicfestival.com
Argyll Inveraray Castle (August 29-31)

converge
Slam some heads to the kings of metalcore, 
refusing to clean up their act since 1990.
London Underworld (July 13), 
Nottingham Rock City (14), Glasgow 
Ivory Blacks (15) Southampton The 
Brook (16), Sheffield Corporation (17), 
London Underworld (18)

creamfields 2008
Dance festival, with performances from the 
Gossip, Simian Mobile Disco, Roots Manuva, 
Pendulum, 2 Many DJs and many more. 
Cheshire Daresbury (August 23-24)

crystal castles
Fresh from a guest spot on TV’s Skins, and 
dragging Chipset into the charts…
Newcastle Upon Tyne Academy (Sept 
2), Sheffield Leadmill (3), Leeds 
Cockpit (4)

now booking: butthole surfers 
Words: Stevie Chick

Butthole Surfers have reformed! And they’re playing 
alongside 20 teenagers from a New York School Of Rock!  
Can this be true?

Gibby Haynes: “It is. Dave Dreiwitz, the bassist from Ween, works 
at this music school in New Jersey, and the kids there have played 
shows in the past with Jello Biafra and Perry Farrell, and they 
approached me about doing a show here in New York. The show was 
great…my friend Genesis P Orridge walked onstage for the encore, 
but the novelty of the moment was lost on the kids; they just thought 
he was some strange woman friend of mine.”

Were the kids familiar with the Buttholes’ music? 
“Fuck no, they’re 14 years old! They’re really good musicians 

though, and some of them are out of their minds – you can just tell 
that they’re going to have profound psychological issues in the 
future. They’re doing a tour this summer, warming up for Yes.  
They’ll be there, along with Teresa Taylor, King Coffey and Jeff Pinkus. 
It’s gonna be cool. Paul Leary’s not sure he can make the European 
shows, but the kids will take care of it. I think he’s very proud that it 
takes 20 teenagers to replace him as a guitarist…”

What prompted the reunion? 
“A musician friend of mine, Andrew Weiss, was at the show with 

the kids, and he said it was the second best time he’d seen some of 
those songs played [laughs], and he said we ought to take the kids on 
tour to Europe or Japan, but don’t call it ‘Gibby Haynes And The Kids 
From The School Of Rock’, just call it Butthole Surfers. And I thought 
that was a good idea, a mindfuck. And I thought, I might as well ask 
King and Pinkus and Teresa and see if they wanna do it, and they  
were all really into it. Paul Leary has been unable to play many live 
shows with us in recent years, and I didn’t think he’d want to do it,  
but I told him about it and he did. So I had a reunion with all the old 
members, and 20 kids…I should’ve just listened to Andrew…

“The kids are really badass, and some of their parents are really 
cool. After the tour with the kids, I was privy to an email from a group 
pf the parents reading, ‘Now the kids are going to play in Europe as 
The Butthole Surfers, how much more inappropriate behaviour are 
we to expect from Gibby?’”

Could you express that as a number? 
“I let them know there would be absolutely nothing out of 

character. Some of the kids are at ‘Go To Iraq’ age, and its fun to make 
comments about that. I think once, in Boston, I said something to the 
effect of, ‘Alright, I’m gonna take a break and go backstage and screw 
some of these kids’ moms, they’re going to play some songs that they 
wrote on their own right now, this first one’s called ‘Shitting In Your 
Mother’s Vagina’!’ I walked offstage and one of the fathers was 
waiting for me, and I thought, ‘Uh-oh’, but he gave me a high-five.”

Well, more to the point, what was Gibby Haynes doing 
when he was 14 years old? 

“Oh man…just…devastation. And pyromania. Lightning shit on 
fire, and fucking with people.”

Post the Great White tragedy, is the Buttholes stage show 
hampered at all by the new safety rules? 

“It’s the death of the ‘Fire Cymbal’, that’s for sure. Maybe I can 
bring it back for Europe though. Fire cured the Plague, didn’t it?”

Reformed but, you know, not in any way morally or spiritually, the Buttholes and their 
tender wards rock the following stages…
Bristol Academy (July 18), Manchester Academy 2 (19), Glasgow ABC (20), 
Wolverhampton Wulfrun Hall (22), Nottingham Rock City (23), Dublin Vicar 
Street (24), London Kentish Town Forum (26)

loop festival
Celebrating a Moebius strip  
of music, digital art and culture, 
in the company of New Young 
Pony Club, Holy Fuck, Caribou, 
These New Puritans and Four 
Tet, among others. 
www.loopbrighton.com
Brighton Victoria Gardens  
(August 16)

supersonic
Plan B is proud to sponsor 
Capsule’s annual metal/noise/
folk gathering, Supersonic, 
returning to Birmingham’s 
Custard Factory this July. Harvey 
Milk will be joined on the bill by 
Battles, Harmonia, Julian Cope, 
Efterklang, Wooden Shjips, 
Earth, Noxagt, Oxbow, Guapo, 
Justice Yeldham, Dalek, 
Thrones, Max Tundra, and Black 
Sun, plus exhibitions, films, 
cakes and record stalls. 
www.capsule.org.uk
Birmingham Custard Factory (July 
11-12)
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death cab for cutie
Leaders of the nerd-herd, and surprisingly 
deft and decent bards for the nu collegiate 
rock generation.
London Brixton Academy (July 17)

deus
Tom Barman’s Belgian art-rock institution.
London Forum (October 15)

earth
Dylan Carlson’s Earth tour their colossal The 
Bees Made Honey In The Lion’s Skull.
Dublin Whelans (14), Belfast Black Box 
(15), Glasgow Stereo (16), London 
Scala (17)

efterklang
Cerebral chamber-pop from Danish multi-
instrumentalists, whose name probably 
doesn’t translate as ‘Nine Musicians 
Cramped In One Extremely Small Van’.
Bracknell Fringe Festival (July 11), 
Supersonic Festival (12), Leeds 
Brudenell Social Club (13), Norwich 
Arts Centre (14), Analog Festival (19), 
Field Day (August 9) 

electric elephant 
Electric Chair inaugurate a new festival in the 
coastal village of Petrcane, Croatia, with 
Fence Collective among the curators. Adem, 
King Creosote, Zed Bias and Idjut Boys on the 
bill. www.electricelephant.co.uk
Croatia Petrcane (August 22-24)

end of the road
A return to the leafy copses and verdant 
meadows of Wiltshire with Mercury Rev, Two 
Gallants, Micah P Hinson, Mountain Goats, 
SunKillMoon, Jeffrey Lewis and A Hawk And 
A Hacksaw. www.endoftheroadfestival.com
Larmer Tree Gardens, Wiltshire 
(September 12-14)

falls festival
Jaded UK festival goers, we direct you to the 
rainforest on the edge of Cape Otway, 
Victoria, where you can while away the dying 
days of 2008. 
Australia Victoria Otway/Marion Bay, 
Tasmania (December 29 – January  
1 2009)

ben folds
Generation X’s very own Randy Newman 
tours the UK.
Nottingham Rock City (July 7), 
Sheffield Academy (8), Liverpool 
Academy (9), Ireland Oxegen Festival 
(11), T In The Park Festival (12), Bristol 
Academy (12), London Shepherds Bush 
Empire (November 30) 

duke garwood
The peripatetic guitar-caresser/sax-abuser 
returns to stone your senses at this Loose 
Lips Sink Ships night, supported by the 
molten and smouldering Tenebrous Liar.
London Buffalo Bar (July 11)

glade
Sponsor-free electronic dance music festival, 
held in a secret location in Berkshire. Acts 
include Jeff Mills, Pendulum, James Holden, 
Meat Katie, The Grid, Slam, Utah Saints, and 
an Overkill stage featuring Autechre, Bass 
Clef, Cassette Boy, Daedelus, The Bug, and 
the Osaka Invasion (that’s DJ Scotch Egg and 
friends). www.gladefestival.com
Berkshire secret location (July 17-21)

the go! team
Brighton’s ecstatic troupe return for some 
well-timed festival action. 
Ireland Oxygen Festival (July 11), 
Suffolk Latitude Festival (18), London 
Lovebox Festival (20), Cornwall 
Surfstock Festival (August 30), Jersey 
Live Festival (31)

green man
With Fuck Buttons, Beirut, Black Mountain, 
Pete Molinari, The National, Iron And Wine, 
Spiritualized, Magik Markers, King Creosote, 
School Of Language, Super Furry Animals, 
Cath And Phil Tyler, Caribou, Richard 
Thompson and Howlin’ Rain. 
www.thegreenmanfestival.co.uk
Glanusk Park, Brecon Beacons, Wales 
(August 15-17)

the gutter twins
Dulli and Lanegan deliver more poignancy 
and power as perhaps the most ‘no brainer’ 
superstar collaboration ever. 
Oxford Zodiac (Aug 11), Nottingham 
Rescue Rooms (12), Shepherds Bush 
Empire (13), Brighton Komedia (26), 
Sheffield Leadmill (27), Stradbelly 
Electric Picnic (29), Liverpool Academy 
(30), Argyll Hydro Connect Festival (31)

harmonia
Krautrock pioneers snatch a Scottish show in 
between a string of festivals.
Glasgow ABC (July 11)

hercules and love affair
DFA DJ Andy Butler’s modernist disco troupe 
take to the festival stages.
Camp Bestival (July 19), Bestival 
(September 6)

hot chip
London quintet take their slanted- 
and-enchanted electro to the fields,  
before touring the country through  
the autumn.
Stafford V Festival (August 16), 
Chelmsford V Festival (17), Bestival 
(September 5-7), Southampton 
Guildhall (October 23), Cardiff 
University (24), Liverpool Academy 
(25), Leeds Academy (26), Sheffield 
academy (28), Birmingham, Academy 
(29), Cambridge Corn Exchange (30), 
Manchester Apollo (November 1), 
Glasgow Academy (2), Leicester 
University (3), Brighton Dome (5), 
London Brixton Academy (6-7)

lounge on the farm
The third annual Lounge On The Farm festival takes place at Merton 
Farm in Canterbury, with music from Lightspeed Champion, Art Brut, 
Los Campesinos, Cadence Weapon, Holy Fuck, Black Kids and The 
Shortwave Set on the Cow Shed, Sheep Dip and Tractor Trash stages. 
Twin godheads of Eighties pop Kevin Rowland and Terry Hall will be 
playing DJ sets, in The Hoedown tent. www.loungeonthefarm.co.uk
Canterbury Merton Farm (July 11-13)

now booking: pentangle 
Words: Euan Andrews

The original line-up of Pentangle reunited for the Lifetime 
Achievement Award at the 2007 BBC Folk Awards. Would any 
of this have happened without last year’s award, or did that 
occasion spark a chemistry between you all again?

Jacqui McShee (vocals): “I have to say that it is as a direct result of 
the Folk Awards that this is all happening and it is a lovely surprise to 
find that it still all works pretty well.” 

Bert Jansch (guitar): “Had we not got together for the awards  
I don’t think we would have had the impetus to reform the band. 
Some of us had not had any contact for nigh-on 20 years. In fact the 
idea of getting the band together seemed ludicrous.” 

The band went through a number of different line-ups in 
the Eighties and Nineties. How does it feel onstage with the 
original members today?

BJ: “Although I liked the various versions of the band very much, 
they could never replace the magic of the original Pentangle.” 

JMc: “When we got together just before the Folk Awards, to 
rehearse the two songs that we had to perform, it actually came very 
easy, it was just like slotting straight back into it. I’ve been working, 
on and off with John [Renbourn] since the original split, and working 
with Bert up until 1995. Also Danny [Thompson] and I had been 
involved in a project in Belgium at the Brosella Festival in 1996, so 
some of our paths had crossed fairly recently. I think that when you 
have worked so closely with a bunch of people almost solidly for six 
years, it stays with you.”

Pentangle were originally around when the whole concept 
of the “rock festival” was in its infancy. What attracted you to 
Green Man especially, and how do you expect it to compare to 
festivals of the Sixties and Seventies?

BJ: “I don’t usually like playing the big festivals – there’s no 
intimacy and too many things can go wrong, although I love to go to 
festivals where I don’t have to play! But the Green Man Festival I’ve 
played and it was great. Not too big – it seems to be in its infancy.” 

JMc: “When we were asked, it seemed the obvious thing to do.  
I’m not sure that the festival experience has changed much for the 
audiences. Mind you, when it rains and there is only one road in and 
out, it doesn’t matter what improvements have been made.” 

Over the years you’ve been touring, what changes have you 
seen regarding the whole ‘on the road’ process?

JMc: “I feel very privileged to have led the life that I have, to have 
made a living out of doing something I really enjoy and it ‘s because 
people come to the venues to listen to us that we are in this position  
– how lucky is that? That kind of feeling never changes.” 

BJ: “I’m always amazed at the numbers of young people that come 
to the gigs, some of them having just heard the music for the very first 
time. Oh, to be young!”

JMc: “The only down side is travelling, especially flying and the 
interminable queuing.” 

Where do you think the Pentangle road will lead next?
JMc: “No idea, but I’m going to be touring with my own version of 

Pentangle in the UK during September.” 
BJ: “Who knows? If it goes well, another tour? Abroad? Maybe 

new material?”

The reformed Pentangle let their folk flags fly at this summer’s Green Man Festival,  
and at the following dates:
Oxford New Theatre (July 6), Harrowgate International Centre (10), Gateshead 
The Sage (12), Glasgow Royal Concert Hall (13), Liverpool Philharmonic  
Hall (14)
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jaguar love
First UK appearances by new Seattle-ite 
screamo ‘super-trio’, led by Blood Brother 
Johnny Whitney.
Bristol Academy (July 7), London 100 
Club (8), Leeds Cockpit (9), Manchester 
Roadhouse (10) 

jay-z
The Hova brings his American Gangster 
album to the nation’s stadiums.
Bournemouth BIC (July 15), Cardiff 
International Arena (16), Manchester 
MEN Arena (19), Glasgow SECC (20), 
Aberdeen EEC (21)

justice
Frenchmen shattering the oft-spoken 
mistruth that dance stars have to be an 
unarresting, faceless live proposition.
Somerset House (July 11), Oxegen (12), 
T In The Park (13), Reading Festival 
(Aug 23), Leeds Festival (24)

ladytron
These ice-cool electro types have another go 
at playing at the Astoria. Tickets to the 
original show are still valid.
London Astoria (July 16)

jamie lidell 
Cambridge songsmith, sometime Super 
Collider and 21st century soul dude Lidell 
promotes his third album Jim.
London Shepherds Bush Empire 
(October 16)

lupe fiasco
Fiasco flies over for a short UK jaunt to push 
the bright spark rap of The Cool.
Birmingham Academy (July 11), 
Liverpool Academy (13), London 
Somerset House (14)

the magnetic fields
Stephin Merrit’s poptimistic chamber 
orchestra bring Distortion  to the capital.
London Cadogan Hall (July 9-11)

stephen malkmus and the jicks
See out those last glowing embers of the 
summer with the ever-youthful professor  
of College Rock and his loyal Jicks, offering 
prog-skewed pop and charming wit.
Brighton Komedia (August 24), Bristol 
Thekla (25), Nottingham Rescue 
Rooms (27)

manatees
UK’s progressive doom hopes.
Manchester Ruby Lounge w/Oxbow 
(July14), Glasgow Nice N Sleazy (19),  
Aberdeen The Tunnels (20), Edinburgh 
Henry’s Cellar Bar (21), Lancaster 
Yorkshire House (22), Leicester  
Firebug (23), Stoke On Trent  
Bandstand (24), Leeds The Library  
(26), London The Metro (26)

metronomy
Indie’s go-to man for the dance remix, 
Joseph Mount assembles his touring  
band to spread word of second album  
Nights Out.
London Koko (July 7), Bestival 
(September 5)

my morning jacket
Jim James and his downhome chums  
pick over the twists and surprises of 
polymorphously perverse new LP, Evil Urges.
Nottingham, Rescue Rooms (July 11), 
Ireland Oxygen Festival (12), T In The 
Park (13), London Forum (July 15)

mudhoney
Fresh from celebrating the 20th anniversary 
of Superfuzz Bigmuff, but fuck nostalgia:  
as this year’s Lucky Ones prove, Mudhoney 
have never sounded better than now.
London Forum (July 31)

gary numan
Godfather of electro-goth tours his new 
album Jagged Edge.
Kasbah, Coventry (July 24), The 
Wickerman Festival (25), Leeds Rios 
(26), The Magic Loungeabout (August 
30), Manchester Academy (Sept 5), 
Bestival (6), London Indigo 2 (7)

nurse with wound
Go and listen to Nurse With Wound while 
floating in water, ears submerged, immersed 
in sound. Bathing suit not included.
London Fields Lido (July 19)

of montreal
Joyously angsty electronic psych pop from 
the Elephant 6’s brightest spark.
London Koko (October 16)

ólafur arnalds
Having recently charmed audiences at the 
Barbican, the ethereal Icelandic wunderkind 
takes his dreaminess northwards.
Holy Trinity Church Leeds (July 30)

okkervil river
Okkervil River mosey back to the UK to throw 
our hearts on the bonfire.
Bristol Trinity Arts Centre (July 18), 
Steventon Truck Festival (19), Norwich 
Waterfront (November 5), Manchester 
Academy (6), Dublin Academy (7), 
Glasgow Oran Mor (9), Wolverhampton 
Wulfrun (10), London Shepherds Bush 
Empire (11), Brighton Concorde 2 (12)

one love festival
A festival celebrating the 30th anniversary  
of Bob Marley’s 1978 One Love concert. 
Featuring performances from Trevor Sax, 
Musclehead, Mikey Boops, Smith And 
Mighty, Iration Steppas, and Vibronics.
Herstmonceux East Sussex (August  
15-17)

You’re playing the Indietracks Festival, which is set on a steam 
railway in Ripley. What’s the attraction?

David Gedge: “I think the main thing was the trains! It seems  
a bit stupid but they sound great and I’ve always been into in doing 
something that plays with the format of pop music. I’ve got a quite 
childish interest in trains anyway so I’m quite looking forward to it.“

Where’s the strangest place a tour has ever taken you?
“I thought Iceland was really interesting because when we played 

there in the summer it was light all through the day, and I found that 
quite disorienting, along with this smell of sulphur everywhere.”

What’s been you worst tour bus experience?
“We got one for a Spanish tour and it was absolutely horrendous. 

They put a speed limiter, so it was really slow all the time. People don’t 
realise how big a country Spain is to tour when you’re going at 50 
miles an hour. I think we’re actually quite special in that we give them 
back cleaner than we get them. I give them a good clean.”

How do you fight boredom in airport lounges/train 
stations/backstage?

“I’m not really good on books, but I buy a lot of periodicals which 
stack up at home until I go away when I fill my backpack up with like, 
The Sunday Times magazine, Heat, anything that comes my way. 
Tours are a good time to work on the backlog. You start with this 
weighty back pack then as you go through it gets lighter and lighter 
as you throw things away, so it’s kind of like an exorcism of weight.”

What’s the most interesting tourist attraction you’ve 
encountered on your travels?

“Niagara Falls. I’ve been there about six times because every time 
we have a new member in the entourage I’m like ‘Let’s go to Niagara 
Falls!’, even though it might be about 50 miles out of our way, cos it’s 
brilliant. The Falls themselves are really good, but I do like all the 
Americana around it, all the ephemera of the tourist shops.”

What’s the worst thing about being away from home?
“Tours can get quite tiring and by the end of it you think ‘I wish  

I was at home now’, and you feel embarrassed because you’re 
somewhere quite glamorous like Texas or Spain or something. Then 
as soon as the tour ends you think ‘What was I talking about? I’m 
dying to get away again’. I think it’s a bit addictive really.”

What are the worst injuries/illnesses you’ve had on tour?
“There was this run-down venue in Aberdeen, and the backstage 

area was a dump. So I found these other toilets and sat down – I was 
having a ‘number two’, shall we say – and it broke! A shard of 
porcelain went into my backside. I went to my girlfriend at the time  
‘I think I’ve cut myself, do you have any plasters?’ She had a look and 
said ‘Oh my god I’m calling an ambulance.’ I got ferried off to hospital 
and I had about six stitches in my rear end. The nurses were coming in 
saying they wanted a look at it in case I got famous! But I still did the 
gig because they pumped me full of painkillers and I got a bottle of 
champagne off the venue cos they were so scared I’d sue them.”

The Wedding Present will be playing the Indietracks festival in Ripley, with a headline 
show either side.   
Swindon 12 Bar (July 25), Derbyshire Indietracks Festival (26), Blackpool 
Tower Lounge (27)

benicàssim
The continental megafestival, 
with acts including Leonard 
Cohen, My Bloody Valentine, 
Gnarls Barkley, Sigur Ros, 
Justice, Chromatics, Morrissey, 
Roisin Murphy. 
www.fiberfib.com
Festival Internacional de 
Benicàssim (July 17-20)

field day
Plan B is official partner of this 
London all-dayer, back for  
a second year. Appearances  
by Jeffrey Lewis, Dirty 
Projectors, Foals, Of Montreal, 
Les Savy Fav and The Notwist 
already confirmed – check  
www.fielddayfestivals.com 
London Victoria Park (August 9)

tour stories: the wedding present 
Words: James Hodgson
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one little plane 
Not a band but a woman plying the most 
dreamy folk pop.
London The Gramophone (July 13), 
London Field Day (August 9), Brecon 
Beacons Green Man (15)

oxbow
Do not provoke frontman Eugene Robinson; 
he does not play nice. Support comes from 
the reformed Harvey Milk. 
Glasgow ABC (13), Manchester Ruby 
Lounge (14), London Underworld (15)

parts and labor
Brooklyn trio, specialising in blissfully 
deafening and hyper-melodic thrills,  
located somewhere between Oneida  
and Hüsker Dü.
London Corsica Studios (July 14)

pinback
Postmodern indie pop from the prolific 
Armistead Burwell Smith IV and the 
inexhaustible Rob Crow.
London Scala (July 14)

the presets
Australian synth electro disco brats touring 
their new album Apocalypso.
T In The Park (July 13), Bloom Festival 
(August 8), Creamfields (23), Get 
Loaded (24), Electric Picnic (29), 
Bestival (September 6)

ratatat
With LP3 about to hit shelves, this New York 
electro duo hit the road.
London Cargo (July 23), East Anglia 
Secret Garden Party (July 26), 
Edinburgh Fringe (August 1), Glosgow 
Captain’s Rest (2)

rem
Stipe and company definitively confirm or 
deny the rumour that ‘REM are good again’ 
while promoting new album Accelerate.
Manchester, Lancashire Country 
Cricket Club (August 24), Cardiff 
Millennium Stadium (25), 
Southampton, Rosebowl (27), 
Twickenham Stadium (30)

robyn
Just back from the US, the nuclear powered 
Swedish popstrel tours the UK.
Glasgow The Arches (June 6), 
Birmingham Academy (7), London 
Astoria (8), Manchester Academy 2 
(10), Norwich UEA (11), Bristol 

Academy (12), Weston Super Mare 
(July 20), Perfect Day Festival (25)

santogold
Magpie ska pop from hotly-tipped Friend Of 
Diplo Santi Gold. 
Reading Festival (Aug 23), Leeds 
Festival (24), London Koko (Sept 3), 
Bestival (Sept 5)

seasick steve
Salty dog solo act plays the big ol’ stage at 
the Royal Albert Hall, employs slide-guitar 
and gravelly croak to shiver those timbers.
London Royal Albert Hall (October 1)

sebastian tellier
The divine Monsieur Tellier, fresh from his 47 
points at Eurovision, brings his unique 
electronique pop on the road this summer.
Lattitude (July 19), Lovebox (20), 
Bestival (September 7), Shepherds 
Bush Empire (October 2)

shit and shine/ acid mothers 
temple
This is your brain [indicates a healthy 
specimen]. And this is your brain after this 
show [indicates puddle of gelatinous mess].
London Madame JoJo’s (Aug 12)

subtle
Doseone’s expedition into the wilds of indie 
rock continues apace.
London Cargo (July 21)

summer sundae weekender
Featuring Simian Mobile Disco, Roisin 
Murphy, Nina Nastasia, Jeffrey Lewis, 
Lightspeed Champion and Of Montreal.
Leicester De Montfort Hall And 
Gardens (August 8-10)

sunburned hand of the man
Touring their ecstatically groovesome, Four 
Tet-produced Fire Escape album.
Bristol Seymour’s Family Club (August 
17), Green Man Festival (18-20), Dublin 
Conway’s Pub (22), Newcastle 
Cumberland Arms (24), Cambridge 
Palimpest Festival (26), London Corsica 
Studios (27)

swn 2008
Radio 1 DJ Huw Stephens’ new music festival 
returns to Cardiff for its second year.
www.swnfest.com
Cardiff venues (November 14-16)

t in the park
Rage Against The Machine, REM, Justice, 
Kings Of Leon, Stereophonics, The Fratellis, 
Hot Chip and The Raconteurs come to bask in 
the famous Scottish sun.
Balado, Kinross (July 11-13)

tapestry goes west
Knights, minstrels and medieval larks, with 
Jeffery Lewis, Cherrybombers, Alan Tyler, 
Beep Seals, Boss Man and more. 
www.tapestrygoeswest.com
Port Talbot Margam Park (August 8-9)

tenebrous liar
Steve Gullick’s sulphurous existential noisers 
return to the stage.
London Buffalo Bar (July 11)

those dancing days
Zep-referencing girl group come from the 
land of the ice and snow, from the midnight 
sun where the hot springs blow…Hang on, 
that was Iceland. They’re from Sweden. Sorry.
London KOKO (July 11), Underage 
Festival (August 8), Summer Sundae 
Weekender (10)

underage festival
Kids-only event steps out of the gloom for 
another outdoor all-dayer. Over 18? You’ll be 
needing your fake ID, granddad. 
www.myspace.com/underage_club
London Victoria Park (August 8)

tom waits
Scarlett Johansson’s favourite songwriter 
brings his Glitter And Doom tour to the UK.
Edinburgh Playhouse (July 27-28), 
Dublin Ratcellar (30-31, August 1)

the war on drugs
Let’s be honest, if there’s a war on drugs, the 
drugs are definitely winning. Come celebrate 
this fact with Secretly Canadian’s 
Philadelphian indie-rockers.
London Old Blue Last (August 11), 
London Dublin Castle (12) Farnham 
William Cobbett (13), Green Man 
Festival (15), Yeovil Orange Box (16), 
Dublin Crawdaddy (17), Bristol Thekla 
(18), London Windmill (20)

wooden shjips
Having recently got a taste for British flesh 
touring with Meat Puppets, San Francisco’s 
Wooden Shjips return.

Supersonic Festival ( July 12), London 
Cargo (13), Brighton Barfly (18), Bristol 
Croft (19) 

w’owfi fest
Benefit all-dayer in aid of OWFI 
(Organisation of Women’s Freedom in Iraq) 
features local rock and noise, film screenings, 
a raffle, and DJ turns from Katrina Pastel. 
Tickets available from Monorail Records, 
further info at www.myspace.com/
christmastimeinthemountains.
Glasgow Captain’s Rest (July 13)

yacht
Sometime Devendra Banhart cohort Jona 
Bechtolt takes his electro-pop project on  
the road.
London Old Blue Last (July 16), London 
Proud Galleries (17), London 
Amersham Arms (18), Midi Festival 
(26), Leeds The Faversham (August 23), 
Creamfields Festival (24), Sheffield 
Bungalows and Bears (26), Brighton 
Barfly (27), London ICA (28), 
Manchester Ruby Lounge (29), Electric 
Picnic Festival (31), Clwb Ifor Bach 
(Sept 2), Bristol Start The Bus (4), 
Bestival (5), Southend Chinnerys (6)

richard youngs
The articulate, sorrowful and meditative bard 
of guitar and  related drones and sounds, 
plays a rare live show.
London Café Oto (July 11)

james yorkston
Fence Collective stalwart and Green Man 
festival mainstay Yorkston plays London in 
advance of the release of his as-yet-untitled 
fifth album, which he describes as sounding 
“braw as a craw”.
London Roundhouse (August 19)

zxzw
A week of gigs, visual arts, dance, theatre 
and movies across the city of Tilburg in the 
Netherlands, from venues to museums, from 
squats to the mayor’s office. Acts include 
Watain, Pulling Teeth, Pisstank, Z’ev, 
Computer Truck, Ladyscraper, Munch Munch, 
Starving Weirdos, Hey Colossus, DJ 
Floorclearer, Chris Moss Acid, Gastón 
Arévalo, and Talibam! www.zxzw.nl
Tilburg venues (September 14-21)

indietracks
A picturesque Fifties steam 
railway in Derbyshire plays host 
to all your indie favourites. The 
Wedding Present, The Wave 
Pictures, Comet Gain, Darren 
Hayman, Manhattan Love 
Suicides, Ballboy, The Bobby 
McGees, Airport Girl, Milky 
Wimpshake, and many more. 
www.indietracks.co.uk
Midland Railway, Butterley (July 26-
27)

truck festival
The Truck Festival returns after 
falling afoul of the poor 
weather last year; hopeful 
sunshine vibes will doubtless be 
provided by Lemonheads, 
playing their breakthrough It’s 
A Shame About Ray album in its 
bashfully melodic entirety. Also 
performing are Okkervil River, 
Camera Obscura, and Danny 
And The Champions.  
www.thisistruck.com
Hill Farm, Steventon (July 19-20)

a day at the races
Plan B are proud to sponsor A Day 
At The Races, a one-day event 
featuring Los Campesinos!, Four 
Tet, Mum, Jeffrey Lewis, Calvin 
Johnson, Adem, and many more. 
www.myspace.com/
dayattheracesfestival 
Manchester New Century House 
(August 2)

daniel johnston
Pineapple Folk and Plan B are 
proud to announce the return 
of lo-fi hero Daniel Johnston  
to our shores this summer, 
along with an able band of 
confrères and fellow travellers. 
‘An Evening With Daniel 
Johnston And Friends’ will 
include appearances from Scout 
Niblett, Jad Fair of Half 
Japanese, James McNew of  
Yo La Tengo, Mark Linkous  
of Sparklehorse and Norman 
Blake of Teenage Fanclub.
Glasgow Old Fruit Market (July 23), 
Manchester New Century House 
(24), London Indig02 (25)
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hop, trip and bump	
	 	 	 			Words:	Melissa Bradshaw	

Illustration:	Ben Newman

Tricky 
Knowle West Boy (Domino)
Mark Stewart 
Edit (Crippled Dick Hot Wax) 
It was always too easy a criticism, to write  
off trip-hop as hip-hop stripped of its 
‘offensiveness’ – its lawlessness and sexuality – 
and made accessible to a ‘white’ (ie ‘indie’) 
audience. This blatant misunderstanding,  
not least of Bristol’s historical fecundity when 
blending ‘black’ and ‘white’ musics, seemed  
to come largely from the mouths of white 
people anxious to prove themselves really  
‘raw’ (ie ‘black’).

Mark Stewart (who has been involved in 
various fusions of dub, punk and pop since  
the early Eighties and The Pop Group) and 
Tricky (who, duh, is black) have put the lie to 
such ignorance, and both return this summer 
with their sixth solo albums. However, Knowle 
West Boy leaves one with a sense that its whole 
purpose was as some attempt at another 
charting crossover – of the sort that has,  
mostly, eluded him since debut Maxinquaye 
over a decade ago. Sadly, it falls flat on its face. 

There’s a crucial absence of subtlety, of 

nuance, here. The most immediately intriguing 
track is a cover of Kylie Minogue’s ‘Slow’; it’s 
subtitled ‘Cover Kylie’, this wordplay being, 
sadly, the nearest Knowle West Boy comes to 
the tantalising sexual ambiguity that made 
Maxinquaye so striking and compelling,  
the continued absence of early collaborator 
Martina Topley-Bird keenly felt. Is Tricky saying 
he wants to cover Kylie with his body? Does  
he want her to cover herself up, with her 
clothes? Does he want to suffocate her?  
Much of the album feels like a stifling pillow-
over-the-head ménage, where what seem 
initially to be good ideas simply don’t come  
off. Like the wealth of jarring guitar styles 
added to the already teeming and chaotic mix 
that is Tricky’s particular flavour of trip-hop: 
while the concept is intriguing, the result is  
not some epiphany of crossbreeding, but 
simply confused. 

Where Tricky’s poetic introversion was  
once what made him unique – his ‘weirdness’, 
his darkness – his lyrics now obfuscate to  
an infuriating point, so shadowy it’s hard  
to discern what any particular song is about. 
There are some effective exceptions, though: 
‘Veronica’, where a wronged woman rebels 
against her annexation by an ex-lover’s ego, 

recreates the powerfully affrontive and honest 
interiority Martina Topley-Bird conjured for 
Maxinquaye. Bluesy duet ‘School Gates’ recalls 
something of the dolorous union of that 
album’s ‘Suffocated Love’, man and woman 
reminiscing in an uneasy, minor harmony;  
but ‘School Gates’, like most of Knowle West 
Boy, is inferior, its conjunctions never growing 
into coherency. The nadir comes with ‘Bacative’ 
and ‘Baligaga’, both of which being barely 
mentionable ragga answers to Limp Bizkit that 
threaten to fulfill all those criticisms of trip-hop 
I cited earlier. 

The sixth in Mark Stewart’s sporadic series  
of solo albums, Edit faces similar weaknesses  
to Knowle West Boy. There are some grating, 
soulless vocals, and the themes of ‘Secret 
Suburbia’ have been explored elsewhere so 
many times, on record and film and television. 
Its chorus makes me think of TV’s Desperate 
Housewives, with a Britpop-esque attempt  
to be sardonic, with neither the subtlety nor 
the extremity of genuinely effective irony.

Edit, however, mostly overcomes its 
problems. Mark Stewart’s began in post-punk, 
and spanned the rise and fragmentation  

of acid house, two historical moments 
characterised by men who yell dissonantly  
like robots or E’d up Madchester ravers. Edit, 
then, is fulled by a sort of rave-meets-Teutonic 
spirit. ‘Loner’ is Belgian techno with a Bauhaus 
vocal, while ‘Freak Circus’ comes on something 
like Josh Wink’s ‘Higher State of Consciousness’ 
covered by Primal Scream. 

Stewart makes a strong statement on 
‘Strange Cargo’, juxtaposing references  
to Billie Holiday’s ‘Strange Fruit’, the slave 
trade, globalisation and materialism for a  
track approximating a Westernised bhangra.  
‘Almost Human’ situates the LP in electronica’s 
tradition of cyber-consciousness, the noise  
of a jittering iPod cutting up awkwardly 
interrupted synths and dialogue, a remark  
on organic life’s interaction with digital  
culture.  Album opener ‘50,000 Watts’, 
meanwhile,  connects a 1993 US house track,  
a 1999 UK jungle track and a recent US dubstep 
production, summoning the referential  
power of sampling from its hip-hop beginning 
to its cyber-kinetic end. Above all, the lesson is 
that unique paradox taught by acid house, and 
all its bastard offspring: music machines allow 
us escapist protest. Edit is another really great 
reason to say fuck nu-rave. 

While the concept is intriguing,  
the result is not some epiphany of 
crossbreeding, but simply confused
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Acid Mothers Temple And The 
Melting Paraiso UFO
Recurring Dream And Apocalypse Of 
Darkness (Important) 
Acid Mothers Temple And The 
Cosmic Inferno
Ominous From The Cosmic Inferno 
(Essence Music)
Another year, another two or more Acid 
Mothers Temple albums – which is no 
complaint, believe me. Their varying 
incarnations always share two people in 
common, arch-gurus Kawabata Makoto  
and Higashi Hiroshi, as well as a dedication 
to the proposition that noise, heavy metal 
and feedback exist to be endlessly revived  
to destroy humanity in the best possible way. 

Recurring Dream is definitely the monster 
out for blood of two, two nearly 40-minute 
long tracks that pile riffs and electronic  
wails on top of each other like an endless 
layer cake, while Ominous has somewhat 
more straightforward song structures – in 
comparison, at least – along with song titles 
like ‘Nipples In the Dream Woods’.
Ned Raggett

Atmosphere
When Life Gives You Lemons You Paint 
That Shit Gold (Epitaph) 
Ant and Slug’s eleventh album to date, 
WLGYLYPTSG is a series of fictional tales, 
wonderful depictions of urban grimness and 
bleak vapidity set to freewheeling, beatnik 

rap. Opener ‘Like The Rest Of Us’ addresses 
the ease of slipping into social drug abuse  
to a lounge beat made macabre, while 
‘Skinny Puppy’ pairs pimping with the sound 
of lasers, resigned vocals and immense 
frustration. They perfectly depict the slums 
not as bustling and angry but desolate. The 
characters that litter the scene walk slowly 
across, grabbing your attention before 
sticking two fingers up and moving on.  
Jonathan Falcone 

Au 
Verbs (Aagoo)
Au’s sound is all over the place in a good 
way, allowing their songs to twist and 
reshape at will. Here a surprising deluge of 

classically-influenced piano, there a rush of 
choral harmonies: a sudden shift in tempo,  
a burst of horns.  ‘All My Friends’ opens  
with shameless bombast. Blink again and 
‘Summerheat’ is here, shimmering with 
sounds like wet fingers on glassware rims – a 
call to faraway, imaginary birds, minimal and 
mysterious. Sharing much in common with 
the colourful, psychedelic flair of The Ruby 
Suns, Verbs is delirious pop-in-fragments. 
Traditional forms have been deconstructed, 
passed through an avant-garde circus 
machine and reassembled into a sporadically 
restless whole. After such a breathless stop-
start ride, ‘Sleep’ brings us out of the clouds 
with sporadic chimes and languid motion. 
Peter Parrish

how to get head in showbusiness 
Words: Nicola Meighan 
Illustration: Duncan Barrett

Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy 
Lie Down In The Light (Domino)
The blow-job sketch in Police Academy was  
one of pop-culture’s nascent fellatio routines.  
You know: wherein the old guy takes to the 
podium, under which, unbeknownst, a faux-
hooker awaits…

Now, however, folk deviant Will Oldham – 
Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy – has pulled another blinder in 
his brilliant career: he’s usurped said saucy cop-com 
conquest with the ultimate tribute to exhibitionist 
oral sex. And with it, the whiskery wonder-bard has 
emitted one of his best-ever refrains.

‘So Everyone’ is a frisky, gospel-lubed country-
blues enshrining the joys of carnal enactment, 
projected voyeurism and reciprocal love: “Oh take 
it, oh take me, oh take it so easy/Oh make it, oh 
make me, oh kneel down and please me/Oh lady, 
oh boy, oh show how you want me/And do it so 
everyone sees me,” Oldham and vocal paramour 
Ashley Webber climax in unison – breath-taken, 
voices dishevelled, half-spent. 

It’s a stand-out anthem on an album that’s 
disarmingly buoyant for the ‘Bonnie’ Prince. Does 
‘disarmingly buoyant’ mean ‘disappointing’? Well, 
a bit…From the campfire acclamation of ‘Easy 
Does It’, to the Crosby, Stills and Nash dude-rock of 
‘Where Is The Puzzle’, Lie Down In The Light basks 
(too) comfortably in down-home antiphonies: all 
porch-swing double-stops, burnished falsetto, 
balmy guitar chords and honky-tonk keys. 

It’s a shit-kicking knees-up in the world of Will 
Oldham, but wherefore art the exquisite balladeer 
of yore? Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy has long anatomised 
desolation and has, in doing so, amassed a 
heavenly body of unhinged brilliance. His upbeat 
hoe-downs are rather more earthbound, and 
engender the question: do we wish upon our 
narrator eternal unhappiness? Perhaps we do.

Billy’s swinging to a different idiom too. There’s 
little of the bed-side servitude of Master And 

Everyone; the goat-fuck seduction of Superwolf. 
Instead, these jangly canticles inhabit a pastoral 
realm wherein music is the universe and family 
rules the world. 

“The song is a man, and a woman, and 
everything else,” Oldham wavers on ‘Glory Goes’, 
a paean whose tribute to familial resilience and 
fortitude resounds across Lie Down In The Light. 
“There’s my brothers, my girlfriends, my mum and 
my dad/and there’s me and that’s all there needs to 
be,” he carouses on ‘Easy Does It’. “How do I let my 
family know I’m disappearing into the wind?” he 
reflects on ‘Where Is The Puzzle?’. “Love me family 
and just sleep to all of us,” he acquiesces on 
‘Missing One’ – a sublime, muted lullaby that 
evokes bygone albums from the Bonnie Prince.

Familiar terrain, at times, prevails: Billy still 
commemorates the beauty of futility; still 
serenades loss, and longing, and love. And of 
course there’s that broken, come-hither crooning 
that Oldham, as always, does better than anyone. 

He remains an invaluable, wounded man-beast, 
with his voice in the stars, his loins in the fire, his 
ravaged hands avidly grabbing at mountain girls. 
Long may they take him indoors, bandage his 
paws, let him defile them and bid him goodbye.

Do we wish upon  
our narrator eternal 
unhappiness?
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I dimly recall sitting backstage with Lightning Bolt  
a couple of years ago – yeah, feel free to hum ’Party 
Like A Rockstar’ to yourself – talking about DJ 
Scotch Egg, who was supporting that evening. 
Lightning Bolt’s label Load were amped for releasing 
some of his lo-tech, Gameboy-composed mania – if 
only Scotch Egg, aka Shige Ishihara, would get 
round to sending the tapes. Twenty-four months 
later, here it is. It sounds like nothing Load have  
put out before, but honours their roster’s knack of 
making you wanna dance to music that should be 
far too nutso or freaked to dance to.

Big wedges of Drumized specifically recall The 
Aphex Twin’s take on the Pac Man theme – which 
maybe sounds kinda obvious, yet Shige’s ability to 
make a tune sound like ‘92 hardcore’s most frantic 
rollers and the 8-bit era’s tastiest scrollers at the 
same time has never been fully realised until now.

Black Pus is Lightning Bolt drummer Brian 
Chippendale, or ‘the Chipster’ as I call him, 
silkscreening entirely skill cartoon sleeve art and 
putting a CD jammed with fuzzbomb mania inside. 
All Aboard The Magic Pus, is sometimes more 
structured and reined-in than LB, like on ‘The Wise 
Toad’, and betrays actual pop sensibility. More often 

it sounds utterly curdled, thanks to 
very loud mastering, drum reverb to 
shatter King Tubby’s monocle, and 
keyboards powered by glowing 
cockroaches on treadmills. If you 
like the Bolt, and aren’t obstinate 
enough to expect the side-project 
puzzle to remain unscrambled, 
you’ll flail over this.

Talking of gargleblasted 
analogue (-sounding?) fuzz heaven, 
man ALIVE listen to ‘Scorpion 
Whip’, the first track on John  
‘Sissy Spacek’ Wiese’s latest 
outsqueezing. How guest 
noisedude Kevin Drumm got that 
out of his guitar is a mystery to 
behold. The assembling of tired-
bones electronic creaks, free jazz 

drumming and a number rather pointedly titled 
‘Really Into The Haters’ that comprises the rest of 
French Record is still an enjoyable hit of concrete.

French Record is released on Dual Plover, a label 
helmed by Australian sound artist Justice Yeldham. 
Two other imprints share responsibility for his new 
Birthdays, a brace of tracks created live last year 

using his tried and true method of pushing a sheet 
of glass against his face and broadcasting the grisly 
results via contact mics. 

I’d love to tell you that the cyclone of amplified 
drool, unchecked high tone skree and swooping 
pitch changes that result are just as thrilling without 
having to be there and watch a man hurt himself  
in fleshy HD. It would however be a much of a lie  

as the thing about calling Brian Chippendale  
‘the Chipster’.

Sutcliffe Jugend recently commented that  
one of their primary aims in recent times was  
to disassociate themselves from the shadow of 
Whitehouse, their British power electronics peers  
in the early Eighties. As the two duos have no 
meaningful connection circa 2008, this is quite 
understandable, but when it comes to sexually 
fixated hysteria and Monty Python pepperpot 
vocals, there aren’t many other points of reference. 
Still, there are plenty of other things that gurgle 
through your mind during the quite extraordinary 
Pigdaddy: Derek And Clive, Don Van Vliet’s singing 
voice, Kurt Schwitters, Blue Jam, rubbernecking  
at street arguments while walking home at 2am 
and, in the case of the title track, this dream where  
I was trying to tune in a radio to listen to ‘Sir’ Ben 
Kingsley’s character in Sexy Beast commentating on 
a horse race.

Had a germ of a thought, looked in a box in the 
hall and realised I already own a limited-as-all-heck 
cassette version of Deterioration by Portland’s now 
defunct Yellow Swans. I’d love to tell you that, 
thanks to the arrival of this extended CD reissue,  
I’ll be sharing the wealth that is this five-track 
bubble of MBVictorious bliss with the first compadre 
possessing a tape player and righteous attitude.  
It would however be as much of a lie as that dream 
about the horse race. Deterioration is like a gnarlier 
companion to last year’s Load-released At All Ends, 
where shoegazing tropes are referenced, then 
dispatched with a Super Soaker of H2SO4.

Whereby we sign off with this hopefully-not- 
so-limited-that-you-can’t-get-it-by-now collab 
between Kiwi dronedoomer Black Boned  
Angel and Canadian dreampop-metal twosome 
Nadja. The 20-minute single-tracker ‘Christ Send 
Light’ has vocals which call the first Jesu album  
to mind, while the riffs that lag behind sound  
charred and infected by black metal’s scouring  
buzz. It goes almost nowhere and, like a drunk 
babysitter semi-comatose on the sofa, you pray  
it stays that way.

8-bit avant 
Words: Noel Gardner 
Illustration: Matthew The Horse

Gameboy-toting composers, Lightning Bolt  
side-projects, and a guy who smears his chops 
against a sheet of glass: let’s go ‘out’

DJ Scotch Egg: Drumized (Load)
Black Pus: All Aboard The Magic Pus (Diarrhea)
Sissy Spacek: French Record (Dual Plover)
Justice Yeldham And The Dynamic Ribbon Device: 
Birthdays (Anarchymoon/Turgid Animal)
Sutcliffe Jugend: Pigdaddy (Cold Spring)
Yellow Swans: Deterioration (Modern Radio)
Black Boned Angel And Nadja: Christ Send Light (20 Buck Spin)

Drum reverb to shatter 
King Tubby’s monocle
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Nat Baldwin
Most Valuable Player (Broken Sparrow)
Nat Baldwin was the guy who smeared Rise 
Above with the twilight pluck and rumble  
of his stand-up bass, but he was never going 
to stick around; Dirty Projectors are city boys 
and girls, and if there’s one thing you get 
from Most Valuable Player, it’s that Nat 
Baldwin is bucolic as they come. That’s not  
as in he makes folk. Folk is tied to one 
present or another, and MVP sounds 
completely distanced from time and history. 

Folk from before time, maybe. His voice is a 
factor: folding and buffeting in an oblique 
cascade, it’s actually not too far away from 
that of the Projectors’ Dave Longstreth, only 
much, much wilder. These aren’t really 
discernable words, just a quicksilver current 
of emotion. It’s devastating, but the real 
singing comes from the bass. I really thought 
they just went “bom bom bom”, but this is 
incredible, like a cello crossed with an 
earthquake, and it sings; it sings like blood.
Andrzej Lukowski

Balkan Beat Box 
Nu-Made: Remixes And Videos 
(Cramworld)
The whole Balkan theme has had its meme, 
but there ain’t nothing like some heavy 
sweat-Klez. Remixes of folk-styled music are 
kind of fun and postmodern, but in this case 
they add little to the originals, which are – on 
the whole – honest-to-God shit-hot nuggets 
of heartbreakingly sax-y dance-beat all by 
themselves. Some of it’s kinda embarrassing, 
combining the worst aspects of Euro house 

with the Balkan vibe of last year’s bloated hip 
into something awful for the authenticity-
loving Ibiza-set. The Cheffy Chef and Puzzel 
remixes are good, taking the form and riling 
and pumping it up into something more 
banging, but the rest of it tends to mellow, 
dubbing down and chopping up where it just 
ain’t needed. The videos make me happy, 
though: hand-held rides through rainy 
Middle-Eastern cities, shaky-cam voxpops 
with hardworking musicians.
Jesse Darlin’

head music 
Words: Stevie Chick 
Illustration: Nick White

The Heads
Dead In The Water (Rooster)
Despite possessing such a deep love for noise 
bestowed with heavily psychotropic effects,  
I’ve always felt something of a fraud when writing 
about psychedelic music, having never personally 
dropped anything stronger than a couple of 
valerian to ease jetlag. And yet, I’ve been familiar 
with the relationship between contraband 
chemicals, mind expansion and screaming  
skronk rock since the first time my dad played  
me Led Zep’s ‘Whole Lotta Love’ and relayed in  
an instructional manner, over the freeform 
guitargasm middle section, reminiscences of 
listening to it while sprawled on the floor, between 
two huge speakers, while blitzed on some illicit 
chemical during the halcyon Sixties. As I was but 
eight years old at the time, he added a hasty “Hey 
kid, don’t do drugs” by way of a coda, and that  
was that. 

But while my third eye has remained un-
squeegied in the interim, the magickal sounds  
of feedback, drone and phaser asphasia have ever 
jolted my grateful brane, from my earliest pre-teen 
experiments with such lysergic compounds as 
Hendrix and The Byrds, through subsequent 
addictions to the Buttholes, Sonic Youth and 

Comets On Fire. This latest slab of joy from 
Bristolian noisenik perennials The Heads is certainly 
one heavy hit of something, a disorientating and 
uncut blast set to send synapses sprawling and 
throbbing, administering most pleasant bruises  
to the aural tender spots while a wicked light show 
plays on in the foreground.

Over seven or so albums thus far, these hardy 
druganauts have performed a graceful devolution, 

from stellar riffouts sucked into Far Out vortices 
and strewn with funhouse-mirror vocals, to 
releases such as this, edited from endless rehearsal 
jams into a mind-pummeling symphony in four 
movements. The titanic riffs that first won them 
love from the global stoner rock constituencies are 
still present, but now freed from earthbound song 
structure, materialising from pools of fugged din to 
build and build until they collapse into the electric 
murk, to be followed by similar such behemoths. 
Dead In The Water brings to mind Comets On Fire’s 

stated intention of capturing those peak moments 
of inspiration that heavy rock titans pepper across 
their works and stretching those moments over 
entire songs, albums, their discography in fact. 
Similarly, The Heads here trade structure for a 
joyous indulgence of the wonders that screaming 
oscillators, acid-scarred guitars, monolithic bass 
and atom-splintering drums can evince, when 
pushed to the absolute fuckin’ max.

Fans of Comets and Acid Mothers Temple will 
grok this riot in the blink of a dilated eye, but the 
strongest comparison for these inspired trips are 
the Complete Sessions box sets for Miles Davis’ 
Jack Johnson and On The Corner LPs, in the way 
the tracks brilliantly vault the trap of formlessness 
for, instead, a fearless freeform-ness, these epic 
and frazzled narratives switching from peaks of 
freaked drama to passages of pearlescent drone 
and full-spectrum sonix. Stitched together by 
snatches of pointedly trippy dialogue, Dead In  
The Water comes on like some psychedelic  
horror flick, where you’re never sure what  
mind-scrambling phantasm is about to tear  
from the speakers. Riding wah-pedals into  
the sun, sending shards of cymbal flying like  
shuriken, chasing some spiral riff charting a  
path to sublime Nirvana, The Heads hold the 
listener entirely under their control, so their 
screaming noise would leave even the Straightest 
Edge entirely stoned. If this is a trip, then I’m  
loving it.

Screaming oscillators, 
acid-scarred guitars, 
monolithic bass and 
atom-splintering drums 
pushed to the absolute 
fuckin’ max
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Boyracer
Flickering B+W (555) 
Like the motto stencilled on Charley Varrick’s 
van, Boyracer are one of “the last of the 
independents”. Hard to believe, but it’s  
true, these guys have been punker than  
you since ‘92, plus they operate 555, a solid 
label, so we’re gonna let it stand. They’re 
giving sabre-toothed career advice on  
indie rock that’s loud, angry and cute.  
By the way, they hate your chocolate brown  
suit (‘Wingtips’). Listen close and hear the 
ghosts of The Monkees and Marine Girls 
past, even The Fall, beefed up by Stewart’s 
Mascis masochisms, while Jen pleases the 
heck out of the neck of her bass with busy, 
note-hungry strokes. The keyboard-high of 
‘To Destroy’ is funky as old school rap and 
boasts a fine bitch-fest to boot: “Who the 
fuck do you think you are, Julian Cope?…
you post punk fucking piece of shit,” a mate 
chimes in, while a crafty guitar solo gets 
away with robbery. 
Shane Moritz

The Bug
London Zoo (Ninja Tune)
Big bad Kevin Martin is an insect that  
chews ragged holes in the fabric of space/
time, allowing booming Brixton jeep beats 
from 1988 to flow into the fleshy Croydon 
bass pits of right now. The misfiring of a 
hundred Playstations blatting in the first  
overground grime broadcasts six years  
back filter back to Trenchtown’s hyped up 
ragamuffins a decade or so earlier; The  
Bug devours its young. It eats all the  
progeny of Seventies Jamaican dance  
music and coughs them back out as  
a spicy pellet. Martin deftly sidesteps any  
potential suggestions of appropriation  
by condensing his influences rather than 
diluting them. As always, he has excellent 
vocal support from the likes of Tippa Irie, 
Ricky Ranking and long time collaborator, 
Warrior Queen. As the title suggests, this  
is London’s very own Fall Of Rome, bleak, 
millenarian dance beats echoing round 
collapsing buildings, from abattoir dubstep 
to heavily medicated ragga. 
John Doran 

Bun B
II Trill (Rap-A-Lot)
Bun B’s a legend, and sometimes that’s a 
problem. As one half (along with Pimp C)  
of the group UGK (short for Underground 
Kingz) he recorded one of the finest ever 
American rap albums, 1996’s hot Texan  
soul stew Ridin’ Dirty, and surely hip-hop’s 
single most beautiful song, the certified  
tear-jerker ‘One Day’ – as audibly raw in  
its mourning for anonymous dead homies  
as Puff Daddy’s emoting over an infamous 
Biggie the year after was polished and 
suspect. UGK followed perfection with the 
next best thing, commercially successful 
excellence, a five year hiatus while Pimp C 
was locked up, and a triumphant comeback 
with 2007’s Dizzee-featuring self-titled 
double CD. II Trill serves notice that he 
intends to continue on as usual in the  
wake of Pimp C’s syrup-related death  
late last year. Though that’s nothing to 
complain on, a few moments where he 
comes hard shame the rest. Moments  
mostly defined by fuzzy spaced bass  
and intense heavy fogged synth chords,  
moments like the Lil’ Wayne featuring 
braggfest ‘Damn I’m Cold’ and the 

combative gangster one-upsmanship  
of ‘Keep It 100’. Moments where you 
understand how he earned the right to coast.
Ringo P Stacey

Catnip
Mirror (Second Shimmy)
Somewhere down in Australia they not  
only remember drowsy psych/shoegaze,  
they actually do something with it. Catnip,  
a trio from Melbourne, clearly adore  
albums by the likes of Mazzy Star and 
Mojave 3, not to mention homegrown 
heroes like the Paradise Motel, and Mirror, 
given a bit of further attractive murk and 
mellotron via the mix job by Kramer, shows 
that they love wisely rather than too well  
on that front. Vocalist Nerida Trask,  
however, both sounds like her inspirations 
and puts down her own stamp, adding a 
touch of clipped bite to songs like ‘The  
Great Escape’ (not a movie theme cover),  
but the quieter moodouts like ‘Sad Song’ 
have their own spare glow to them, almost 
understatedly postpunk in a Young Marble 
Giants/Raincoats way. A cover of Bob  
Dylan’s ‘Tomorrow Is a Long Time’ closes  
it out but otherwise it’s all them, and it’s all 
pretty promising. 
Ned Raggett

Chandeliers
The Thrush (Pickled Egg)
Chicago’s Chandeliers specialise in live-
action electro, using lush synths, fruity 
squelch-bass and real-time drums to create 
retro-futurist, nerd-core party anthems – 
operating out of a parallel universe where 
the post-Seventies avant-rock scene turned 
its back on guitars and got hip to the  
sweaty pulse of Giorgio Moroder’s ‘I Feel 
Love’ instead. That said, there have clearly 
been some antecedents in their hometown 
scene: ‘Gold Rush’ picks up on Isotope 217’s 
improvised B-Boy rush; and the deep dub 
and wistful marimbas of ‘Bamboo’ owe a  
lot to Tortoise’s pioneering work making 
non-rock forms acceptable for indie  
kids. The band position themselves as 
experimental sound-engineers, mining the 
same vein as Can’s monumental grooves,  
but it’s hard to invest much emotion in  
music that owes so much to ‘Popcorn’ and 
other featherweight disco ditties. When the 
vocals come in on ‘Mango Tree,’ you’d swear 
it’s The Mighty Boosh getting all Hoxton-
ironic on our asses.
Daniel Spicer

Cheap Time
Cheap Time (In The Red) 
Is it possible to get bored of fucked up, 
snotty, scuzzy, garage punk? Is there a  
point in life, somewhere between your  
first sniff of 20-20 on the park bench and 
receiving your bus pass in the post, that 
cheap drums and trashy guitars start 
sounding bad? Is there, fuck. In fact,  
such is the power of said genre that each  
downward thrust on six, five or two strings, 
automatically resets the memory counter  
to zero and yay! You are listening to 
rock’n’roll for the very first time! And it’s 
sexy! Cheap Time are Tennessee micro-
legend Jeffrey Novak’s latest adventure 
venture, straddling some waste-ground 
between the Hollywood Brats and The  
Saints. ‘Back To School’ is the jewel in the 
sick bowl, short, sweet and shrouded in 
shouty reverb. There is, of course, fuck all  

else to say on the matter. Cheap Time is not 
here to be discussed. It is here to be your 
noisy buddy.
Hayley Avron

Double S
Money’s Da Motive (Alwayz)
Flip the first meaning that pops in your  
head and it’s a great title. He’s not as  
much lunging after money as running  
from a lack of it, same as most every Pen  
And Pixel-ated post-bling MC in the west. 
The ones standing out are those such as  
Double who know and put it over subtle 
while staying true to the hype. Reportedly 
inspired by a year spent observing real 
poverty in his parents’ home country of 
Uganda, his rhymes shine flossed by a  
new found perspective on the opportunities 
available to a talented young man in  
the wilds of Tottenham. Meaning a flow  
mostly double timed in classic grime style  
like the young Kano with a boot up his ass,  
or a comparatively humbled take on the 
poses struck by his mate Chipmunk.
Ringo P Stacey

Dusk And Blackdown 
Margins Music (Keysound) 
Margins Music is born of a long musical 
friendship between Dan Frampton  
(Dusk) and Martin Clark (Blackdown),  
charting their shared fixation with London 
urban music in connection the capital’s 
multi-cultural and geographical milieu.  
It is not quite dubstep and not quite grime, 
sub-etched with restive snares and hums  
and infused with hauntingly beautiful 
samples from various Asian musics, as well 
as documentary recordings of kids from  
London schools and from tapes Blackdown 
recorded (in one case accidentally) in his 
other well-known guise as grime and 
dubstep blogger/columnist. 

Fascination with the Asian aspect of 
London music was spurred by a series of 
releases by other producers in around 
2004/5 that paid tribute to an imagined 
orient; it’s about how LDN experiences ‘Asia’. 
The LP also features MCs whose careers 
Blackdown has charted in his journalism,  
and the music is by turns exotic, unexpected, 
delicate and tentative. Margins Music 
engages with emotion as well as thought  
in the curiosity at its heart.
Melissa Bradshaw

Einstürzende Neubauten 
The Jewels (Potomak) 
Recorded with Blixa Bargeld drawing lyrics 
straight from his dream diary and the band’s 
instructions for what and how to play  
drawn at random on cards to be interpreted 
like an I Ching for experimental music,  
The Jewels simultaneously condenses  
and broadens the range of a band whose  
actual sound is nowhere near as harsh  
or difficult to enjoy as their public image  
is typically portrayed. 

Neubauten have always balanced  
their avant-garde side with some great 
songwriting, and there are some truly 
inspired miniatures here, the likes of 
‘Haucubite’ and ‘Am I Only Jesus’, bursting 
with the sort of sublime combination of 
sounds from strings to chains and pounded 
plastic tubs which make them far more than 
a one-trick act. Add in a nifty book and film 
showing how it was done, and what started 
as a diversion from their last studio album  
proper becomes exciting, inspiring;  
and even essential.
Richard Fontenoy

Errors
It’s Not Something But It Is Like 
Whatever (Rock Action)
Whether the title of Glaswegian outfit  
Errors’ debut album is an attempt to 
obfuscate meaning or not, the musical 
contents throw up more than their fair  
share of questions. Less a collection of  
songs than a set of musical threads of 
different hues, the melodies and rhythmical 
figures undulate on an ever-changing spume, 
taking turns to come to the fore. 

Elements of glitch morph into cerebral, 
tuneful techno, set within a framework  
that treats its expansive material with a  
kind of neo-prog sensibility, ‘Saluti France’, 
providing a pivot point for both stylistic  
and technical exploration.  To complete  
the set, ‘Cutlery Drawer’, complete with  
the only (processed) vocals on the album –  
courtesy of spoken-word songwriter George 
Pringle – is an dark tale that recalls the  
Velvet Underground’s ‘The Gift’. The group 
seem to well understand the possibilities 
offered by allowing the songs to breathe 
freely, and on this record – shit title  
aside – the results are occasionally damn 
near perfect.
Joe Shooman

High Places
03/07-09/07 (Thrill Jockey)
Twice upon one time, in a slumberous, umberous branchy 
glade, there lived a he and a she, very happy to be from 
firstlight to goodnight, all swimmy with sing-song and 
clatter. Every early yawn would come lemony beams 

strobing the clearing, tickling the two out of sleep’s creek – and bed-headed 
from dreams of calypso, they’d leapfrog into the branches, where their 
weather bells and cloud-bellows twinkled and billowed to themselves in a 
mysterious meter. The she stood on the very tippermost of their favourite 
tree’s best bough and sang hello to the moon, low and dim like a pale 
acquaintance who doesn’t want to go home, “It’s OK, it’s alright, it’s OK, it’s 
alright.” Behind her, the he weaved between their contraptions, plunking 
this and jittering that, and soon a very special sound indeed resounded 
through all the woody ways. And the moon, who was supposed to be 
somehow reviewing this for a music magazine, anxiously looked over his 
notes (which he’d combed into a cornfield). They read: “Everything is 
approximate; from vocal haze to tropical percussion; patterns in nature; not 
tedious extremism of bad trip cliché, but the loving, multi-directional 
confusion of tipsiness.” And he thought: “How the fuck do I do the 
wonderment of this justice? I’m gonna get fired for deffo, this time…” 
kicking_k 
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Faust 
Kleine Welt (Ektro)
Klein Welt feels timeless, in the sense that 
the live recording could conceivably have 
taken place at any point in Faust’s 40-odd 
year career, despite there being only one 
original member in this lineup. They’ve 
always been about harnessing chaos live, 
and the Spring 2006 tour found HJ Irmler’s 
prowling organ drones and Steve Lobdell’s 
freakish space guitar skronk sitting at the 
fulcrum of a heaving avant-rock morass built 
on muscular rolling drums and some 

frequently gut-busting bass. In between the 
improv klang some deep-fried garage rock 
sways queasily, a harmonica spraying like 
acid vapour trails, and the overwhelming 
sense is that anything could happen. When 
tape-looped drenches of percussion and 
found sounds in flux sweep the ground out 
from the surging forward motion, everything 
drops into a weird otherworld of gravity-
defying delay FX, and an altogether 
disorienting sensation of being out of time 
and space sets in to dizzying effect. 
Richard Fontenoy

Fear Falls Burning
The Frenzy Of The Absolute 
(Conspiracy)
Dirk Serries has been exploring isolationism, 
doom and bleak, black ambience as 
vidnaObmana for decades, releasing an 
eight LP box set under that moniker earlier 
this year, with a further vidnaObmana album 
due in the autumn. Now he’s taken the 
guitars into heftier, dimmer places, as hinted 
at by the Continuum project and executed 
here with time-stopping attention to the 
possibilities of the apparently endless effects 

loop. There are implacable drones and 
metallic scrapings which build up with glacial 
sloo-o-owness to beats which suggests that 
the three guest drummers are hooked on 
time signatures so lengthy as to be measured 
in geological time. The guitars don’t so  
much as riff as collapse inwards under their 
own accumulating weight. Any hoped-for 
thundering climax of monstrous proportions 
is instead offset instead by the certainty that 
the heat death of the universe is not all that 
far away, and this is what it might sound like. 
Richard Fontenoy

grief encounters 
Words: Emily Graham 
Illustration: Meg Hunt

Patti Smith and Kevin Shields 
The Coral Sea (Rocket Girl)
Over two years have passed since Patti Smith and 
Kevin Shields’ collaborative performances at the 
Queen Elizabeth Hall. These live recordings serve  
as a moving tribute to Smith’s friend/confidant/
collaborator Robert Mapplethorpe, narrating the 
provocative American photographer’s final voyage, 
to see the stars of the Southern Cross. 

Mapplethorpe, famed for his graphic and 
highly stylised monochrome studies of sensuous 
severity, had an ambiguous, creative and intimate 
relationship with Smith. An anathema to the 
middle class art world, up until his AIDS-related 
death in 1989, the explicit nature of his 
photographs lead to court battles and moral 
outrage, and he became somewhat of a cause 
célèbre for both sides of the American culture war. 

He refused to be censored, and encouraged 
Smith to do the same. He funded her first single, 
‘Piss Factory’, in 1974, while his portraits of Smith 
echo the tones of The Coral Sea, holding a dead-on 
austerity, a stark, shadowy desperation. Yet at  
their heart is a romanticism that bleeds through  
the frame, a softness that is also evident in Smith’s 
words. He portrayed Smith as a nascent punk star 

bestowed with the qualities of a romantic heroine 
of 19th Century paintings. She portrays him as the 
arcane tragi-hero, gone before his time, searching 
for that last vision.

Described as a ‘screaming requiem’ by a 
reviewer, The Coral Sea is comprised of chapters  
of mesmeric prose. Shields accompanies Smith 
through this elegy with a minimal drone; her words 
linger over washes of noise; ambient, beatless 
soundscapes (which I’m sure will serve to tease 
MBV fans clamouring for that promised new 

material). They move in symmetry, from pallid 
emptiness to insistent anger; the guitar circles  
the contours of Patti’s voice, sailing over in quiet 
discordance, pulling out noises that linger and 
pierce and climax, swirling around Smith’s vocal 
intonations as they become desperately fierce, 
violently potent. Her words assimilate his drone, 
soaking up the bare effects as her voice shudders 
and rises, the volume swelling with the emotions. 
Her words conjure silent stills of Mapplethorpe’s 
imagery, as she combs through his possessions in 
her memory, the tangible reminders and rocks us 
back and forth through her view of his world. 

The two discs differ slightly in mood, the former 
calmer and meditative, Shields’ guitar sliding and 
subtle; almost elusive, the poem clearer, more 
pronounced. The second disc is less composed,  
the tone tumultuous, fervid, Smith’s manner feral 
and more persistently angered, Shields’ guitar 
looming and looping in accordance.

The Coral Sea is not just an epitaph, it’s a pained 
account shrouded in the anger of a woman whose 
friend died because of his sexuality. The drawn  
out nature of the record serves to illustrate the 

prolonged nature  
of Mapplethorpe’s 
illness. Motifs of 
butterflies, the 
Southern Cross, the sky, 
the sea are repeated, 

building a rhythm within her speech which, 
coupled with Shield’s spectral and hypnotic layers 
of electronics, float into a realm of dreams and 
internalised glistening darkness. And occasionally 
as she breaks into song the sound sears into 
elevation, elating the fragility in Smith’s delivery 
that imparts the acuteness of her grief.

The record, although tedious at times, is a 
moving elegy, an honest mix of feral clattering 
emotion and fierce articulation. With Shields’ 
backing the album is awash with anaesthesia, 
imbued with all of the delicacy and vulnerability 
that comes from losing one that you love.

Smith portrays Mapplethorpe as the 
arcane tragi-hero, gone before his 
time, searching for that last vision
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Nadja: Desire In Uneasiness (Crucial Blast)
Trees: Lights Bane (Crucial Blast)
Moss: Sub Templum (Rise Above)
Wold: Stratification (Profound Lore)
Ascend: Ample Fire Within (Southern Lord)
Nachtmystium: Assassins (Candlelight) 

It’s almost a year since I concluded a column 
with a mention of Nadja’s Touched. I didn’t 
know then that the Canadian duo resposible 
for this beautiful, yet quite unassuming, avant-
doom album would become one of the more 
significant musical presences in my life over the 
next 12 months, as further recordings surfaced 
on Alien8, Profound Lore and now Crucial 
Blast. Leah Buckareff and Aidan Baker’s epic  
yet intimate music came to represent, for me,  
a state of duality wherein human need faced 
off with enormous alienation, and neither won 
– a state in which guitar and bass interplay is 
picked apart by granular electronics, hearts are 
driven by bluntly programmed beats and soft 
tunes buried in noise storms.

Desire In Uneasiness features a live drummer, 
and at initially it’s hard to reconcile this more 
human presence with the drum machines (or no 
drums at all) of earlier releases. However, the 
percussion is sparing, Swans-brutal, industrial in 
timbre. ‘Uneasy Desire’ is an exercise in tension, 
a slow shudder interrupted by ricocheting 
electronics: points of want, sharp like light.  
A repeated melodic motif seems unfinished:  
a question without an answer. In macrocosm, 
Desire…’s opiate drift is as fundamentally 
seductive as all Nadja’s work; but as ever, each 

melody’s yearning quality is thrown into doubt 
by skilful – exquisite – sonic disassociation.

Also on Crucial Blast, Trees’ debut is a notable 
psychedelic endurance test that recalls the limping, 
wracked pace and nauseous feedback of Burning 
Witch. It’s not as easy to feel your way into the 
structure or narrative of these two long tracks as 
it is with obvious reference points Khanate but 
there are vocal interludes on ‘Nothing’ that have 
the inevitable, inexorable pace of the nightmares 
you wake from with a sweat-slicked sternum, as 
L Smith’s screams rise and whirl like dark sand. 

A similar foreboding hangs over Sub 
Templum, Moss’ follow-up to Chthonic  
Rites, but of a more literal, ritualistic sort, with 
Lovecraftian summonings in every note of its 
heavy-footed doom. After a quiet beginning, 
Sub Templum almost buckles under its own 
weight, a sonic illusion perpetuated mainly  
by the rasp of Dominic Finbow’s guitar. Olly 
Pearson’s vocals are recorded a little too 
distant, perhaps, but Moss again prove 
themselves adept at giving voice to the  
most eldritch corners of the soul in a way that 
somehow transcends doom cliché while using 
all the genre’s tools pretty much by the book. 

Seeing as you’re already rummaging in 
those dark corners, you might as well make a 
really thorough job of it with Stratification, by 
Wold. Another Canadian duo, but as twisted  
as Nadja are sublime, Wold’s music is black 
metal EVP, a malevolent radio station for those 
at sanity’s end point. The signifying buzzsaw 
guitars and retched vocals are recontextualised 
into a demonic noise record that torments  
like the chattering aural hallucinations that 
occur just before a loss of consciousness. A 
horrendous naivety rears its head as what 
sounds like a Casio drumbeat stumbles into the 
mix, grinning and puking. This record scrapes 
the very bottom of everything, with admirable 
consistency. I feel better for having heard it.

This renewed love for life and the universe 
is, I suspect, my own perverse reaction to 

bedroom black metal, and those seeking  
a more straightforwardly enlightening 
experience should really check Greg Anderson’s 
new project, Ascend. A collaboration primarily 
with Iceburn guitarist/vocalist Gentry Densley, 
it’s a stately, experimental album that, while 
providing the low-end mastery that you expect 
from Anderson, also stretches into progressive 
territory, with trombone and organ from Earth 
collaborator Steve Moore. Densley’s vocals 
have the storytelling burr of a bluesman, and 
the actorliness of, say, Nick Cave. Ample Fire 
Within is replete with ideas, but hasn’t quite 
hung together for me yet, despite some sick 
squealing lead guitar from Kim Thayil on the 
sinister 3/4 lope‘VOG’.

Given that I like my doom a bit pretentious 
and my BM made by wrong ’uns in bedsits, it 
might be that I need to loosen up a bit, and 
Nachtmystium’s new one is absolutely the 
record to play while one does so. The Chicago 
psych black metal quartet’s fourth full-length 
achieves a balance between self-aware, intricate 
songwriting and all-out riff-charged exhilaration, 
as ’Assassins’ – ”WE! FEEL! NOTHING!” – gallops 
like a were-horse made of lightning into an 
outro of vintage oscillation. Buried At Sea’s 
synth-hound Sanford Parker has a production 
credit, and noise is a menacing presence 
throughout. Soaring solos and ornate melodies 
abound, but the band’s prog leanings rarely  
get in the way of their storming, atmospheric 
momentum –  and this despite ending Assassins 
with a lush three-part ’suite’ (incl sax). 
Triumphalist, maybe, but fucking triumphant.

away from the light 
Words: Frances Morgan 
Illustration: Kai Wong

Plan B invites you to enter our 
dark place… 

This record scrapes the 
very bottom of 
everything, with 
admirable consistency
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Micah P Hinson
…And The Red Empire Orchestra 
(Full Time Hobby) 
Micah P Hinson’s traumatic back history has 
already been well-documented, but where 
past records have been infused with hints  
of that pain and those struggles, this  
latest collection of songs exudes warmth, 
contentment and love. With a snick of a tear 
in my eye-corner, I watched from the stage 
sides as he proposed to his girlfriend onstage 
at the Union Chapel last Christmas; and  
here, you can hear his new sense of calm  
and resolve pulse through each note and 
enunciation. A dampened banjo plucks a 
carefree, unburdened motif through ‘When 
We Embraced’, and Micah’s honey-hot, 

heavy-vowelled vocals guide the whole 
album towards a sense of personal fulfilment 
and promise that’s never, ever, smug.  
In places, the compositions for his mini-
orchestra are exquisite; particularly where 
the oaken, ache-y strings of ‘I Keep Havin’ 
These Dreams’ take the reins from an 
apprehensive, almost medieval guitar 
pattern; and slowly cascade. A welcoming, 
generous record. 
Lauren Strain 

The Hold Steady
Stay Positive (Rough Trade)
Towards the end of ‘Constructive Summer’, 
the first song on the Hold Steady’s fourth 
album, Craig Finn sings”Raise a toast to St 

Joe Strummer/I think he might have been  
our only decent teacher”. If you concur with 
me that this marks a new low watermark for 
clumsy earnestness, this will indelibly colour 
your feelings toward this album, and its 
unapologetically slick rawk, mixed with  
every instrument bunched painfully in the 
red. Oddly, given their previous outings, 
Finn’s sprawling literary edge is AWOL; at 
times, like on the vaguely Balkan experiment 
‘One For The Cutters’, it’s like he’s searching 
for a place amongst the instruments.  
The music’s harder and leaner than ever 
before, but the joyful element is absent; 
moreover, occasionally they sound 
dangerously similar to the Counting Crows. 
Thom Gibbs

Johnny Foreigner
Waited Up Til It Was Light (Best Before)
As a teenager in Birmingham, all I wanted 
was for my city to spawn a good, straight-
down-the-line indie guitar band. It didn’t, 
which is probably as well, as I honestly think 
if Johnny Foreigner had come around when  
I was 14 I’d probably have stalked them or 
something. As it is they’ve warmed the 
cockles of my 27-year-old, Bristol-dwelling 
heart by a) not being crap (and actually 
pretty good), b) fixating lyrically upon the 
second city, and c) getting metal producer 
Machine to ram some serious juice into their 
harmonied clatter. They loiter somewhere 
between Pavement and Los Campesinos!, 
but blast it out with such a winningly berserk, 

assless chaps 
Words: Matt Evans 
Illustration: Dimitri Simakis

Melvins
Nude With Boots (Ipecac)
This is an odd Melvins album. They all are. MTV 
historians may tell us that this band is something  
of a one-trick sludgy pony, but in fact they are a 
whole horsey magic show: a centaur in a borrowed 
tux, with doves hidden in its fetlocks. All Melvins 
albums are greasily hodge-podge, awkward blends 
of razored intellect, big dumb action, shabby 
amateurism and unbelievable proficiency. This is  
a typical Melvins record in that it is like both all  
and none of the others. Clear? 

The assimilation of Big Business for (A) Senile 
Animal resulted in one of the band’s most straight-
up rock albums ever. But even then appearances 
were deceptive – behind the charging, super-fun 
riffs were dazzling, skewed arrangements, an 
overabundance of nuggety, super-mathy detail 
and a jarringly pretty harmonic sensibility. At times, 
Nude With Boots seems even more smiley and 
accessible. Several tracks betray a US radio-friendly 
sunburn-and-shades vibe that makes you want to 

pick up a 12-pack of lite pisswater to fuel an 800-
mile road trip to a massive, pyrotechnic rock show. 
Top down and soundsystem up for the arena-
hoariness of ‘Billy Fish’, the lithe rock’n’roll of ‘The 
Stupid Creep’, the jaunty Lep Zep homage of ’The 
Kicking Machine’.

Then there’s the rest: pure slabs of viscous evil 
simmering in the sunshine; country-fried ditties 
that collapse under their own velocity; a Civil War 

funeral march, sodden with gravitas; seemingly 
amenable pop-rock, all sideways and unexpected, 
seemingly vacant, but actually too smart for its 
own good. Too uncomfortable to be FUN. Too 
frothy to be SERIOUS. ‘Dog Island’ is perhaps what 
folk envisage when they think Melvins – slow, 
massively powerful, chuggy downtuned riffs. It 
seems like (Bull)head-down tarpit savagery – and it 

is – but becomes unexpectedly invigorating thanks 
to Jared’s hoary harmonies. 

They continually molest your expectations, 
sometimes giving you what you thought you 
wanted, only it’s stickier and sweeter than you 
might like. Witness how they rip the Minutemen, 
Morricone, Godflesh, the Allman Brothers  
and even Melvins themselves right out of your 
collection, and shove them down the back of your 
shirt, where they embed themselves right in that 
one spot you can’t reach without a fork. 

Ultimately, there’s no core to Nude With Boots, 
no sturdy vine to swing upon. Where (A) Senile 
Animal was clearly the story of a band starting 
anew, finding and redefining itself, there’s no  
such solid ground to stand upon here. But a lack  
of coherence doesn’t mean a bad record. Their 
(re)birth is over, and the latest incarnation of 
Melvins are in their teenage years, in the sense  
of ’My purpose is as yet unclear, so in the meantime 
I’m just going to fuck with you.’ Simultaneously 
representing progress and regression from (A) 
Senile Animal, Nude With Boots makes a lot less 
sense than its predecessor – which, for a band like 
Melvins, makes perfect sense. Just don’t expect it 
to offer up all its charms at once. 

They are a whole 
horsey magic show: a 
centaur in a borrowed 
tux, with doves hidden 
in its fetlocks
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blowtorch zeal. In fact, screw it, I love ‘em: 
unlike London or Manchester, nobody’s ever 
really articulated Birmingham properly, but 
JF do it, suffusing its prosaic sprawl with 
breakneck, bug-eyed, slightly shitty romance. 
I don’t know if it’s the city I remember, but it’s 
the one I’d like to.
Andrzej Lukowski

iTAL tEK
Cyclical (Planet µ)
Mrs Jynx
The Standoffish Cat (Planet µ)
It’s tempting here to suggest that these  
two debut albums respectively represent the 
‘new’ and ‘old’ sonic modes of the Planet µ 
roster. Pastoral electronica rope-jumpers like 

Mrs Jynx ruled peacefully until µ discovered 
dubstep and cottoned on to cats like iTAL 
tEK. Generalisation overload, though, this:  
if you dig one of these albums, there’s every 
chance you’ll dig the other. Cyclical‘s 
opening title track and ‘White Mark’ give  
the snowscape spaciousness of Orbital a 
dubstep makeover, while elsewhere shuffling 
breaks and snares like snapping tendons 
bring dubstep and techno closer together. 
Meanwhile, The Standoffish Cat feels like it’s 
coated in semi-protective fuzz, facilitating 
that drowsy warmth Boards Of Canada and 
The Black Dog manage when diverted from 
the dancefloor: only rarely does the beat 
drop out, but when it does a rare emotional 
vulnerability exposes itself. Mrs Jynx, a 

Mancunian named Hannah, has jumped 
from almost no presence in electronica 
circles to a full-length on one of this scene’s 
most vital labels, one who rarely fucks up and 
doesn’t in this instance.
Noel Gardner

Fern Knight 
Fern Knight (VHF) 
This, chief songwriter and multi-
instrumentalist Margaret Wienk and her 
quartet’s third album, borrows heavily from 
the usual suspects of the late Sixties/early 
Seventies British acid folk scene, while  
still being able to hold its head high  
alongside modern day piers such as Espers, 
Fursaxa and Alexander Tucker. Woodwind  

drones glide among beautifully  
enchanting childlike vocals, strangely 
Ashtonesque ramblings, pinprick guitar 
pickings and tip-toe harps. Images of long-
forgotten forest paths that glitter in the 
moonlight and secret caves to undiscovered 
worlds of joyful iniquity are conjured from  
air. But to describe this as simply being 
whimsical or a lesson in pastoral 
retrogression would be unforgivable. 
Granted, there are some unwanted guitar 
harmonics and a bit too much fuzzed- 
out fret-wanking in places, but none of  
these imperfections seem to pepper  
the beauty of Wienk’s sense of colour  
and space. 
Ben Webster

going so low 
Words: Everett True 
Illustration: Emily Golden

Stanley Brinks
Dank U (Ciao Ketchup) 
“With a song I come to you/Like a troubadour/With 
a simple serenade/That, and nothing more” – ‘One 
Song’, Snow White And The Seven Dwarfs

These words are actually unsung in the movie, 
the song cutting straight to the whole “One love/ 
I have but one love” denouement, excising the 
build-up, the detail. It’s a shame. The introduction 
conjures up a wandering minstrel, doomed to 
travel, looking for fair maidens to seduce with  
a few well-chosen chords, but of course Disney  
has never been renowned for its complexity.  
It’s a shame, because these opening lines have,  
for years, put me in mind of the brothers Herman 
Düne, and in particular André since he flew the 
coop at the start of 2007 to wander solo.

But it’s hard to see André’s musician-soul being 
contained long within the parameters of a group: 
he has too much, um, individuality. And, unlike  
the princely hero of Snow White who believed 
fervently in the destination, André is about the 

anticipation, the distance covered. Set to a  
few simple chords and keyboards, Dank U is  
a documentation of André’s latest life-change,  
his transformation into Stanley Brinks. The first 
song is a straightforward tale of Stanley’s arrival set 
to pleasingly self-deprecating, mournful horns…
“In the summer of 1973/A boy was born, and  
that boy was me”…“I played in a band/We toured 
the old world/The shows were exciting, fun and 
unheard“… “In the fall of 2006/I changed my 
name to Stanley Brinks”. As is the second. As is  
the third.

Now, there’s nothing wrong with that. I can’t 
stand groups that chop and change in their quest 
for ‘newness’. Newness does not exist. It’s a 
conceit, a fucking annoying one, truth to tell. 
Accept the limitations of your form and then you 
can move forward. If most of Dank U sounds like 
the midpoint between The Wave Pictures’ debut 
album and Herman Düne’s Not On Top, that’s 
because it is. It doesn’t mean it’s any less fresh  
or engaging. 

André changes lyrical tack round about song 
four (‘New Hampshire’) when he starts singing 
about his escapades with ladies, and especially on 
song five (‘My Experience With Truth’) where he 
recounts an encounter with a groupie. Shockingly, 
because the entire Herman Düne pantheon is so 
anti-macho it seems wrong to hear them discuss 
sexual encounters in such blunt terms: but not  
for André the coyness of Disney heroes. (The lyric 
makes André sound superior, rather than equal 
partners – that’s why it’s objectionable.)

And then we’re back to self-examination (song 
seven, ‘Song Of Hassan’) until the very end, when 
our troubadour throws the template away entirely 
for a pure devotion song (‘I’ll Be With You’).

And if the whole affair feels a little like a 
subdued solo project (much in the same way  
when David-Ivar and Nèman played my living room 
immediately following André’s departure, it felt 
magical but somehow lacking)…well, that’s to the 
good. Sometimes it’s good to strip away the layers 
and discover what lies underneath.

Newness does not exist. It’s a conceit, 
a fucking annoying one, truth to tell
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Last Man Standing
False Starts And Broken Promises 
(Wildflower) 
Give a spin of their debut album and it 
becomes very quickly apparent that Max 
Vanderwolf and company are fond of the 
odd Bowie song. It’s also clear that Max is 
something of a character who aims for as 
large a showbiz life as the Thin White Duke 
himself. There’s a feeling of pomp, of self-
creation to songs like ‘Bar Room Floor’,  
a place he asks to be helped up from but 
probably secretly likes well enough, revelling 
in the ennui of being soaked in the dregs of 
boozy degradation – as no doubt do his 
target audience of lounge lizards and louche 
cabaret connoisseurs. Max is equally at home 
twisting the knife to artsy, Seventies-tinged, 
funked-up glam effect on a range of themes 
– the arms trade, love and suchlike, the 
beautiful people’s social whirl – delivered 
with a lighter-waving transatlantic shuffle 
which plonks itself on a rolling terrain 
mapped somewhere between Bugsy Malone 
and occasional touring partner Bobby Conn. 
Richard Fontenoy

Laymar
In Strange Lines And Distances 
(Tenor Vossa) 
Fixtures on the more readily melodic branch 
of Manchester’s experimental/post-rock/
drone scene, Laymar see diminished 
cadences, overdriven guitars and eerie 
computer complaints come together in  
a slow-mo, backwards collision across their 
debut’s seven, lengthy expositions. On 
‘Circles And Squares’, a slightly awkward 
guitar makes an infrequent and misjudged 
Spanishy flourish – and sometimes, in the 
background, you’ll hear hackneyed samples 
of opera vocals and the moans of a 
distressed infant, which make for 
uncomfortable listening. But aside from 
these blips, this record is a fine sludge of 
unnerving atmosphere that teeters, with its 
overall aesthetic of tension and fear, on the 
brink of something truly filmic. ‘Swords’ is 
overlong, but bells and droplets contort at 
the beginning of ‘Juvenile Whole Life’ to 
make odd, cold and electronic yawns. 
Afterwards, reluctant electrics filter in to 
articulate vast distances and a sense of loss. 

In Strange Lines... is wholly capable and, in 
its most assured moments, immersive. 
Lauren Strain 

Suzy Mangion
The Other Side of the Mountain 
(Pickled Egg)
Suzy Mangion’s one of those people who 
ends up creating a lot of good music without 
anyone realising it until they look back a bit 
and go ’Hey, wait a minute…’ (this reviewer 
is not immune to said problem). Growing 
more out of her work in the duo George than 
her appearances with Piano Magic or Arbol, 
Mangion’s solo debut works in a gently 
spooky psychedelic vein that for all the use  
of everything from accordion to banjo to 
harp, each used in an understated, spare 
fashion, relies ultimately on Mangion’s lovely 
vocals. Moments like her country twang on 
‘Evenings at Home’ and the stately pulse of 
‘The March Past’ – as electronically creepy  
as the most terrifying moments on the new 
Portishead – are striking enough, but when 
she breaks out the overdubbed vocal work 
the rapturous overload is its own reward. 
There’s more variety, and more beauty, on 
here than most other albums are going to 
show this year.
Ned Raggett

Port O’Brien
All We Could Do Was Sing (City Slang)
Three exceptional moments define these 
sea-obsessed Californians’ second release. 
First, the intro to opener ‘I Woke Up Today’: 
knackered drums battered relentlessly aside 
twangy guitar lick and vocal euphoria. 

Second, the lyrics on ‘Fisherman’s  
Son’. Van Pierszalowski sings with  
immense sadness: “I’m doing fine in  
Alaska, I don’t mind the storms/I’m doing 
fine in the city, I don’t miss the stars/I’m 
doing OK for a young man, I’ve got a place  
to stay.” I got a feeling unfelt since The 
Walkmen’s ‘The Rat’ that these guys were  
on my wavelength. 

Third, the mid-section of ‘The Rooftop 
Song’. A measured and meticulous 
meltdown with a solo you can feel. It has  
you in knots, you’d give anything for it to  
be you raping the guitar strings. 
Tom Howard 

in the studio: port o’brien 
We listened to: “Nothing but Sun Kil 
Moon’s Ghosts of the Great Highway and  
Lily Allen’s Alright, Still. We recorded with 
Aaron Prellwitz who did Highway, so it  
was great going into sessions with that 
sound in our heads. Lily Allen perfectly 
reflected the mood of the sessions, fun  
and immature. The sessions were very  
loose and stoned, late and drunk.”
We ate: “Constantly. Burritos from the 
mission district of San Francisco, pizza,  
our favourite chips, and most importantly: 
baked goods. Cambria [Goodwin, co- 
writer/singer] was baking at an amazing 
place in Oakland called La Farine. She  
would make the most delicious cakes, fruit 
tarts, and breads you could possibly  
imagine. She would work early in the 
morning and then come to the session  
with bags of goodies. It was a beautifully 
gluttonous time.”

Sawako
Bitter Sweet (12K)
Nothing appears new under the sun- 
dappled leaves seemingly falling between 
the coloured bands comprising Bitter  
Sweet. But Sawako’s slow motion  
rainbows wear their familiar furniture  
so well, conjuring music akin to a 
campanologist’s benumbed dreams, 
refracted and atomised through a  
digital puddle. This is a work bursting forth 
with a heart-warming radiance, that 
comforts and transports to form an  
escape route from the self. Amorphous 
homogeneity is broken down by deftly-
played stringed instruments and snippets  
of lovingly deployed birdsong. Sure, the  
door to the aviary seems permanently ajar 
these days, but why condemn such  
natural beauty? Bitter Sweet closes with  
‘A Last Next’, Sawako offering up her 
whispered voice over droplets of melted  
ivory and aching guitar arpeggios. It’s  
the first fleeting glimpse of a human 
presence, a look behind the conjuror’s 
curtain and while, at first, it may seem  
a touch incongruous it is, on reflection,  
totally emblematic of Bitter Sweet’s  
rarefied sweetness. 
Spencer Grady

Scorch Trio
Brolt (Rune Grammofon) 
This is jazz, baby. This is jazz as it  
sounds being run over by madmen in a 
runaway combine harvester, jazz being 
disembowelled, mutilated and left for the 
crows to pick at. This is jazz that wants to 
chainsaw your head off and vomit down  
your neck. Raoul Bjorkenheim on gee-tar 
along with The Thing rhythm section of 
Ingebrigt Haker Flaten and Paal Nilssen- 
Love take the basic, long-standing  
concept of the jazz trio and don’t so  
much resuscitate it as attach electrodes  
to its testicles and scream in its face. 

‘Olstra’ and ‘Hys’ tap into full-on power- 
tool wielding mind-melt, while tracks like 
‘Basjen’ and ‘Gaba’ seem darker, murkier 
somehow, a slow cobwebby rev building  
up to a furious whiteout. The three players 
sound located and centered in their own 
individual spaces, but together coalesce into 
a mighty, raging beast, splintering out of the 
raw materials and desperate to scream of its 
own existence. 
Euan Andrews 

Shit And Shine
Kuss Mich, Meine Liebe (Load)
At first it doesn’t sound like the wonderful 
Shit and Shine have six drummers. It  
doesn’t even sound like they have one 
drummer, just a demented laptronica  
expert with a stinking headache on cough 
syrup. On ‘Biggest Cock In Christendom’  
they marshal overdriven bass drones and  
mid frequency noise crackle over repetitive 
TG-like clatter for a terrifying 15 minutes.  
But it is on the katzenjammer-celebrating 
‘The Germans Call It A Swimming Head’  
that you can hear that they are the direct 
descendents of The Butthole Surfers at  
their pneumatic straight-faced best 
(Rembrandt Pussy Horse) via the Liars 
(Drums Not Dead). They sound like they share 
Times New Viking and No Age’s habit of 
recording everything on Dictaphone to 
ensure ultimate fuzz and buzz, meaning 
these tracks cling to your cilia like Velcro.  
Not as orgiastic or as orgasmic as they  
are live, but every fucking thing louder  
than everything fucking else.
John Doran 

The Spook Of The Thirteenth 
Lock
The Spook Of The Thirteenth Lock 
(Transduction)
Seeing the potential for haunting, 
transcendent sounds by melding traditional 
Irish folk music with floor-shaking post-rock, 
The Spook Of The Thirteenth Lock have 
certainly got all the right ideas but not the 
necessary execution. Traditional instruments 
such as accordion, cavaquinho and banjo are 
scattered throughout the songs and opener, 
‘The Hare’, has the most traditional Irish 
rhythm and sound. Singer and principal 
songwriter Allen Blighe aims for the weighty 
social poeticism of Samuel Beckett but falls 
short, partly due to his somewhat 
disengaged vocal style. When they do break 
into strung out walls of sound, it’s still too 
timid in delivery to really overwhelm the 
senses. A hymnal opening that twists into a 
blustering guitar driven anthem, ‘The Lord’s 
Prayer’ shows a love of Life To Experience 
but, unlike the fight or flight approach of 
Josh T Pearson, The Spook never really shake 
the floor or kick the heart into action.
Lianne Steinberg

Syclops 
I’ve Got My Eye On You (DFA)
He’s an elusive man, that Maurice Fulton.  
He started out producing hits for chart acts 
such as Ultra Naté and Crystal Waters, and 
since then has released a welter of gloriously 
skewed soul-and-disco-influenced house 
records under a bewildering A-to-Z of aliases, 
as well as producing for acts including his 
wife Mu and last year’s wonderful Kathy 
Diamond album. This latest project is 
purportedly a three-piece band from Finland 
– keyboard, bass, drums – but don’t be 
fooled: this has his hallmarks all over it.  
The ‘band’ conceit has inspired some exciting 
new sounds, though – the interplay between 
live drum samples and sharp bleepy synths, 
combined with his trademark clattering off-
kilter rhythms, sweet soul flourishes and 
jazzy chords makes for a great and varied 
album. And, fictional Finns notwithstanding, 
releasing this on a label as high-profile as 
DFA ought to bring Fulton the attention he 
richly deserves.
Robin Wilks

under my stylus: the bug

Trimski
Soulfood Vol 3 (Soulfood) 
“I was a massive grime fan, 
but in the last couple of 
years, it’s hit a bit of a 
trough, partly through the 
anti-grime stance of a 

number of venues, the attitude of the police in London, the music 
industry not backing it as a scene, and partly because a lot of key 
players in the scene got too greedy and thought they were like 
American hip-hop stars or something. For me, this album marks a 
healthy return to what I loved about grime music: it’s experimental, 
it’s potent, it’s lyrically forceful, and fresh as hell. The tracks aren’t 
made for playing out, they don’t really lend themselves to the club 
format; the production’s dirty, grungy and warped. It’s very much  
a home listen, not least because there are so many lyrics to get 
immersed in; Trim is a really interesting character, and has one of  
the most original flows and voices of any MC in London. It looks like 
the artwork’s been knocked up really quickly on a computer, but  
it incorporates the graphics from the movie Twelve Monkeys, and  
I loved that movie…Everything about Soulfood Vol 3 feels right.  
It feels ridiculously fresh.”
(Kevin Martin)
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Jerry Teel And The Big City 
Stompers 
Jerry Teel And The Big City Stompers 
(Bang) 
Don’t disturb me. I’m there, man. We’re 
downing bottles of JD, smoking Marlboro 
Reds, and scattering footsteps hot-coal style 
all across the hay laden floor of some hole. 
Everyone’s here: you got Jerry Teel, ex of  
NYC punk-a-billies Honeymoon Killers  
(who in turn featured members of Boss Hog 
and the Blues Explosion and are not to be 
confused with the Belgian post-punks of  
the same name), and a whole heap of 
rhinestoned luminaries from the urban 
prairie of NYC’s LES. Specialising in a 
haunting roots-driven boogie, laced with 
country twang, a large measure of motorik 
serial killer blues and topped off with some 
good ol’ fashioned foot stomping R&B:  
Teel’s latest release features more of a 
clinical sheen than the punk-blues of his 
early work, but still leaves blisters on your 
ears and feet. I just hope that the JD just 
keeps on a-coming; this is going to be a  
long night. 
Ben Webster 

Titus Andronicus 
The Airing Of Grievances 
(Troubleman Unlimited) 
Or, the most appropriately titled album  
I own. This New Jersey 11-piece head 
straight for jugulars with torn, neurotic 
vocals; then, a huge crowd of angry men 
swear into the overloaded pickups and 
everything blitzkriegs. Ravaged throats 
savage the words of recitals I can hardly 
make out – but no matter, ‘cause the 
sentiments are to be found in the tones and 
the rhythms; the vague cynicisms and rowdy 
bar-room drums. As each track segues 
instantly into the next, you realise there’s no 
time for fucking around – only time to make 
yer mates listen to ‘Upon Viewing Brueghel’s 
Landscape with the Fall of Icarus’ (yeah,  
I know). ”Titus Andronicus never sing about 
love, only hate. Titus Andronicus have no 
hope for the future”, their blog declares. 
Well, here’s a hit of love, hope and seriously 
violent fun distilled into one hour of punk-
NRG and pop highs. Titus Andronicus are 
victorious, distraught…and vital. 
Lauren Strain 

Various
Dubstep Allstars 6: Mixed By 
Appleblim (Tempa)
Bristol and Croydon. Rarely mentioned in  
the same breath, they didn’t have much  
in common until they became the 
improbable twin centres of dubstep 
production. Appleblim, from Team Bristol, 
has kept everything you’d expect from the 
scene’s more familiar Croydon axis on this 
mix: a grim, threatening undertone, taut, 
tinny snares, sub-bass, and loose but 
omnipresent nods to reggae. But somehow  
it feels completely different. 

Martyn’s ‘Suburbia’ has light industrial 
taps, and pulls off the impressive trick of 
forging a memorable bass sound, vast and 
shifting like tectonic plates. Jus Wan’s ‘Action 
Potential’ is busy and pretty. There’s more 
room to breathe. It’s a looser, cooler, more 
sensual take on the genre. It’s dubstep for 
city-centre studio appartments. Selections 
remain distinct, thanks to Appleblim’s  
un-showy mix. This might defeat the object 
of releasing a mix, rather than a comp, but  

it makes for the most digestible Dubstep 
Allstars yet.
Thom Gibb

Various
Music For Alien Civilisations 
(Container) 
Conceived in June 2008 as a broadcast  
to be directed towards a nearby star from  
a space centre in the far north of Sweden,  
this is a concept compilation of electronica 
not necessarily designed for human 
consumption, but apparently more to 
express the idea of humanity to 
extraterrestrial listeners with sufficiently 
advanced technology to decode it. Some 
contributors like Olof Dreijer from The Knife 
have opted to amplify the sound of circuit 
boards to make a bizarrely pure form of 
electronic music representing mass digital 
communication, or like Henrik Rylander 
making sounds generated from  
manipulated versions of the homo sapiens 
diagrams sent into space on the Pioneer 
craft. 18000018018018401 and Hab  
have more political aims, mashing up a 
cacophony of samples and plunderphonic 
fragments into a cry for help from a 
globalised babel, while others take a more 
ethereal tack, giving vocoded directions, 
grooving on shamanic drums – or hinting, 
perhaps,  that aliens are already here…
Richard Fontenoy

Various 
Rmxxology (Delicious Vinyl) 
It’s worth pondering if the project of 
versioning seminal and incomparable  
tracks from one of the most important ever 
labels in hip-hop isn’t doomed from the  
start. In fact, Rmxxology is quite fun, if  
quite heavy on the electro, and features a 
star studded cast including Hot Chip, Diplo, 
Eminem and Spank Rock. The highlight is 
probably Peaches’ ultra-long rework of Tone 
Loc’s classic scandal-monger ‘Wild Thing’; 
the chick talking dirty to the street bass that 
paved the way for her career. The low point  
is Mr Flash’s rework of Masta Ace’s ‘Sitting 
On Chrome’, not because it’s musically  
crap but rather just musically WRONG. You 
can’t turn the original and greatest rap 
success track into twee electro! NO! 
Surely?!?! Bits of this LP are fun but it’s also 
a queasy testament to too much ironic/post-
ironic global B-kid vomit.
Melissa Bradshaw

Various
Soma Coma (Soma)
Techno label Soma goes ‘under’ for a  
second time with another volume of far 
drifting, digi-daydream fodder. Downtempo 
requires a bit of an adventure for us more 
seasoned tech-heads. Soma’s hardfloor 
lovers, for instance, might miss the guttural 
feeling of bass galloping beneath.  Alex 
Smoke fans might find themselves longing 
for the structured frolic of minimal beat 
diatribes. But there’s memorable moments 
here. Chaser’s liquidy ‘Blue Planet’ or Slam’s 
vaporous vocals in ‘Kill The Pain’ cast a 
curious voyager way  out into the depths of 
ambient space. Sidewinder guides a sunny 
tour of Latin-flavoured groove.  But it’s easy 
to get lost around weirder, more blasé tracks 
like Slam’s spooky, blackened ‘Beneath’. The  
whole escepade is redeemed by a twinkling,  
peaceful Vector Lovers light rail venture, 
though, and in the end, we leave 

enlightened. Maybe there’s life beyond that 
rumbling dancefloor.
Solange Deschatres

Vile Imbeciles
Queenie Was A Blondie (Tea Vee Eye)
People who invest chunks of money in 
something as precarious as a rock album 
generally like to try and pique people’s 
interest in it, in the vain hope of getting  
some of those chunks back, so when 
Brighton trio (now a quartet) Vile Imbeciles 
released their debut, …Ma, last year, the 
presence of former Eighties Matchbox  
B-Line Disaster and Neil’s Children  
members in the band was dutifully 
mentioned. It gave little clue to the Arab  
On Radar-type spazbombs therein,  
however, nor does it for this followup. 
Oftentimes they can be found wriggling in 
that ‘Skingraft Records circa 1996’ nook 
which …Ma seemed primarily keen on, 
while ‘Empty Vessel’ demonstrates that  
it’s more profitable to sound like you’re 
taking the piss out of Bad Seeds than 
attempt a stone-faced bite of their style.  
Yet Queenie Was A Blondie has a tapeworm 
of British eccentricity curling right through  
it that staves off the spectre of Barfly  
circuit veterans misunderstanding no wave.
Noel Gardner

in the studio: vile imbeciles
We recorded the album with: “Each 
other, and also this other guy, but he  
doesn’t want people to find out so he’ll  
have to remain nameless.”
We ate: “Fishfinger Royale: mix cod, 
haddock, shrimps and mussels with dill,  
salt, pepper and a little beaten egg. Form 
into fingers, dust with flour, eggwash then 
breadcrumb. Oven bake or deep fry. Serve  
on a toasted ciabatta with rocket and 
sundried tomatoes. On top place a dollop  
of creme fraiche and caviar.”
We watched: “This advert about the  
digital switchover from the telly. We  
recorded it and just played it on a loop  
on mute.”
Anything else? “If you download that 
aerial view photograph of the whole of 
Brighton taken from a plane 5,000 feet in the 
air, the studio is at the bottom.”

Martha Wainwright
I Know You’re Married But I’ve Got 
Feelings Too (Drowned In Sound)
No one can doubt Martha’s way with a  
tune. Hearing ‘You Cheated Me’ from  
this, her second record, on the radio, you’d 
think it was The Pierces doing Kylie. And 
doing Kylie (albeit Nick Cave-era Kylie) is  
a trick Martha repeats on ‘In The Middle  
Of The Night’. But that’s part of her charm,  
I guess. 

She could be a hit factory; instead,  
she writes tracks like ‘Jesus and Mary’  
and ‘Tower Song’, which echo old-school 
Portishead, if Beth Gibbons were a sassy 
New Yorker. Predictably, newly married  
and all, she sings often about love. That’s 
cool, I dig ‘personal’, but she does it all 
quirky, which bugs me. “I’m in the hearts 
club, I’m in the hearts club band, and I’m  
not ever ever, coming back,” she warbles  
on ‘Hearts Club Band’, unwittingly aware  
of her witlessness. Still, she’s intriguingly  
self-deprecating and moody. And you  
gotta like a girl with ‘tude. 
Tom Howard

Andrew Weatherall
Watch The Ride (Harmless) 
The DJ and artist known to boys and girls  
of a certain age and background as ’The 
Chairman’ has been plying his trade at the 
sharper end of the acid house fallout for the 
past twenty years now, ever flipping the bird 
at the vacuous narco-utopianism of his peers 
and following a trademark ethos of edgier 
dancefloor action, variously: stygian techno, 
razorcut electro and, most recently, his 
beloved mainstays rockabilly and punk rock. 
This set opens in familiar Weatherall territory, 
the muck and shade of the capital’s byways, 
Roy Montgomery’s ‘London Is Hanging By 
His Neck’ a melancholy and beautiful paean 
to a city in decline. Further in, post-punk funk 
and electro disco – old (Maximum Joy) and 
re-imagined (Chicken Lips) – are the order of 
the day, and Weatherall’s own productions 
are among the standouts, notably his 
warping of the Black Lips’ ‘Veni Veci Vedi’, 
and the immaculate voodoo tech-stomp of 
Siouxsie’s ‘Into A Swan’.
James Papademetrie

We Versus The Shark
Dirty Versions (Hello Sir)
Some sample titles from We Versus  
The Shark’s Dirty Versions: ‘Hello Blood’,  
‘Mr Ego Death’, ‘I Am The Contempt 
Machine’, ‘I Am A Caffeinated Corpse’, ‘I Am 
Scared Of Everything’, ‘Practical Animals’, 
‘Gothic, Y’all’. Yeah. If it sounds like a metal 
vaudeville breakdown of the average all-
American lifestyle, it is. It’s the kind of thing 
that ought to be played good and loud, 
thrash and scream and the peculiar 
chromatic scales of yellin’ math metal, except 
that I’m on my first cup of coffee in someone 
else’s apartment in another country and it 
doesn’t seem right to blast the tender 
morning with this missile: relentless, 
misanthropic, lycanthropic, chronically 
paranoid, fuelled by “The green and the 
speed,” American outrage, the rabid dog of 
our times. It’s full of tongues, monsters, 
machines, corpses: urban punk imagery 
made fleshy, made mathy, made thrashy.  
I’m drinking coffee, but really I should do 
some speed and make stick-and-poke 
tattoos. Rock on.
Jesse Darlin’

Weezer
Weezer (Interscope)
When Weezer first appeared in 1994 armed 
with smart alec power-pop perfection, they 
were a breath of fresh air invading the navel 
gazing fug of grunge. Their sixth outing 
(destined to be known as The Red Album) 
proves they’re as difficult a fit to the musical 
world around them as ever. Lead single ‘Pork 
And Beans’ – a wonky response to record 
company demands that they returned with a 
commercial hit – perfectly demonstrates 
where Rivers Cuomo’s head is at these days, 
a giant, catchy ‘fuck you’ to outsiders looking 
to shape his band. And it is his band – this 
may mark the first time each bandmember 
gets creative input, but there’s no mistaking 
the tongue-in-cheek bragging of ‘The 
Greatest Man That Ever Lived (Variations On 
A Shaker Hymn)’. Veering wildly from white-
boy hip-hop to falsetto metal, via chest-
puffing punk and celtic drums, it’s a whole 
rock opera condensed into one brilliantly 
insane song. The Red Album is Rivers Cuomo 
at his crotchety, sarcastic best.
Emma Johnston
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Windsor For The Derby
How We Lost (Secretly Canadian) 
In the decade that Windsor For The Derby 
have been recording, they’ve never  
managed to elicit more than a polite 
response from the mainstream. But then,  
the band’s ethereal, meandering brand of 
dream pop was never made for the centre 
stage. From minimal 1996 debut Calm  
Hades Float up until 2005’s Giving Up The 
Ghost, founding duo Dan Matz and Jason 
McNeeley have always favoured detached 
ambience over attention-grabbing drama. 
How We Lost rarely strays from the band’s 
somnambulant path. Neither should it. 
Indeed, the album sounds weakest on the 
faster, fuzzier numbers. ‘Maladies’ and 
‘Fallen Off The Earth’ sacrifice Windsor’s 
unique atmosphere, replacing it with dull 
Kevin Shields copycatting. But when the 
band settles in, their sound is as shadowy 
and beautiful as ever. Opener ‘Let Go’  
might be the best song they’ve ever written – 
spectral harmonies and phantom vocals 
blending to create a distant, ghostly 
masterpiece. Like the rest of Windsor’s  
music, How We Lost walks truest when 
treading softly. 
Chris Lo

White Denim
Workout Holiday (Full Time Hobby)
They’re from Austin, Texas, which is an ace  
up the sleeve: Texan rock is rife with acid-
gobbling, attention deficit disorder freaks, 
from Roky Erickson through the Butthole 
Surfers. White Denim’s debut album  
Workout Holiday certainly gestures toward 
the garbled, mixed-up visions that would 
eventually inspire Gibby Haynes to strap a  
Dr Pepper can to his cock, but everything 
here’s cleaned up, ‘correctly incorrect’: the 
mess is tidy, the excess is contained. There 
are some decent things here. ’Look That  
Way At It’ takes the binary, Morse Code  
rock of Royal Trux’s Accelerator to  
ridiculous (and intriguing) extremes,  
and the bits that remind me of The 
Minutemen are cool. I admire the intent  
and conscious planning behind its pan-
generic sprawl, but you’ve gotta do more 
than just think to make a great rock record 
these days. 
Jon Dale

Wild Beasts
Limbo, Panto (Domino)
The voices of these Wild Beasts trill, crow and 
dive with a giddiness like Dirty Projectors, but 
flushed and deep in lust. Hayden Thorpe’s 
falsetto whips high like unspooled ribbon 
around shamingly literate little incantations: 
“This is my heart’s hub/The hot, wild fug of 
the club of fathomless love”. The sound: 
humid, theatrical, perverse, purple and red, 
gold leaf detail – and somehow still working 
its bachelor’s magic. It might be their hairless 
youth, or the guitars’ sweet crispness, with 
each chord toppling like a watermelon 
quickly sliced, but something renders Limbo, 
Panto, this high-drama, clammy-handed 
weirdo of a thing, completely 
unembarrassing. And on tracks like ‘The 
Devil’s Crayon’, well, to hell what the 
neighbours think:“This truly is the Devil’s 
crayon/Tracing your shoulderblades/Aglow 
like rayon.” Pack a small suitcase and hope 
mama will understand – there’s a poet at the 
heart of the freak.
Meryl Trussler

Beehatch
Beehatch (Lens)
Pieced together via the 
internet in England 
and LA, Phil Western 
and Mark Spybey’s 

end-product – and first as Beehatch – is an 
ambient, sonic tease of a record that 
engulfs (see ‘God is…SO Dub’) and entices 
(particularly in the techno pulse of ‘On 
Crested Isles’). Not without merit, though 
perhaps a shade pleased with itself. (JaS)

The Corrections
Repeat After Me 
(EMI) 
Been waiting for  
some government-
sponsored motorway 

service station rock that combines some  
of those current edgy electro-punk sounds 
with the good old widescreen anthems of 
U2 and Coldplay? Well, here it is. The debut 
album from The Corrections sounds like it 
probably had a steering committee 
debating every potential musical direction 
in order to get them third on the bill at next 
year’s festivals. (EA)

The Doozer
Sheet Music 
(Pickled Egg) 
Hailing from the 
Fenlands of 
Cambridgeshire, The 

Doozer furrows a path somewhere 
between the progressive folk styling of 
Animal Collective and the wide-eyed 
wonder of early Badly Drawn Boy. 
Weirdness levels are ramped up to eleven – 
not least due to some initially jarring chord 
sequences – and pastoral psychedelia 
reigns in a not unlovely debut. (JaS)

Kid Carpet 
Casio Royale 
(Sunday Best) 
Kid Carpet probably 
didn’t mean to get 
stuck in some late 

Nineties post-big beat hell. He probably 
didn’t mean to sound like that guy from 
Athlete and Spacemen 3’s Pete Kember 
doing a music technology GNVQ. Nor did  
I mean to purchase a semi-automatic and 
hide in the bushes outside his house. (BW)

Pop Levi
Never Never Love 
(Counter)
Recorded at Quincy 
Jones’ old Hollywood 
studio, this is an album 

whose flamboyant splendour is slick as well 
as rather skewiff. From the boingy inventive 
title track itself to more dubby territory, 
Levi’s lovelife is bared slinkily and raw. Real 
pop – both a snog in the car and a snatched 
grope in a spidery corner. (JS)

Andrew Liles 
and Jean-Hervé 
Peron 
Fini! (Dirter) 
Combining the far-out 
talents of Faust and 

Nurse With Wound has already happened 
on Disconnected, but this collaboration by 
members of each is a still more twisted, 
twittering delight. Bursting with energetic 

moments of oddball enjoyment, Fini! takes 
it for granted that avant-garde music can 
be clever, eccentric, and fun. (RF) 

Leon Jean 
Marie
Bent Out Of Shape 
(Island)
He’s a young chap  
with a crazy past 

behind him (drugs and homelessness),  
and some powerful famous friends at his 
side (Mark Ronson discovered him), but  
all that’s really just extraneous noise:  
in truth,  Leon Jean Marie is all about the 
future. Given that this, his debut album, 
finds him charting a graceful path between 
Prince, Nirvana, Beck and Madness and,  
on ’Bed Of Nails’, penning sharp, insightful, 
ably soulful pop, it’s a future in which he’ll 
feature heavily. (SC)

 
Anais Mitchell
Hymns For The 
Exiled (Righteous 
Babe) 
Serious folky 
Americana complete 

with squeaky Minnie Mouse voice that 
seems to be all too common – to have 
become ubiquitous, even – since Joanna 
Newsom. There’s a shimmering prettiness 
to the arrangements and the slightly 
political lyrics are welcome, but that voice  
is like fingers down blackboard. (EA)

Max Richter
24 Postcards in Full 
Colour (Fat Cat) 
This collection is a 
series of short pieces 
composed as 

ringtones; an interesting concept, 
orchestration stuffed through the lowest 
sonic denomination. The recording is rich 
though, and the compositions moving, 
‘Lullaby from the West Coast’ a piano piece 
to break hearts and document rainfall. It’s a 
compulsive listen, one you’ll find hard to pry 
out of the stereo. (JF)

Slow Down 
Tallahassee
The Beautiful Light 
(Sheffield 
Phonographic 
Corporation)

So obviously there’s no such thing as 
stadium twee, but these Sheffieldian quirk-
poppers really do give it their damndest. 
Cutesy, ramshackle, slightly queer Peel-isms 
mumble one message; big, clean thwack-
off megadrums and the odd entirely bitchin’ 
axe solo yell another. Buncha limp-wristed 
wallflowers, but they’ll beat the crap out of 
you. (AL)

So So Modern
Friends And Fires 
And 0000EPs 
(Transgressive) 
Never was a band 
more aptly named 

than this no-wave-on-alcopops New 
Zealand four-piece whose EPs and seven-
inches are collected into a debut here. Total 
attention-deficit hyper-sherbert electro-pop 
which actually makes you see vomit-
inducing day-glo sick colours swirl in front 
of your eyes as it plays. (EA)

Star Spangled 
Banner
Star Spangled 
Banger (Aztec)
Crummy jokes, studio 
chicanery and 

handsome chops (and I don’t mean facial 
hair) defined this Seventies Australian 
quartet. They’re often likened to the Bonzo 
Dog Band, who, if I’m not mistaken, are 
today’s musical equivalent of a stop sign 
that no one pays any attention to. These 
recently unearthed, previously unreleased  
tapes should please obscurantists and 
archivists of forgotten Oz rockers, but it’s 
hard to imagine that many others will see 
the point. (SM)

The Rosie Taylor 
Project
This City Draws 
Maps (Bad 
Sneakers) 
Here’s a rare case. 

Despite a tinselly glockenspiel and vocals 
all thin and effete, these mid-tempo  
ditties never verge on the twee. Instead, 
This City Draws Maps – penned by some 
gentle youngsters from Leeds – is full  
of smoky, city-centre evenings and 
pavements empty of everyone except  
your friends. Clustering around some 
entrance, sharing a cigarette, you hum 
these backing parts; mutter these  
lamplit lyrics. (LS)

Transitional
Nothing Real 
Nothing Absent 
(Conspiracy)
Nary has an album 
cover so aptly reflected 

its musical contents as Nothing Real 
Nothing Absent, the debut album from 
producer Kevin Laska and Jesu bassist Dave 
Cochrane. Portentous clouds hover above a 
series of metallic pylons that stretch over 
the horizon, mirroring the oppressive, vast 
soundscapes that lie within this resolutely 
menacing, impressive first outing. A brilliant 
exploration of similar sonic territory to the 
sighing, shuddering grace of Cochrane’s 
day job. (JaS)

Tom White
I Dream Of Black 
(Drift)
The sound of a helpless 
romantic with a 
morbid fascination  

for dark noise sure can make for interesting 
listening. Being one of the Electric Soft 
Parade brothers, playing in Brakes (and now 
Brighton style-manglers Restlesslist) 
obviously isn’t enough to quench Tom 
White’s hunger for expression, and 
expression seems the key to I Dream Of 
Black. ‘The Runaround’ is music as sinister 
nightmare. ‘Will The Moon Ever Rise  
Again’, meanwhile, mines a doomed 
sadness that would make nightmares  
seem welcome. This is some black  
magic. (JF)

Brief notes by: Euan Andrews, 
Stevie Chick, Jonathan Falcone, 
Richard Fontenoy, Andrzej 
Lukowski, Shane Moritz,  
Joe Shooman, James Skinner, 
Lauren Strain, Ben Webster
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Mogwai
Mogwai Young Team (Chemikal Underground)
For those who rate growing up as enjoyable as 
having all your adult teeth individually removed  
by a sadist with tweezers, spare a thought  
for Mogwai. The Scottish troupe, who began  
to redefine post-rock a whole 10 years back  
sporting superhero alter egos, aren’t idealistic 
whippersnappers anymore; they’re grown men, 
some balding (further), some married, preparing  
to unleash their sixth studio album. A touch cruel 
then, this reissue of their debut LP, on several 
counts, like surrounding your infirm grandparents 
with photographs from schooldays when they 
bristled with vitality and verve.

At the time, sophomore set Come On Die 
Young‘s plaudits eclipsed its predecessor. But, 

truthfully, that record was the beginning of the  
end in terms of Mogwai as a truly revolutionary  
air-moving force. Mogwai Young Team, for all  
their claims it was recorded in an unprepared blur of 
anger, remains a fine record. Of course, considering 
the band’s aforementioned complaints, that 
confirms it more than worthy of re-mastering  
and re-release.

For guitar army recruits of a certain age, you 
remember where you first heard the crushing 
elephantine blast wave of ‘Like Herod’. It most  
likely trumpeted through the floor or walls of a 
neighbouring room, after somebody innocently 
forgot an angstily cranked-up stereo was running, 
decibels dwindling to nothing before erupting 
Vesuvius-style. And ‘Mogwai Fear Satan’ will, to this 

day, stand hairs on the backs of necks whether in 
original form or stretched to enveloping lengths live.

If you weren’t in at the ground floor a decade 
ago, what happened? If you were, a certain amount 
of excitement may surround the nine collated  
tracks that comprise …Young Team version 2.0’s 
additional second disc. Only first track ‘Young  
Face Gone Wrong’ was previously unheard, and 
could, in honesty, comfortably have stayed that way. 
Completists, meanwhile, will moisten their seven-
inches with devalued tears at the inclusion of  
‘I Can’t Remember’, from the rare vinyl Glasgow 
compilation EP.

The five live cuts are where the real heat is, 
almost inevitably for a band at the height of their 
smirking powers when bombarding ears direct  
from the stage. A rendition of ‘Like Herod’ from a 
long-forgotten T In The Park gives the impression 
recording equipment may gain artificial intelligence 
at any minute, before immediately suffering a 
complete nervous breakdown. And ‘Mogwai Fear 
Satan’, from a time way before ‘My Father My King’ 
upped Stuart Braithwaite and co’s show-closing 
meltdown stakes, is a misty-eyed blast down if not 
memory lane then at least a sentimental sidewalk. 
Match that, modern-day Mogwai.

musical youth 
Words: Adam Anonymous 
Illustration: Overture

For guitar army recruits 
of a certain age, you 
remember where you 
first heard the blast 
wave of ‘Like Herod’

Adam Anonymous talks
to Stuart Braithwaite

What made you decide to reissue 
Mogwai Young Team?
“Pretty much any time anyone would 
mention the record, Paul [Savage], who 
recorded it, would complain it was 
mastered really badly. So it was really 
about re-mastering the record.”
How do you look back on the  
record now?
“I like it a lot more than I did at the time. 
We didn’t have a particularly good time 
recording it and thought we could have 
made it a lot better. Looking back now  

I don’t know if we could have, other than 
putting some of the early singles on it. But 
I’m kind of pleased we had these teenaged 
Joy Division principles, that we shouldn’t 
do that because Joy Division didn’t.”
Are you ordinarily wary of reissues?
“Not really, because I’m just such a geek. 
They reissued [Television’s] Marquee 
Moon and there’s a version of ‘Marquee 
Moon’ with a different guitar solo. I was 
jumping around like a little kid thinking, 
‘This is amazing’. And when they remixed 
[The Stooges’] Raw Power they did a really 
good job. When this was first mentioned, 
Martin [Bulloch], our drummer, said we 
should go back in and fix all the mistakes. 

I started freaking out, but he was actually 
just winding me up.”
Has the band changed much since 
…Young Team?
“Loads and loads. We were just kids when 
we made that record, so it’s immeasurable 
how much we’ve changed. Anyone who’s 
not mellowed from the age of 20 to 32 has 
some serious problems. And just experience, 
having done so much with the band, 
changes your perspective on a lot of things.”
Are there plans to do any more 
Don’t Look Back shows, like the 
Mogwai Young Team performance 
at the Summercase festival in Spain 
in July?

“Not really. It was a one-off offer and 
seemed right. If we were going to tour the 
world doing one album it probably wouldn’t 
be that one. If I had to pick, probably Come 
On Die Young or maybe the new record.”
So what’s the latest on the  
new record?
“It’s coming out in September. It’s called 
The Hawk Is Howling. There are some long 
songs. We had a few years of trying to 
make all the songs really concise. We’ve 
kind of thrown that out the window.”
Will there ever be a Mogwai  
Old Team?
“We are the Mogwai Old Team! Bloody 
geriatrics! Ha ha.”
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David Bowie 
Live In Santa Monica ’72 (EMI) 
Previously only available as a poorly recorded 
vinyl bootleg, this 18-track live CD – taped 
during the Ziggy Stardust tour – catches the 
Thin White Duke beginning his bloody and 
glittered ascendency towards our 
mainstream conscious, and what would 
become an eight year zenith. Live… is the 
sound of a man consumed by his creation, 
and this drug fueled sex alien called Ziggy 
has the audience eating from the palm of his 
hand from start to finish, with Bowie’s only 
audible flaw being the faux rocket noises  
he makes in the bridge of ‘Starman’. Mick 
Ronson’s on fire, the Spiders keep it real 
bitchin’ and tight as hell, and by the end 

you’ll be convinced that an orange mullet 
and platforms might still be the height  
of fashion. 
Ben Webster

Candlemass
Dactylis Glomerata And Abstrakt 
Algebra II (Peaceville)
The great value of reissues can sometimes lie 
in straightforward liner notes – in this case, 
having bassist and sole constant member 
Leif Edling talking about how Candlemass’s 
1998 album Dactylis Glomerata only existed 
in the first place due to a label offering him 
money to release something under that 
name, instead of under that of his then 
current project, Abstrakt Algebra. Financing 

politics aside, of interest is the inclusion of 
the unreleased second Abstrakt Algebra, 
allowing us to compare and contrast versions 
of the same songs. Admittedly, often the 
differences aren’t all that great – prog-metal 
versus prog-leaning. epic doom-metal enters 
the realm of hairsplitting, though the 
different vocalists do provide an easier point 
of comparison. Mostly, though, this package 
provides a gloweringly dark good time. 
Ned Raggett

The Coup
Genocide And Juice (Wild Pitch)
For once it’s hard to beat their own intro. An 
anonymous but threatening drawl, “Let me 
introduce you to the nappy headed crew, The 

Coup” it whispers.“This is the foundation  
of funk”.  And he’s right, if you accept the 
foundation of funk is political revolt. Straight 
out of Oakland, The Coup provided a satirical 
take on left coast southern neighbour 
Snoop’s stoner funk, uptight dancing  
a revolution with panache and genuine 
Marxist belly laughs. Originally released in 
1994 on a major label at the exact point rap 
turned sharp right to shiny suits and the big 
money, the crew were dropped shortly after 
it came out, into independent semi-obscurity 
through a run of three equally great albums. 
Fourteen years on, their critiques remain just 
as relevant, just as uncomfortable, just as 
necessary. Just as fresh.
Ringo P Stacey

peruvian marching music 
Words: Pil and Galia Kollectiv 
Illustration: Jussi Brightmore

Various 
Chicha Libre: iSonido Amazonico (Barbes)
Various 
The Roots Of Chicha: Psychedelic Cumbias from 
Peru (Barbes)
Los York’s 
El Viaje 1966-1974 (Munster) 
Hybridity is still a buzz word. Vietnamese Seventies 
rock, Malaysian Sixties pop and especially Brazillian 
Tropicalia are often celebrated as liberating post-
colonial hybrids, bastardised cross-overs between 
American imported music and indigenous popular 
traditions. Neither outsider slave music nor 
standardised imitation of Western music, it was 
supposed to transcend categories of conqueror 
and conquered, to pave a third way away from  
the debilitating Eurocentric discourse which, even 
when good intentioned, is still constructed from 
the old racist separations of the past. The problem 
is that in reality, the theory never works. 

Peruvian Chicha, a wild mix of South-American 
Cumbia and psychedelic surf pop, is nothing but 

pure conflict between diametrically opposed 
forces, battled out on a cheap four-track. Clawing 
its way out of the poorer Amazonian cities that 
emerged in the Fifties and Sixties with the oil 
boom, Chicha was a fast tempo dance music  
that treated western pop as raw materials to 
cannibalize. Throw in anything, from a weird 
Farfisa and wah-wah version of the moonlight 
Sonata to a bass heavy ‘Freak Out’ with astonishing 

guitar effects, and filter through a ton of thick corn 
based alcopop and you get the sound of Chicha. 

The songs sound like Joe Meek having a  
picnic with the fake Italian cannibals of Cannibal 
Holocaust. Like spaghetti westerns, Chicha is  
more of an extreme parody that totally empties  
out the values of the original (American frontier 
romanticism becoming cartoon machismo).  
At times its cheap keyboards make it more like 

Seventies Egyptian pop and at others it’s more like 
a demented, speeded up, rancho country. The fine 
selection of Sixties and Seventies rarities on Roots 
Of Chicha is a good introduction to the genre, 
whereas Chicha Libre – a contemporary attempt 
from Brooklyn to re-incarnate the legacy of Chicha 
– is a bit too self consciously tongue-in-cheek. 

It’s also interesting to compare the sound of 
Chicha to the more mainstream Los York’s, who 
dominated the Peruvian airwaves in the late Sixties 
with their own psychotic brand of rock‘n’roll.  
The songs are rougher and less hysterical than 
most Chicha numbers, but they too retain a  
touch of Cuban funk and this dirty, shouty Spanish 
pronunciation to make their songs unique, starting 
as raw, fast dance numbers that burn out in 
hypnotic psychedelic mood. Since the mid-Sixties, 
the snobbery towards cover versions has branded 
them as less important, compromising as they do 
authenticity in the name of American populism. 
But both Los York’s and the Chicha bands prove 
that the true meaning of this music is revealed only 
once one recites the Hanky Panky as a prayer in a 
foreign language that spells big cars, milkshakes 
and freedom just by magically binding together 
certain consonants.

Pure conflict between 
diametrically opposed 
forces, battled out on  
a cheap four track
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Death 
Symbolic (Roadrunner)
Death metal’s comparative youthfulness  
as a genre and the aversion of its stars to 
hard drugs has meant few have had to meet 
their favourite subject matter face to face. 
One who the reaper unjustly took from us 
was Chuck Shuldiner, founder singing/
songwriting guitarist of the first word in 
death metal, and all round extreme  
metal pioneer. 

Symbolic sees Chuck and crew react  
against the gore obsessed orthodoxy  
he helped create, by producing Death’s most 

tuneful album. Borrowing structure and 
melody from classic metal acts like King 
Diamond and Priest, it’s both a testament  
to the music of Shuldiner’s formative years, 
and at the same time a piece of forward-
thinking death metal. It sadly is also a painful 
reminder Death won’t let us have another. 
Patrick Moran

The Detroit Cobras
The Original Recordings: Singles And 
Unreleased 1995-97 (Munster Records) 
Since 1994, Rachel Nagy and company have 
specialised in taking the great lost tracks of 

yesteryear and giving them a Motor City 
overhaul, dragging them down and  
dousing them with dirty Detroit flavour.  
More than a decade on, we can finally  
get our mitts on a collection of the  
Cobras’ early recordings, including their  
first three rare 45s and nine unreleased  
jams. From the joyously danceable  
rock ‘n’ roll of Nathaniel Mayer classic 
‘Village Of Love’ to the languorous,  
swampy bluegrass of Bill Monroe’s  
‘With Body And Soul’, Nagy’s taste is as  
impeccable as it is varied. But the Cobras 
really prove their worth by twisting and 

bashing their source material into  
something new. 

Thus, the bubblegum twinkling of  
Irma Thomas’ ‘It’s Raining’ is re-imagined  
as the fuzzed-out closing number at a 
hopeless high school dance, and Hank 
Ballard’s famed ‘Twist’ is reinvigorated  
with an injection of sexed-up bottom  
end. If you’re looking for party music  
steeped in scratchy rock history, the Cobras 
are your kind of band. And what better  
place to start than here, at the  
very beginning?
Chris Lo

back to the future 
Words: Robin Wilks 
Illustration: Super 8

Model 500 
Classics (R&S)
Derrick May 
Innovator (R&S)
History is never a closed book, and revisiting  
the roots of modern culture is of more than just 
academic interest. The past contains unexplored 
horizons and possibilities, wormholes that point 
toward new dimensions in the future.

And, sometimes, one creative wellspring can 
lead to an endless stream of subsequent ideas. 
Such was the case with three schoolmates from 
Detroit – Juan Atkins, Derrick May and Kevin 
Saunderson – who shared a fascination for  
Giorgio Moroder and Kraftwerk, and fused these 
synthesised sounds with elements of funk and soul 
to create the first techno records. The implications 
of these creations are still unfolding decades later, 
with a huge global network of producers and 
labels and DJs continually developing the ever-
unfolding constellation of sounds that emerged 
from these roots.

An indication of techno’s rude health at present 
is the fact that Belgian label R&S Records has been 
reactivated after a long hiatus; label co-founder 

Renaat Vandepapeliere cited the current ‘exciting 
and vibrant’ scene as his reason for the relaunch. 
And, to celebrate the move, the label is reissuing its 
monumental back catalogue in its entirety.

By the mid Nineties, R&S already had a long-
standing reputation for putting out some of the 
most progressive and exciting techno records 
around. By releasing Classics and Innovator – both 
career-long compilations incorporating some of 
Atkins and May’s earliest recordings – the label  
was acknowledging its roots; but the albums  
also served as potent proof of their music’s lasting 
power. And while, in modern parlance, the words 
‘Detroit’ and ‘techno’ have become signifiers  
for the stereotypically hard and robotic, revisiting 
these recordings reveals the true dimensions of the 
source material: such a wealth of ideas, such depth 
of emotion and intelligence. For all its cold, robotic 
futurism, at its core this was true electronic  
soul music. 

Classics is the more succinct of the two, 
containing nine solid highlights of Atkins’ work 
under the Model 500 alias recorded for his own 
Metroplex label between 1985 and 1990. His 
earliest techno productions predate those of May 
and Saunderson (it was all his idea, really), and he 
reworked some of them for this record, a fact that 
may irk some purists. But these slightly beefed-up 
versions serve only to highlight the strength of the 

material, and how well these tunes stand up 
alongside the dance music of today. Each of these 
tracks is evocative, deep and irresistibly funky, from 
the dark and enveloping robotic groove of ‘Night 
Drive’ to the irrepressible acid squelches of ‘Techno 
Music’ and evocative epic ‘Ocean To Ocean’.

May’s style is colder, more spacious and 
melancholy than Atkins’, dominated by matrices  
of tough beats and washes of synth strings.  
His Innovator collection sprawls over two CDs, 
which are littered with fragments of out-takes  
and alternative mixes. Many tracks are spliced 
nonsensically down to a few seconds in length;  
but this scrappy approach to compiling May’s 
career highlights is as fascinating as it is frustrating, 
and in a way a more faithful representation of the 
breadth of his output than a standard ‘greatest 
hits’ could ever be. It allows you to discover 
gorgeous beatless meditations ‘The End’ and 
‘Winter On The Blvd’ and skeletal fragments like 
‘Spaced Out’, as well as fuller versions of classics 
such as ‘Nude Photo’, ‘Salsa Life’ and, of course, 
‘Strings Of Life’.

Listening to these records doesn’t feel like 
taking refuge in the past or denying the creative 
possibilities of the present; there’s enough 
substance and ideas and emotion in this music  
to inspire generations to come. Welcome back to  
the future.

Unexplored horizons and 
possibilities, wormholes that 
point toward new dimensions 
in the future.
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Flux Of Pink Indians
Strive To Survive Causing Least 
Suffering Possible (PHD/Let Them 
Eat Vinyl)
Amebix
No Sanctuary: The Spiderleg 
Recordings (Alternative Tentacles)
If punk gave rock’n’roll a mental jolt, 
anarcho-punk was the post-traumatic stress. 
On this vinyl-only reissue of their 1982 
debut, early Crass associates Flux Of Pink 
Indians festoon their sleeve with pictures  
of nuclear bunkers and starving Africans. 
Spidery, withered guitars and clacking 
jackboot rhythms do claustrophobia like Joy 
Division’s ‘Ice Age’ on a Belsen diet. Everyone 
is guilty and people are sheep. “A society fed 
on violent shit/Will go out on the streets/And 
start to re-enact/Fightings, muggings, sexual 
assaults,” declares ‘TV Dinners’. Sheep, 
meanwhile, are innocents, therefore sacred 
(‘Sick Butchers’). Flux are joyless and 
puritanical, but there’s something perversely 
bracing in that; the closing ‘Tube Disaster’, 
meanwhile, is a rare moment of anarcho 
humour (black, naturally): “I love tube 
disasters,” barks Colin Latter, “I wanna 
marry a tube disaster!” Flux’s following 
album is memorably titled The Fucking  
Cunts Treat Us Like Pricks. 

Flux’s label, Spiderleg, put out a string of 
early releases by Devon’s Amebix, collected 
here on No Sanctuary. Amebix shun Flux’s 
overt Crass worship, though, crafting a 
grimmer, sludgier sound characterised by 
bestial vocals and muddy torrents of guitar. 
At its most primitive – and that’s quite 
primitive – No Sanctuary anticipates the 
roughest, basement black metal, although 
‘Sunshine Ward’, weirdly, could almost be 
The Cure.
Louis Pattison

Ariel Kalma 
Le Temps des Moissons (Beta-lactam 
Ring) 
It’s a bit of a truism that experimental and 
prog music from a long time ago frequently 
ends up sounding fresh to contemporary 
ears, and Ariel Kalma’s long sought-after 
album is no exception. Recorded in 1975  
and unearthed alongside two extra pieces 
recorded at the same time, it’s nothing short 
of fascinating. 

Kalma was an enthusiastic absorber of 
what would then have been exotica, and he 
combines blissful Indian modal scales with 
the kind of saxophone which stays firmly on 
the right side of jazzadelic rambling. But it’s 
the oscillator drones which make the music 
shimmer with age-old goodness, calling 
across the decades like a tone which never 
stopped thirty-some years ago, and probably 
will carry on for a good while longer. This was 
also the first LP with a locked groove, and the 
CD edition has replicated the sound, if not 
the infinite duration, of the original loop. 
Richard Fontenoy

Life of Agony 
Ugly/Soul Searching Sun (Roadrunner)
Life Of Agony’s debut, River Runs Red, kicked 
everyone’s ass back in ’93. In their forging  
of another seemingly unique alloy of metal 
and hardcore, these morbid New Yorkers 
looked set to join the new metal elite, 
alongside Sepultura and Pantera. However, 
Life of Agony had other plans; their 
sophomore effort Ugly, and its follow-up 
Soul Searching Sun saw the band slip into 

alt-metal, a genre so unfashionable these 
days nobody even bothers to deride it. So, if 
your Stone Temple Pilots tape is wearing thin, 
or you have found memories of Lollapalooza, 
then you can pick up these two stone cold 
classics for the price of a new wallet chain. 
But if you’d never willingly describe your 
lifestyle as alternative, run out and get the 
recent River Runs Red reissue with bonus 
DVD instead and start spouting those tried 
and trusted “they sold out after their first 
album” clichés to all who will listen. 
Patrick Moran

My Morning Jacket
It Still Moves (Ato)
Re-released for seemingly no reason at  
all, My Morning Jacket’s major label debut, 
2003’s It Still Moves, remains their most 
naturally ecstatic invocation of classic rock. 
The last album recorded at soon-to-depart 
guitarist Johnny Quaid’s grandparents’ farm, 
it’s an abundantly romantic wander through 
space folk fragility, tempered by swollen-
hearted rock crescendos, and guitar solos 
that vault from bejeweled meander to soul-
bearing squall with grace and high drama. 

Opener ‘Magheeta’ is hard to beat for 
glad-hearted bliss-rock, singer/guitarist  
Jim James’ grin audible even through thick 
beard; by the album’s close, and songs like 
‘Steam Engine’ and ‘One And The Same’, 
they’ve happened upon a vaporous and 
magical folk-rock, like a portrait of Neil 
Young spun from gossamer, all precious  
and hazily profound. What followed took  
the band in some fine new directions, but  
they’ve yet to best this album’s masterful 
redemption of rock moves too often played 
by others as cliché.
Stevie Chick

Django Reinhart
Rhythm And Swing (Complete Roots) 
Stories about jazz guitarist Django Reinhart 
tend to paint the Belgian-born gypsy as the 
kind of free spirit who would go on tour 
without a guitar, confident that one would 
turn up. But not only did Reinhart develop  
his trademark two-fingered soloing style as  
a reaction to horrific burns he received in  
a caravan fire aged 18, the sheer number  
of tracks on this seven-CD set reveal a  
fierce work ethic. Ranging from versions of 
standards such as ’Ain’t Misbehavin’ and ’St 
Louis Blues’ to originals, Reinhart’s Hot Club 
de France quintet recorded enough gently 
quirky swing jazz between 1934 and 1939 
to keep continental cafe owners, nostalgic 
sitcom directors and people building Heath 
Robinson-esque contraptions happy for a 
very long time. And whilst it’s often Stéphane 
Grappelli’s violin basking in the melodic 
spotlight, every now and then Reinhart’s 
fingers trickle effortlessly across the 
fretboard or leapfrog nimbly over chords, just 
to remind listeners how much work it takes 
to sound this laid-back.
Abi Bliss

Solefald 
The Linear Scaffold (Peaceville)
Metal sets up a fascinating reversal of 
transgression and normalcy. The only 
normative form of sex, for example, is 
necrophilia: it’s OK to party with a cadaver, 
but write a metal song about heterosexual 
love and you’re bottled off stage. Once in a 
while, another twist is added to this dialectic, 
and Solefald’s 1998 debut is a case in point. 

Following a particular strand of romanticism, 
from moody piano sonatas and Byronic 
poetry to the legacy of 1968 and Sartre – a 
strand, which is, let’s face it, fairly middle 
class, hippie even – Solefald locate their 
transgression right at the heart of the enemy. 
They spit this back with a real, terrifying, 
stupid misogyny that would make their  
19th century daddies proud. Curiously, they 
make no attempt at integrating the romantic, 
symphonic elements of their music into their 
snarling Norwegian metal. The effect is of 
two albums being played simultaneously and 
never quite converging.
Pil and Galia Kollectiv

Stump
The Complete Anthology (Castle)
Appreciation of Stump’s sound and aesthetic 
could almost seem like a generational  
thing, something aging fans of late-Eighties  
UK indie could love while everyone else 
wondered what the shouting was all about. 
But this three disc set makes a good case for 
the first group. Bassist Kev Hopper, whose 
fretless work thankfully avoids much of  
the clichéd sound of that instrument,  
contributes an extensive liner note history  
of the group’s work – though his rave- 
hatred might be misplaced – but the  
sounds are best of all, from vocalist Mick 
Lynch’s speak-sing surrealism to what  
might be the band’s secret weapon,  
guitarist Chris Salmon’s affinity for a  
highlife-derived melodic style. Rob 
McKahey’s angular-then-explosive drum 
work sealed the deal, and songs like ‘ 
Buffalo’ and ‘Roll the Bodies Over’ prove  
the band really did have something. 
Ned Raggett

The Stupids
Violent Nun/Peruvian Vacation/
Retard Picnic/The Complete BBC Peel 
Sessions (Boss Tuneage)
Surprised to find yourself sucking on Suffolk 
skate thrash? Silly. Jello Biafra once made a 
very valid point that the most unhinged and 
non-conformist punk bands often gestate 

and flower away from the heatwave of big 
city scenes. The Stupids, extant from 1984-
89, came from Ipswich and, bummed by a 
dearth of hard, fast, local music, focused 
their obsession with American hardcore, 
skateboarding and E-number-packed  
trash culture into, effectively, the first HC 
band in the UK. If you hadn’t been waiting 
for a band on your doorstep to sweep  
up the debris left by JFA, The Faction  
and RKL, it probably amounted to mere  
cultural tourism. Otherwise, The Stupids’ 
output – this part of which comprises a 
debut single, the band’s first two albums  
and four Peel sessions, plus bonus tracks; 
there’s close on 150 songs on these four 
discs – was a winningly dorky refresher  
that, weirdly, helped pave the way for the 
grindcore they never threatened to play.
Noel Gardner

Hank Williams
Settin’ The Woods On Fire 
(Snapper Music)
As the excellent sleevenotes to this triple  
CD rightly note, Hank Williams’ life was  
full of contradicting pressures. Torn  
apart slowly by the conflict between his  
mother’s fervent religious beliefs and  
his own love for the more lively and 
unsavoury aspects of life as a musician,  
his output ranged from relatively harmless 
country ditties to (for the times) more 
salacious Devil-music material. 

This excellent compilation not only 
sounds brilliant bearing in mind the 
recordings’ age, but noticeably darkens as  
it goes along. By the time we get to the final 
disc it’s all loneliness, graveyard-chasing  
and regret as the painkillers and alcohol 
(consumed to blur the pain of his Spina 
Bifida) began to destroy him. A more 
eloquent biography there could not be  
of a man whose pioneering musical 
explorations and attitude inspired everyone 
from Elvis to Alabama 3. Details of the 
session dates and the contributing musicians 
are noted in the sleevenotes for posterity.
Joe Shooman

The Replacements
Sorry Ma, Forgot To Take Out The Trash (Rhino)
Let It Be (Rhino)
1981’s Sorry Ma, the first album lovelorn drunkards The 
Replacements recorded for local indie Twin/Tone, is a 
gloriously trashy teenage punk classic to rival the first  
four Ramones LPs and anything Redd Kross ever released. 
Eschewing the nosebleed velocity and molten angst of 
fellow Minneapolis punks Hüsker Dü (who they clown on 
‘Nothing To Dü’), theirs was a ragged R’n’B ever daringly 
inviting collapse, these misfit teens essaying dead-end life 
in the city with an eye for wry comic detail, lusting after 

convenience store checkout girls, dryly reveling in their own slackerdom and, 
on the Stax-on-Overdrive stomp ‘Raised In The City’, happening upon a most 
sublime suburban anthemicism. 

Three years and two albums later, Let It Be found frontman Paul 
Westerberg wiser but not yet wizened, the bratty humour of his youth 
maturing into a most insightful and sympathetic voice. Opener ‘I Will Dare’ 
was a most vulnerable invitation to jump blindly into hope, sloe-eyed piano 
ballad ‘Androgynous’ was drolly philosophical, while elsewhere the group 
tooled through their trademark ‘Power Trash’ with drunken genius, but it’s 
‘Sixteen Blue’ that haunts the most now. Dissecting, with heart-breaking  
and tender acuity, adolescent isolation and sexual confusion, Westerberg’s 
wracked burr evokes a loneliness that’s yang to the yin of Sorry Ma’s bratty 
thrashings, his sighed “Your age is the hardest age” warmly paternal and, 
coming from a 25 year old still negotiating a tumultuous twenties, not in the 
slightest bit patronising. Such poignant magic was always The Replacements’ 
greatest gift, but it shone brightest on these two albums.
Stevie Chick
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You’d have to have wooden eyes not to be able to 
take good photographs of the grimm stars of the 
Norwegian metal firmament against the beautiful 
landscape they inhabit, but Peter Beste, an NYC-
based Texan snapper, has spent the last seven years 
producing True Norwegian Black Metal (Vice), which 
stands as the most ambitious visual document of the 
scene so far. Beste seems to be unconcerned with 
the political meanings of the BM scene: “I’m not 
trying to say that these guys are good or bad or 
otherwise – just to document what they project.” 

Probably the best photograph 
contained in this (what can only be 
described as a) tome is that of Kvitrafn 
stood in a midday Bergen street, 
topless, face desiccated by corpse 
paint, glaring defiantly from the page, 
unaware he’s being watched by a 
shopper whose expression of shock 

and anger strangely mirrors his own. 
While this book isn’t true reportage 
by any normal interpretation of the 
word (all of Gorgoroth are school 
teachers during the day for example, 
something Beste should possibly 

have exploited) this is a true Wordsworthian 
exploration of the BM cult: subject and landscape 
in perfect (dis)harmony, people as extreme, 
strange, and sometimes as funny as the 
surroundings they inhabit.

The lensman first heard about the Nordic scene 
in the late Nineties: “It was when all the crazy stuff 
was happening in Norway. I think it was an Emperor 
CD which was the first that I bought and listened to, 
and I remember being really captivated by the album 
art, the lyrics the mood of it. The whole package and 

aesthetic really blew my mind. That triggered future 
trips to Norway and getting me to dig into it and 
finding more music like this.”

After making contact with Enslaved and 
Gorgoroth, he managed to get plenty of contacts 
for potential subjects: “No one treated me with 
outright suspicion and Norwegians are very polite. 
I don’t know what they were thinking but they were 
certainly very receptive especially after my first trip 
when they saw the result of the photos and that the 
work was being published in magazines. And of 
course I wasn’t trying to exploit them or over 
sensationalise BM, which is really easy to do. You’d 
be surprised by how personable most of them are. 
Most of the guys from Gorgoroth have square day 
jobs as teachers or what have you. Nattefrost is a 
fucking maniac but he’s also a sweet guy. Gaahl is 
really down to earth, a guy with a great sense of 
humour, and not many people would think that.”

It was partially the seriousness of the musicians 
that attracted him: “It is an individualistic 
movement. It’s very solitary and introverted, 
personal music that I find very valuable. It doesn’t 
have the group mentality that punk rock has. True 
black metal people like Gorgoroth and Darkthrone 
do things on their terms. They do what they want 
to do.” Beste has also shot London’s nascent grime 
scene, and following True Norwegian Black Metal 
is a book on Houston rap culture, due 2009.” 
The obvious similarity is that they’re both extreme 
musical sub-genres. Both like to pose, but the black 
metal guys are a lot more timid – the rappers are 
more tough and straightforward. A history of 
violence in both. All disenfranchised youths.”

www.peterbeste.com

art

‘No one treated me 
with outright 
suspicion. Norwegians 
are very polite’

art

celluloids of chaos
Words: Eric Bendall
Photography: Peter Beste

Photographer Peter Beste blends into secretive, violent music subcultures, shooting 
portraits that depict Norwegian black metal and Houston rap from the inside
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The Empty Page: 
Fiction Inspired  
By Sonic Youth
Edited by Peter Wild 
(Serpent’s Tail)
The video for Sonic 
Youth’s ‘Teenage Riot’ 
not only marks out  
an alternative canon, 
but insists on an 
intellectual, extra-
musical, element: in  
its collaged footage, 
Bill Burroughs and Harvey Pekar appear 
alongside Patti Smith, The Stooges and Sun Ra. 
It’s a symbol of the way that literature and theory 
have always informed SY’s output, from 
Thurston’s love for the Beats and Kim’s 
absorption of feminist theory to Lee’s parallel 
career as poet and diarist. This intellectual 
fertility echoes the band’s stylistic breadth, and 
perhaps explains the fascination they exercise  
for writers, musical and otherwise. T|hey provide 
a limitless number of jumping-off points, which 
the authors in this anthology, each taking an SY 
title for their own use.

The results, perhaps predictably, are varied. 
Even by the standards of middlebrow publishing, 
many of the authors here are less well-known, 
which results both in some pleasant surprises 
and some duds. The majority of the stories seem 
to be ‘inspired’ by the more exoteric elements of 
SY, particularly during the Goo/Dirty period: pop-
culture refs, nihilistic blankness, psychosexual 
menace. Some, such as Tom McCarthy’s 
incendiary fantasy about Marxist icon Patty 
Hearst, or Catherine O’Flynn’s ‘Snare, Girl’, 
which perfectly captures the suffocating mental 
claustrophobia of adolescence, work very 
successfully; others, including Scott Mebus’ ‘Bull 
In The Heather’, which grafts an embarrassing 
pun onto a mundane story, or Kevin Sampsell’s 
‘Swimsuit Issue’, where a potentially fascinating 
theme is ruined by an empty prose style, are less 
so. A number – such as Katherine Dunn’s ‘That’s 
All I Know (Right Now)’, wherein a severed hand 
fascinates a gentrified community – are amusing 
in their deadpan oddity, but nothing more.

The best stories seem to follow the 
melancholy traces in SY’s post-Washing Machine 
work, peeking at the desolation beneath the 
poise. The autobiographical, starkly poetic ‘Little 
Trouble Girl’, by Emily Carter Roiphe, ends with 
the discovery of a child – the return of rock’s 
repressed responsibility – reminding us that,  
for those excluded from the inner sanctum of 
bohemia, the world still turns. Meanwhile, Jess 
Walter’s moving ‘Rain On Tin’, ironically 
commenting on the preceding stories, quietly 
reveals a despair at its heart to equal that of 
Murray Street’s ‘Karen Revisited’.

If the fascinating stories here don’t outweigh 
the number of ones that left me indifferent, 
that’s not necessarily the writers’ fault: ‘my’ 
Sonic Youth and the band many in this 
anthology seem inspired by seem to be two 
different outfits. Such are the perils of fandom. 
There is, however, definitely a lost opportunity 
here: Sonic Youth’s greatest legacy was re-
introducing the Modernist project to rock music. 
The formal possibilities opened up by Daydream 
Nation, where they caused the time and space of 
rock form to buckle, should serve as more of a 
lesson to writers than their thematic gewgaws.
Daniel Barrow

2 For A Horse
Karen Constance/Smack Music 7 (Smittekilde)
A sliver of moon illuminates a strange nocturnal 
scene. A humanoid creature with a black carrion 
bird’s head, dressed all in grey, stands in deep grass. 
Around its neck a chain of daisies: crowning its 
head, a dull golden halo. With one hand, it clutches 
a child-like doll – or doll-like child – to its side. With 
the other it imparts some magical light to a patient 
toad sitting astride a brown bear. The bear nuzzles 
the bird-man’s legs, completing the mystical circle. 
Elsewhere, a naked man kneels in prayer. His hands, 
genitals and head have been roughly removed, 
leaving bloody stumps. On the ragged plinth of his 
neck, a donkey’s head has been transplanted. 
Angel’s wings sprout from his back. He seems to be 
smiling at some private revelation.

Welcome to the unsettling world of Brighton-
based artist and musician Karen Constance. 
Although perhaps best known as one half of 
experimental sound-art duo Blood Stereo, and  
one third of noise trio Polly Shang Kuan Band, 
Constance’s otherworldly acrylics have already 
provided a suitable visual malevolence for the covers 
of CDs by Blood Stereo, Thurston Moore’s skronk-
improv outfit Dream Aktion Unit and others. Now  
a selection of her favourite pieces has been gathered 
in a lavish colour volume just right for blood-
spattered coffee tables.

It’s a distinctive imaginative universe contained 
therein, full of recurring motifs that seem to accrue 
more worrying significance with each appearance. 
Hybrid species, bodily mutilation, birds pecking  
at exposed arteries, missing eyes, multiple organs, 
nocturnal transformations, sentient animals and 

blue-eyed Ladybird Book children in grisly situations 
– all these build a self-contained nightmare that 
comes across like a fully illustrated child’s 
encyclopaedia of lost myths and parallel-dimension 
creation stories. Look closer, though, and it’s also 
suffused with a very dark humour. An eyeless owl 
dreaming of a woolly-hatted child with four big 
baby-blues, while its own eyes lie bloody and useless 

at its feet? There’s a cruel cosmic joke for you. It’s 
easy to imagine Constance snickering to herself as 
she hatches yet another diabolical scenario to 
release on the unsuspecting public psyche.

Constance is reluctant to talk about her work, 
but an extra dimension is provided by the inclusion 
with this volume of a seven-inch vinyl banger from 
her solo tape-music project Smack Music 7. Only 
don’t expect it to shed too much light on the world 
she’s created: it’s every bit as mysterious as the dead, 
black birds’ eyes scattered throughout her pages. 
Side A is the sound of slow, merciless torture in a 
murky, mechanised dungeon, while the reverse 
provides the soundtrack for long-distance psychic 
warfare and muffled brain death. Just be very 
thankful you don’t dream what she does.

www.myspace.com/smackmusic7

witch’s bestiary 
Words: Daniel Spicer

Angle yr hollow eye sockets to the grisly visual world of Karen Constance

books

Hybrid species, bodily 
mutilation, birds 
pecking at exposed 
arteries
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The Holy Modal Rounders: 
Bound To Lose (Badbird)
Dir: Sam Wainwright Douglas and Paul 
Lovelace, 2007
The Holy Modal Rounders occupy a strange  
place in American music history. A couple of 
downtown New Yorkers who could rework the 
entirety of Harry Smith’s Anthology Of American 
Folk Music on stupendous quantities of LSD  
(and pretty much anything else going), their 
‘Birdsong’ burst out at the beginning of Easy  
Rider. By rights, they should have joined the 
pantheon of psychedelic legends of the Sixties 
alongside their more celebrated contemporaries 
including Bob Dylan. But while their underground 
infamy was long assured, they languished in 
obscurity for decades, perhaps because they were 

simply too off the wall even by Greenwich Village's 
eccentric standards. 

Bound To Lose should do wonders for  
cementing The Holy Modal Rounders' reputation  
as one of the key influences on the New Weird 
America folk revival. A history of the band is 
interspersed with newer documentary footage,  
shot as Steve Weber and Peter Stampfel rehearse, 
jam, play reunion shows, and attempt to keep 
things together in the run up to a planned  
40th anniversary gig. But personal difficulties 
interfere – not least Weber’s ambivalent  
relationship with success – and the film gradually 
turns into a fascinatingly chaotic travelogue.  
Bound To Lose is one of the funniest films  
about musicians ever made, and an honest 
testament to tenacious outsider humanity.

film & dvd

The Hacker
X: Live/+DVD (CD+DVD) (Different)
It’s 2001, and music and fashion are doing  
a seductive two-step together in the glossy 
centrefolds of the world’s style magazines. 
Kids are sporting mullets, Eighties tees, 
legwarmers and tacky jewellery. And the 
band soundtracking this dance, posing for 
photo-shoots with kreepy Karl Lagerfeld and 
playing an insouciant cocktail of Eighties 
electro-pop and techno, are two kids from the 
provincial French city of Grenoble: Caroline 
Hervé and Michel Amato, better known as 
Miss Kittin and The Hacker.

The material they produced together 
sounds so emblematic of a moment in 
popular culture, that it’s surprising to learn 
how little 
confidence they 
had in this music  
to begin with. But 
the documentary 
that forms part of 
this CD and DVD 
package tells of 
how DJ Hell signed 
them to his label 
on the strength of one track; the Hacker 
thought he was mad. “I was convinced  
it would never catch on,” he says. 

Flushed with the kind of perverse 
confidence that only a total conviction in 
failure can bring, the Hacker drifted from his 
trademark Jeff Mills-influenced techno, and 
threw in influences he’d never been able to 
express: electro-pop, EBM, Italodisco. The 
tracks are lo-fi and spontaneous, with Kittin’s 
lyrics recorded on a pair of headphones in 
place of a mic. It was all completely out of step 
with the dance music France then had a name 
for: Daft Punk, Cassius, Etienne de Crécy. 
Kittin talks of the shocked face the Hacker 
made when she came out with lyrics such as 
“Suck my dick/Kiss my ass” – “It’s you who’s 

singing them, not me,” was his pert  
comment. We also get a peek at the duo’s  
first gigs, before they adopted any kind of 
‘look’ – the pair looking dowdy and meek  
as two cucumbers.

The film also charts Amato’s early rave 
epiphanies, setting up parties in caves, and 
producing underground hits on his GoodLife 
label. And it shows the aftermath of 
electroclash: how the Hacker went back to a 
darker, techier sound, but brought his softer 
influences with him – thereby distilling his 
life’s obsessions into a slick blend inspired by 
Kraftwerk’s Computer World.

Much the same aesthetic runs through the 
live set that’s included here in both DVD and 
CD formats – recorded at a homecoming gig 

in Grenoble – it flows 
very nicely, with great 
moments like the acid 
peaks of ‘The 
Brutalist’ and the 
tense, staccato 
‘Broken Glass’. The 
DVD of the concert 
seems superfluous, 
though – this static 

club footage is pretty tedious to watch. And 
then there are the bonus bits, including some 
cool live clips with Kittin. 

DJ Hell pulls out a Barry Manilow quote to 
highlight electroclash’s intimate relation of 
image with sound – “Music and fashion were 
always the passion” – and with all great pop 
music it’s impossible to extricate the two. But, 
for all this multimedia showiness, the Hacker 
seems happiest in the background, skulking 
behind decks, blending in with the machines – 
the archetypal publicity-shy techno bod.  
And while some people will probably never 
disassociate him from the Kittin stuff, if you 
want a coherent view of where he came from 
and where he’s gone since, this is the perfect 
place to start.

Skulking behind 
decks, blending in 
with the machines

pose a strike 
Words: Robin Wilks

Techno aesthete The Hacker 
compresses himself onto a digital 
disc and sneaks inside your audio-
visual device 

good taste is timeless 
Words: Richard Fontenoy

The Holy Modal Rounders: like 
folk...on acid!

An honest testament 
to tenacious outsider 
humanity
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Vashti Bunyan 
I Want To Be Alone
“I don’t know why it is but I sometimes feel 
that I have to get away” sings the original 
princess. There are painted creatures, 
tapestry rivers, and the tranquillities of 
isolation. This is the B-side to Vashti’s debut 
single of 1965, ‘Some Things Just Stick In 
Your Mind’, which was penned by the 
unlikely (for her) alignment of Mick Jagger 
and Keith Richards. 

David Karsten Daniels
Martha Ann
Male vs female vocals practise close 
harmonies alongside honey-roasted guitars 
straight outta the kiln. It’s taken from Fear Of 
Flying, his latest LP and one brought to 
fruition with the help of landscapes and 
horizons (David lives in Seattle, near Phinney 
Ridge, where the Cascades on one side 
challenge the Olympics on the other). It’s all 
over in a mere two minutes and four seconds, 
like all the sweetest ones.

Gregory And The Hawk
Ghost
Not a Gregory, but a New York girl by the 
name of Meredith Godreau. Her vocals 
match the track’s title, preserved and  
childish always. The heavier, stickier end  
of a brass section offers guidance from  
the sidelines. She cites the likes of the 
Lemonheads and the Sundays as influences; 
and there’s definitely a citrus-sweet pop 
loneliness to this.

Nina Nastasia
Your Red Nose
Hollywood-born Nastasia’s lyrics are 
painterly: “You’re high on a hill, losing  
all your detail in the distance”. There’s 
immediacy here, to be found especially in  
the close-by drums, all padded and wary.  

She approximates late night band-practices 
with friends – you’re in a dimly lit living room, 
with coffees and smokes. 

Vetiver
To Baby
Stalwarts of the campfire song, Florida’s 
Vetiver choose muffled, friendly pianos  
like the ones you remember from your 
parents’ house. Seen as integral to the revival 
of lost Sixties folk (see Vashti, et al), this 
Philadelphia six-piece still features founding 
members Meg Baird, Greg Weeks and 
Brooke Sietinsons. There’s stability and 
security to be found in these ivory keys. 

Tom Brosseau
True To You
His voice is almost sexless, velveteen. A 
fulsome acoustic nudges his unsure tones: 
no more, no less. He was taught guitar by his 
grandmother, while his grandfather was a 
member of Buck and the Buccaneers – it’s in 
his blood, y’see.

Silje Nes
Dizzy Street
This Norwegian lady creates a kind of fluid 
disorientation, with breathy words barely 
enough to form sighs. 

Ten Kens
Y’All Come Back Now
Immediate points for moniker: more for the 
ominous plods, decisive downbeats and 
disobedient sirens that make for an 
encouraging intro to this Canadian 
foursome. None of them, by the way,  
are named Ken.

Charlottefield
Snakes
If by now you’re hankering after something 
bloodier, then this cut from Brighton’s 

Charlottefield is all sedated panic, bleached 
riffs and mild disinterest. Vocals stutter and 
splurge, ranting when they can work up  
the energy amidst a healthy dose of self-
induced apathy.

The Rank Deluxe
Tightrope
While starting out as a disconcerting medley 
of Lahndahn pronunciations, this gets going 
in the chorus. Skinny, hungry, and kicked in 
the ribs. 

We Were Promised Jetpacks
Tiny Little Voices
Hectic guitars and eye-on-the-prize vocals 
make for a race against time. These poppy 

Scots make you think of teamwork, tough 
love and adrenaline (with extra sing-a-long 
goodness). Their first show together was at 
their high school’s round of Battle Of The 
Bands – they covered ‘Are You Gonna Be My 
Girl?’ by those bastions of taste, Jet. 

Frightened Rabbit
I Feel Better
It begins with trepidation, but unfurls into a 
confident array of mini brass battalions. Their 
record, The Midnight Organ Fight, was 
produced by Peter Katis who’s been, in the 
past, at the helm of Interpol and The National 
– and you wouldn’t go far wrong to identify 
some of that kinda atmosphere, that kinda 
shiver, on this track. Watch out for festival 

appearances towards the end of this  
feverish summer.

The Twilight Sad
Here, It Never Snowed
James Graham propels complaints across 
swathes of mist, padded drums and mid-
range drones. From 2007’s Fourteen 
Autumns And Fifteen Winters. 

Max Richter
Return To Prague
Long time co-conspirator of Glass, Eno and 
Reich (he commissioned and performed 
works by them whilst in charge of Piano 
Circus, a classical ensemble with modern 
guts), Richter specialises in detailing the 

moments between moments. His dislocated 
instruments come together seemingly by 
chance in the airpockets of damp rooms.

Our Brother The Native
Augural Wrath
An haunted jumble of tambourines and 
chimes from this crop of youngsters, led by  
a voice so removed it’s almost hibernating. 

Hauschka
Blue Bicycle
Traditionally, we save the best ‘til last. Pianist 
Volker Bertelmann thrills. Pianos obsess  
over rhythms, before buckling beneath their 
own momentum, becoming turbulent and 
even torrential. 

plan b presents 
a fatcat records 
sampler  
Words: Lauren Strain 
 

From Brighton, with love: 
FatCat invite you in for  
a bit of a wander round 
their roster – both present 
and future

Painted creatures, tapestry rivers, 
and the tranquilities of isolation

frightened rabbit
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OK, so clearly you have memorised (at least) 
one piece of ridiculous hyperbole regarding 
yrself. Please quote your favourite here.

“I’d say that the press has pretty much been fair. 
I’ve got no beef with the press. I make it easy for 
them to call me a musical genius, like when Barack 
Obama came out and his main message was 
‘Change?’ Well, musical genius is my main message, 
my main focus.”

What is the biggest misconception about 
you? What concept or detail is always missed?

Well, it’s getting better, but back when I started 
people used to describe me as a punk rocker,  
a rebel, a rule-breaker. I’m not a rule-breaker.  
I’m basically very conservative, in the sense of 
conserving traditions. I go by the book – the 
playbook of being an entertainer – and at page one 
it says ‘Put on a good show, have a good message.’ 
When I started in 2000 there was this trend for 
‘authentic’ musicans, so I was doing something 
different, but I’m not bringing anything new to the 
table. I’m bringing back something that got lost. 
Razzle-dazzle. Showmanship. It’s the oldest trick in 
the book.”

What was the most heinous lie you ever 
told in an interview?

“My secret recipe is to combine uncomfortable 
truths with convenient lies and I would be loath to 
un-blur the barrier at this point. Some people think  
I have a third testicle – I sang about it, I talked about 
it in an interview – and I’d prefer to leave it up to the 
reader as to whether it’s true or not.”

Do you read your own press releases? Do 
you feel they represent you adequately?

”OK, here’s a heinous lie: it’s not a lie that I’ve 
told but it’s the biggest lie that everyone else tells: 
that they don’t care what the audience thinks of 
them, that they don’t read their press. That is 
bullshit. They read it with a fine-tooth comb.  
As for my press releases, I basically write them, so 
the structure and the information comes from me, 
which I think is an important part of the process that 
starts with picking your album title and goes on to 
writing your own press releases.”

What was your worst interview and/or 
photoshoot experience? 

”There’s this TV channel in Europe called Arte 
and it’s famous for a technique in which they 
interview you in your apartment – they pretty much 
insist on it. So they knock on the door and you open 
it and they’re out there and the first thing they say is 
‘OK, we’re gonna knock on the door again and 
we’re gonna film you opening it’. Which is really 
annoying. So I developed my own technique, which 
is to ask one of the crew to open the door so I’m 
already sitting in the chair to begin the interview 
when they open the door. Again, it’s this fake 
authenticity thing, creating some illusion of a life 
outside the interview. But there is no life outside the 
interview. It’s disrespectful to the world I’ve created 
and the illusion I work hard to maintain.”

Correct your worst misquote.
“In the UK they sometimes translate my 

Canadian expressions into British expressions, which 
is ridiculous. Like I’ll say, ’People think I’m a freak’, 
and they’ll change it to ‘People think I’m a nutter’.  
I would never say ‘nutter’!”

Has music criticism ever actually helped 
improve yr work, even only in spotting a 
mistake or providing a second opinion?

“Oh, it helps me all the time. I’m really reactive  
to the reactions of the public and journalists. As an 
entertainer, I am the sum of the public’s reactions to 
me: every move I make I’m trying to figure out what 
they think of me so I can surprise them, or subvert it, 
or change it in some way.”

If you were a music magazine editor, who 
would you feature and why? Who would you 
put on the cover?

“Well, you know, that’s really not my job. I think 
journalists make a choice not to take part in reality, 
not to be part of the audience – and as an 
entertainer, or someone who goes on stage, I can 
relate to that choice, but it’s different. It’s a whole 
different thing. It’s hard to imagine being in  
that position.”

What do you do when a band you don’t like 
cite you as an influence?

“There’s almost no bands I don’t not like so it’s  
a great compliment, but honestly I prefer it when 
people react negatively, like when Har Mar 
Superstar said he was a better entertainer than me.  
I like beef.” 

Do you ever Google yourself? What’s the 
best/worst/weirdest experience resulting  
from this?

“I’ve actually invented a game called Google 
Roulette. You enter your own name plus a negative 
adjective, for example: ‘Gonzales + overrated’, ‘Feist 
+ insipid’, ‘Peaches + disgusting’. And then you click 
on the first hit, but you don’t know whether the 
adjective refers directly to you or whether it comes 
later in the sentence, as in, ‘…unlike the overrated  
____, Gonzales is a true showman.’ If that’s the case 
then you’ve won. But if the adjective refers directly, 
for example ‘Feist’s insipid lyrics…’ then Feist loses 
and gets shot, because it’s a game of Roulette.”

What product/service/organisation would 
you allow your music to advertise and why?

“Oh, well. Anyone with a chequebook with 
enough zeros in it, pretty much. I mean, there are 
some products where I feel like it’s just not the right 
fit. I don’t drink beer, for example. I hate beer. So I 
don’t think I should be in a beer commercial.”

What kind of film and/or scene would you 
most like your music to soundtrack? 

“Some of my piano music was used for a 
documentary film about Hitler’s bodyguards. And 
some of that piano music is very sad, but it’s the 
sadness of a megalomaniac. I was happy that it got 
used in this documentary about Hitler, cos Hitler was 
a megalomaniac. It was the perfect use of that 
music. Most megalomaniacs are pretty sensitive 
people, you know.”

What’s the most actually fairly insane thing 
a fan has done to impress you?

“Written a song to try to get my attention. It was 
actually an English group. I’ve forgotten their name 
now, something to do with silhouettes. The song 
was called ‘Gonzales: You Love Us, But We Hate 
You’. It was a cry for help, obviously.”

‘I prefer it when 
people react 
negatively. I like 
beef…’

the chameleonic revenge of… 
chilly gonzales 
Words: Jesse Darlin’
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Hot on the heels of their Riot Grrrl compendium Revolution Grrrl Style Now, 
Black Dog Publishing have published another collection of essays and visual 
archive material, this time in honour of that venerable institution, your local 
record shop. Old Rare New: The Independent Record Shop, edited by Emma 
Pettit, brings together photography, sleeve art and fine writing by Byron Coley, 
Bob Stanley and many more, celebrating the purveyors of independent vinyl and 
the history of record stores from the 19th Century onwards. Interviews with Cat 
Power, Will Oldham and Makoto Kawabata , among others, touch on the 
importance of youthful crate-digging and musical discoveries, yet Old Rare New 
steers as clear of nostalgia as its subject matter allows, acknowledging the 
changes in media and consumption that have made such a book as this both 
possible and necessary. Plus, the pictures are rad, and there’s even an interview 
with our head honcho down under, Mr Everett True. He gets everywhere, 
doesn’t he?

We’ve got 10 copies to give away to new subscribers, so we recommend you get 
in there now, not later.

To qualify for this offer please mention PB35 on the back of your cheque 
or in the Paypal comments box.

Next month in Plan B (out Monday 4th 
August)
Prime yeself for words and pictures on a page 
pertinent to the travails of musicians including 
Lindstrom, Faun Fables, Abe Vigoda, and Roots 
Manuva. Plus Everett True on the past, present, and 
future of Seattle’s sturdy recording megabrand Sub 
Pop. You’d be most ill-advised to miss it. 

Back Issues
UK – £4.00, EU airmail – £5.50 
Rest of the world airmail – £7.50
All issues are still available apart from Issue 0. For 
enquiries, please contact richard@planbmag.com

Subscriptions
UK – 12 issues for £35 (save £7 on the cover price) 
EU airmail – 12 issues for £55
Rest of the World airmail – 12 issues for £75

Send cheques to: Plan B Publishing, 156-158 Gray’s Inn Road, London WC1X 8ED. 
Or visit www.planbmag.com/order and pay by credit card, debit card or Paypal

And receive not just twelve copies of the most beautifully designed, elegantly  
written, skilfully shot music magazines on the shelves, but a nice book called  
Old Rare New: The Independent Record Shop as well
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my inspiration
The Ting Tings

Photography by Matt Irwin
“Once in a Lifetime” words and music by David Byrne, Chris Frantz, 

Tina Weymouth, Jerry Harrison and Brian Eno.
© 1980 WB Music Corp. & Index Music Inc. All rights on behalf of WB Music Corp. administered by

Warner/Chappell Music Ltd. London W6 8BS Reproduced by Permission.

And you may ask yourself 
what is that beautiful house?
and you may ask yourself 
where does that highway go?
and you may ask yourself 
am I right? am I wrong?
and you may tell yourself 
my God! what have I done?
Talking Heads
Once In A Lifetime
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